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0. Executive Summary 
The United States Navy deployed a large number of platforms and people to 
assist in disaster relief efforts for Haiti after an earthquake devastated the nation 
on 12 January, 2010. These assets, along with other services, agencies, 
organizations, and nations, succeeded in their mission to provide disaster relief 
during Operation Unified Response. 
 
This report takes a look across the entire operation, with a focus on the Navy 
effort, to dissect what happened and why, explore hard truths, understand 
thought processes, and discover implications for decision makers who will 
confront future disaster relief missions. 
 
This summary describes the implications for the Navy at different levels, with a 
reference to the part of the report that discusses the circumstances in greater 
detail.  

0.1 OSD and Broader Implications 
The Navy is not in charge. The United States Government (USG) designated 
the United States Agency for International Development (USAID) as the lead 
USG agency for the Haiti disaster response. The Navy and other Department of 
Defense organizations supported USAID, the host nation government, and any 
UN efforts. This inter-agency coordination continues to present many challenges. 

• see 3.2.1 Somebody Else in the Lead on page 109. 
• see Paradox: Coordinate or Not on page 110. 
• see Media Analysis on page 87. 

 

0.2 Joint Implications 
Relationships are key. Pre-existing relationships are best, which come with time 
and interaction. In a crisis, though, relationships and trust must form quickly, and 
any changes can cost dearly. The Navy had a few false starts that hampered 
operations. 

• see Relationships on page 43. 
 
The Joint Community has not yet embraced Joint Seabasing. Although Navy 
and Marine Corps forces were (mostly) assembled and sustained through the 
Seabase, the same did not hold true for the Army and Air Force. Although the 
Army did interact slightly with the Seabase, it still formed large footprints in Haiti 
and derived most of its sustainment through normal logistical means. 

• see 2.1.8 Seabasing on page 73. 
 
An agreement has recently been forged for the Navy, Marine Corps, and Army to 
move forward in experimenting with and developing the Joint Seabase. Because 
some have claimed that OUR was a success for Joint Seabasing, it may be 
worthwhile to first define (beforehand) the points that constitute a success. 
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A crisis is not the time to attempt new Joint constructs. In the initial days 
after the earthquake, the Navy proposed the idea of establishing a Joint Logistics 
Hub at Naval Station Guantanamo, Cuba. Although Navy forces were able to 
establish a very capable hub at GTMO in short order, the Joint community never 
shifted their operations to make full use of its capability.  
 
In quick-action crisis-mode, the services have a tendency to become very insular 
and less Joint. This reflexive action, along with other coordination issues, made 
the Joint Logistics Hub concept less effective in its implementation. 

• see 2.1.7 Joint Logistics Hub on page 64. 
 
The flexibility and rapid-response capabilities of the Navy grate against the 
Joint Community’s processes and tools. In particular, the Joint Operation 
Planning and Execution System (JOPES) does not provide adequate speed or 
responsiveness to a crisis. Organizations outside the Navy expressed frustration 
over the system as well. Planners claim that the system does indeed work, but it 
is evident that the system does not meet the rapid timelines of operators. 

• see Paradox: Now versus Later on page 112.  
 
The Navy enjoys flexibility outside of this system to some extent because of its 
ability to get ships underway in the NORTHCOM AOR under its own initiative. 
However, not all units can “bend the system” this way. In particular, non-self-
deploying assets had difficulty getting to Haiti, which caused frustration along the 
entire Navy chain of command. The main reason for the difficulty was a 
difference in priorities between the force provider and the (ultimate) force 
acceptor. The Fleet cannot change this fact, but could address the issue by 
examining alternate means of transportation for these units. 

• see 2.1.3 Asset Flow on page 32. 
 

0.3 Navy Implications 
Public Affairs. Public Affairs provided a critical venue for the Navy to tell the 
story and provide strategic messages at key points. Disaster relief efforts entail 
two missions: providing relief from suffering, and telling the story. The latter 
becomes extremely important during a disaster, when the public media searches 
ravenously for new information 24/7. 

• see 3.2.2. Two Missions on page 111 
• see Strategic Communication on page 91. 

 
OUR was the first disaster relief effort that featured heavy use of social media. In 
fact, Sailors were encouraged to tell their stories as they helped out in Haiti. 
Social media also allowed families to stay in touch with their loved-ones, and it 
allowed the Fleet to communicate news to the families. As social media 
continues to mature, its role during disasters will continue to grow. The Navy 
might actively pursue ways to enable Sailors to tell their story. 

• see Social Media on page 88. 
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0.4 Fleet Implications 
A comprehensive look at HCA and FHA/DR. The Fleet has many options to 
conduct disaster relief more quickly and effectively. Lessons Learned help to 
identify bits and pieces, but the Fleet should consider performing a holistic 
examination of current capabilities and potential gaps. One of the driving 
considerations, however, will be defining the relative importance of HCA and 
FHA/DR operations to other Navy missions. While this may seem like a “Navy 
Implication,” the Fleet has the opportunity to shape this one directly. 

• see 3.3 “HADR as a Core U.S. Navy Mission” on page 116. 
 
Civil Affairs employment. For a mission that focuses on civilians, Civil Affairs 
provides a critical capability. In disaster relief efforts, Civil Affairs also serves as a 
key transition-enabling capability. Maritime Civil Affairs Teams provided these 
functions during OUR, though it is not clear if they operated within the full scope 
of their normal activity. This capability is relatively new for the Navy, so the Fleet 
needs more venues with which to interact with Civil Affairs teams and mature 
their understanding of the value they bring. 

• see Civil Affairs on page 100 and Transition on page 100. 
 
The measureable costs are lengthy; the immeasurable costs are unknown.  
We can tally up a list of monetary costs incurred while operating the Fleet during 
OUR. We can also list all of the missed training, cancelled exercises and 
engagements, and delayed maintenance availabilities. 

• see 3.5 Costs of OUR on page 122.  
 
However, we cannot measure a number of costs, and thus their impact on the 
Fleet is unknown. For example: 
 

• How did the Haiti response diminish the Fleet’s capacity to respond 
to other events in the short term? In the long term? 

o Could the Navy have responded similarly if it had been 
necessary to the late-February Chile earthquake? 

o What is the upper limit on support to disaster relief? 
• How did the additional underway time and separation from families 

add to the stress on Navy personnel? 
• How will the lack of training partners (e.g. Civil Affairs) affect other 

units deploying to Afghanistan? 
• How did the disaster environment affect Navy personnel on the 

ground? 
 
The first question may actually be measurable, but it will require further effort and 
a much better understanding of readiness. 

• see 3.3.1 FHA/DR is not like other missions on page 116. 
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0.5 TYCOM (and Fleet) Implications 
Disaster relief operations have requirements that differ from other operations. 
These differences have implications to the man, train, and equip functions of the 
Fleet and the Type Commanders.  
 
Manning. C4F/USNAVSO and SOUTHCOM received additional manning to help 
better manage efforts. These augments caused challenges at SOUTHCOM, but 
they aided USNAVSO. The difference was in the attitude and role of the 
augments (see Augments and reorganization under Relationships on page 43). 
 
Training. Carrier Strike Group commanders have made it clear that they view the 
FHA/DR mission as “low-end,” and that the training of “high-end” missions 
(power projection, deterrence, etc.) provide ample coverage. Further, they do not 
want to give up any high-end training to make room for low-end training. 
 
CSGs do not have to give up any training, but the Navy should avoid putting 
CSGs in charge of operations during a disaster response. Instead, assets that 
already participate in these types of missions, such as Expeditionary Strike 
Groups, Amphibious Squadrons, or Navy Expeditionary Combat Command units, 
should be in charge. These assets should continue to gain experience and 
training through their employment in Global Fleet Stations and similar activities. 
 

Right tool for the right job. Sailors can get any job done because they are 
resourceful and have a commitment to doing good things. In OUR, Sailors 
performed missions for which they had no training, and did not have the 
best tools, but they did so out of a deep desire to help. The Navy has tools 
designed for these jobs, but it continues to send tools designed for other 
purposes and not properly prepared (see page 101). It may even be 
cheaper and more effective to create and send a dedicated response 
team (see page 119). 

 
Equipment pack-ups and load-out plans.  Pre-packaged kits for disaster relief 
(whether equipment or supplies) can save a lot of time during the initial push of 
an operation. Some of these pack-ups, however, would imply the purchasing of 
additional equipment and supplies to have in the case of emergency. It is not 
clear whether this strategy is viable in the current fiscal environment. 
 
Similarly, load-out plans can also save time by identifying forces and equipment 
needed for various missions. Load plans for the amphibious ships going to OUR 
were created on the fly. This gave flexibility, but it also created tension when it 
grated against doctrinal employment of certain forces. A pre-set load-out plan 
has the benefit of (presumably) having the agreement of the identified forces and 
equipment. Additionally, they cost no money (other than the time spent preparing 
the plan). 
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Agreements, (faster) processes. Similar to load-out plans, agreements between 
organizations can speed response times when a crisis hits. For example, initial 
coordination with NGOs for Comfort was poor; the Navy initially did not 
incorporate them into the plan because of concerns over the short time-frame for 
deployment of the ship. A standing agreement would help to clarify this issue and 
prevent miscommunications for future events. 
 
Concise, useful information vice 100 page documents. Plenty of lengthy 
documents exist that describe HCA and FHA/DR operations. Nobody will read 
them.1 In the time-critical environment of disaster relief operations, leadership, 
planners, and operators need short summaries of critical information. 
 
Exercises. Post-OUR, most people have suggested that the Navy needs to 
incorporate more <fill-in-the-blank> into exercises. It is difficult to exercise 
disaster relief because the time-criticality and uncertain environment pose the 
biggest challenge – and exercise planning completely negates these attributes. 
Many people have also suggested the incorporation of Department of State and 
NGOs into exercises. This suggestion, though well-intentioned, never works in 
practice due to the low-manning and availability of personnel in those 
organizations. Other ways must be found to establish better relationships. 
 
Metrics. Confusion abounded with reporting (categories, definitions, units). 
Efforts on pre-defined reporting and metrics could solve a lot of wasted time 
during the event, and in making sense of the information afterwards. 

0.6 Final Thoughts 
In the end, the relief efforts were successful. This fact will cause many to wonder 
if anything needs changing at all. While doing nothing is an option, we might be 
concerned that efforts in Haiti worked so well, because Haiti needed so much. 

• see 3.2.4. Anything Will Do on page 116. 
 
Beyond the success of OUR and toward broader questions, this analysis was 
unable to answer a number of issues with the information that was available. The 
following questions may provide avenues for further analysis: 

 
• If most of the TYCOMs are complaining about being maxed out and at red 

lines, how did we supply so many ships, helicopters, and other units to 
Haiti? If we aren’t at red lines, where are we really? If we are at red lines, 
what did we just do to our sustainability? 

• Navy assets made measurable contributions (in stuff delivered, patients 
treated, etc). Would any contribution have resulted in the same? Will all 
great disaster relief efforts be thus? 

• Did this response set a standard for future responses? Both in magnitude 
and speed? Can the Fleet continue to meet that standard? 

                                                
1 This paper invokes exception by irony. 
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1. Introduction 

1.1 Purpose 
This document provides detailed information on Operation Unified Response 
(OUR) from a U.S. Navy (USN) perspective. It reconstructs the events in order to 
provide insight into the operation, with analysis limited to those areas necessary 
for reconstruction. The author plans to take a deeper analytical look at topics as 
United States Fleet Forces (USFF) leadership directs.2 
 
This report focuses on USN effort; the document summarizes OUR activities of 
entities outside of the USN (Joint Forces, U.S. Government (USG) and its 
Agencies, and Non-Government Organizations (NGOs)) as needed. 
 
The information in this report comes from public sources, media, daily briefs, 
informational briefs, doctrine and other documentation, message traffic, 
interviews, and first-hand accounts. 
 

1.2 Broad Overview of OUR3 
At 1653 on Tuesday, 12 January, 2010, a 7.0 magnitude earthquake struck near 
the small town of Léogâne, Haiti, roughly 15 miles west-southwest of the capital 
of Port-au-Prince4 (see Figure 1).5 The shaking caused the collapse of many 
structures and damaged other infrastructure, all of which resulted in a high loss 
of life, including the deaths of many government officials and security personnel. 
 
President René Préval quickly declared a national state of emergency and 
requested assistance from the U.S., a sentiment that the U.S. Ambassador to 
Haiti echoed. The USG responded with assistance from across all U.S. agencies, 
and together with the international community, set about providing relief from the 
suffering and enabling a return to normal life, with particular focus on medical 
needs, food and water, security, and shelter. 
 
During the initial response, the number of people from the Department of 
Defense (DoD) swelled to nearly 21,0006 under the lead of Joint Task Force-Haiti 
(JTF-H). As the responders successfully met the immediate and critical needs of 
the Haitian people, the number of military personnel needed dwindled as 
operations transitioned back to the responsibility of the GoH, UN, and NGOs. 

                                                
2 Commander, USFF tasked the Center for Naval Analyses (CNA) representative at USFF to reconstruct 
and analyze the USN effort. The back of the cover page provides contact info. 
3 For a more detailed overview of events, see section 2.1.1. Overview of OUR, APPENDIX A – 
CHRONOLOGY, and APPENDIX B – TOPICAL CHRONOLOGY. 
4 At a depth of 8.1 miles. Information from U.S. Geological Survey. 
5 For a general map of Haiti, see APPENDIX D – MISC GRAPHICS, Figure 57. 
6 The peak was on 31 January, 2010 (before the departure of the USS Carl Vinson). Information comes 
from the JTF-H personnel tracker. Some media reports used 22,000 as the maximum. 
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When the Commander of JTF-H turned over command on 18 April, 3 months 
after operations began, the number of DoD personnel in Haiti had fallen to 
around 2,200. JTF-H stood-down 1 June, with a transition to regular Theater 
Security Cooperation activities.7,8 
 
The table in Figure 2 shows an overview of major events. It does not show every 
arrival or departure for Navy assets. 

 
Figure 1. U.S. Geological Survey Shake-Map of 2010 January Haiti Earthquake. 
                                                
7 “U.S. Military Set to Wind Down Operations,” Reuters, 20 April, 2010. 
8 Chen, K. “American Troops Leave Haiti.” Wall Street Journal, 1 June, 2010. 
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Figure 2. Overview of major events. 
 
 

1.3 Background on Haiti 
This section discusses some historically relevant information about Haiti; 
however, the information here focuses on areas that have some relation to the 
disaster relief operations. Other sources provide more thorough details on Haiti’s 
past and circumstances. 
 

1.3.1 General information 
Haiti shares the island of Hispaniola, with the Dominican Republic, to the 
southeast of Cuba (see Figure 57 on page 208 for a reference map). The World 
Factbook estimated Haiti’s population at just over 9 million people in 2009.9 
 
Haiti’s government is a parliamentary republic. The people of Haiti elected René 
Préval as president in 2006. The Prime Minister, Jean-Max Bellerive, took office 
on 7 November, 2009. 
 

                                                
9 CIA World Factbook, Haiti. 2009. 
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The people of Haiti have rapidly deforested the 
lands in the last 100 years. It was estimated 
that 2% of the country had tree-cover in 1998 
(see Figure 3 as an example).10 This lack of 
trees has led to a loss of arable land as well as 
an increase in soil erosion. Thus, flooding has 
become more deadly, and the risk of mudslides 
has also increased. Indeed, hurricanes and 
flooding caused most of the recent disaster-
related deaths before the earthquake. 

 

1.3.2 Wealth and corruption in Haiti 
Various grading systems provide some useful information for placing Haiti in a 
global context. First, the Human Development Index, which combines life 
expectancy, education, and standard of living, ranked Haiti as 149 of 182 
countries in 2007.11,12 Second, the Corruption Perception Index,13 which 
measures the “abuse of entrusted power for private gain,”14 ranked Haiti as 168 
of 180 countries in 2009. 
 
A U.S. State Department Human Rights report on Haiti for 2009 said that 
“corruption remained widespread in all branches and at all levels of government,” 
with key weakness in the judiciary and in law enforcement.15 President Préval 
quickly condemned this report as “arrogant” and an “arbitrary judgment.”16  
 
Stories from military personnel on the ground indicated that a small percent of 
families in Haiti control the majority of the wealth. Similarly, corruption in the 
government sometimes led to laws that enabled this dominance to happen or to 
continue. Such an environment played a role with whom the U.S. military did 
business and to what extent (see Port Cooperative and Corruption on page 61). 
 

                                                
10 Haggerty, Richard A. Haiti: A Country Study. 1989. 
11 Report released 5 October, 2009, but data comes from 2007. 
12 During OUR, briefs often quoted Haiti as the “poorest nation in the Western Hemisphere.” Technically 
this statement is not correct, because a strict definition of the Western Hemisphere includes the west part of 
Africa, thus making Sierra Leone the poorest nation in the Western Hemisphere. Haiti is the poorest nation 
in the Americas. 
13 Some organizations have expressed concern over the legitimacy of this Index; regardless, the general 
magnitude of the rank demonstrates the issue at hand. 
14 “Global Corruption Report 2007”,  http://www.transparency.org/publications/publications/gcr_2007.  
15 Section 4 of “2009 Human Rights Report: Haiti,” released 11 March, 2010, by the Bureau of Democracy, 
Human Rights, and Labor. This report was released after the earthquake happened, but had been due for 
publication regardless of the disaster. 
16 Delva, Joseph G. “INTERVIEW-US draft report angers Haiti amid quake recovery,” Reuters. 16 March, 
2010. 

Figure 3. Deforestation: Haiti (left) 
and DOMREP (right). 
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1.3.3 Previous U.S. support 
A summary report17 of funding reveals that USAID/OFDA provided $15.7M to 
Haiti from 2006 to 2009: 

 
• $1.1M in Preparedness and Mitigation funding 
• $14.6M in Disaster Response funding 
 

The largest pieces of the disaster response funding went to the 2008 hurricanes 
($8.5M), the 2009 hurricanes ($4.2M), and a school collapse in 2009 ($1.1M).18 
 
These numbers show that the U.S. has spent much more on disaster response 
than preparedness and mitigation. It is unclear whether this difference exists 
because disaster response costs much more, or Haiti finds itself continually 
reacting to disasters, or some other reason. 
 

1.3.4 MINUSTAH 
The United Nations has had a peacekeeping mission in Haiti since 2004: 
Missions des Nations Unies pour la Stabilisation en Haïti (MINUSTAH; United 
Nations Stabilization Mission in Haiti). This mission began over concern of a 
“deteriorating situation” in Haiti.19  
 
Prior to the earthquake, the UN had authorized MINUSTAH for 6,940 troops and 
2,211 police. The MINUSTAH HQ collapsed during the quake and killed the Chief, 
his deputy, and the acting police commissioner. After the quake (by 19 January), 
the UN authorized an increase of troops to 8,940 and police to 3,711.20 
Thus, even before the earthquake, a large security force was present in Haiti. 
 

1.3.5 NGOs 
The status of Haiti as the poorest nation in the Americas has made it a prime 
choice for a large number of NGOs to perform charity work. For list of 
organizations that were in Haiti before the earthquake as of 2008, see Figure 59 
in APPENDIX D – MISC GRAPHICS. 
 
Estimates of the number of NGOs before the earthquake usually hovered ~200-
250. After the earthquake, estimates of the number of NGOs in Haiti exceeded 
500. These organizations vary from small (a few people) to large (hundreds) with 
varying areas of focus (medical, food and water, education, engineering).  

                                                
17 “Haiti – Disaster Preparedness and Mitigation Programs; Fact Sheet #1, Fiscal Year 2009” (released 29 
September, 2009). From USAID, the Bureau for Democracy, Conflict, and Humanitarian Assistance 
(DCHA), and the Office of U.S. Foreign Disaster Assistance (OFDA). 
18 The official numbers for the 2010 January earthquake response have not been released. They will likely 
be on the order of $1B. 
19 UN Security Council Verbatim Report 4917th meeting, 26 February, 2004. 
20 UN Security Council (SC/9847). 6261st Meeting (AM), 19 January 2010. 
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1.3.6 Summary of Background of Haiti 
All of this background information on Haiti should highlight two important things. 
First, Haiti had a great need before the earthquake. Second, Haiti also had a lot 
of support mechanisms already in place before the earthquake. 
 
The great need in Haiti made the military’s job more difficult; many discussions 
revolved around the questions “what is the end state?” and “what is the military’s 
role in getting to that end state?” Commanders asked whether the end state was 
the morning of 12 January, or whether it was some better condition. Further, 
commanders expressed concern over distinguishing between critical care from 
the disaster versus more long-term missions of day-to-day life in a poor nation. 
 
Most of the organizations in Haiti remained intact after the earthquake, though 
many were initially “stunned” along with the rest of the population. These 
organizations (with the help of the in-flow of assistance) recovered quickly, 
making the infrastructure of Haiti much more resilient than might be expected 
elsewhere. We must take these things into account when we consider what 
conclusions we draw about disaster response. 
 

1.4 Background on U.S. Presence in South America 
Combatant Commanders refer to their geographic area as an Area of 
Responsibility (AOR). According to lore, the nations in USSOUTHCOM’s area 
took offense to this term, citing the area was their own responsibility. Thus, U.S. 
military organizations in SOUTHCOM’s geographic area use the term Area of 
Focus (AOF).21 
 
In July of 2008, the U.S. Navy re-established Fourth Fleet (C4F) in Mayport, 
Florida, to serve as the numbered fleet in the SOUTHCOM area. The 
commander also serves as the head of U.S. Naval Forces Southern Command 
(USNAVSO), which is the Navy component to SOUTHCOM. 
 
U.S. Military operations in this area tend to focus on Theater Security 
Cooperation, that is, working with other nations for increased security in the 
region. U.S. Navy operations with other nations include counter-narcotics22 and 
Humanitarian and Civic Assistance. The latter often comes in the form of 
Southern Partnership Station and Continuing Promise. 
 
The U.S. Military staffed both SOUTHCOM and C4F/USNAVSO to lower 
manning levels than similar commands in other geographic areas. This decision 
had a powerful influence on Operation Unified Response, as the section “Leaning 
Forward” on page 27 discusses further. 

                                                
21 Or sometimes “Area of Interest.” Some still use Area of Responsibility. Whether the story is true or not, 
it highlights the importance of partnerships in this region. 
22 Ewing, Philip. “LCS 1 seizes drugs in smuggler encounter.” Military Times, February 24, 2010. 
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1.5 Background on Foreign Humanitarian Assistance 
Title 10 of the United States Code, Section 404 (Foreign Disaster Relief), 
authorizes the Department of Defense to assist countries in response to man-
made or natural disaster when necessary to prevent the loss of life. The 
Combatant Commanders can engage in these activities as directed by the 
President, and with the concurrence of the Secretary of State. 
 
Section 3. Foreign Humanitarian Assistance on page 107 explores this topic 
further from the perspective of the U.S. Navy. 
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2. Operation Unified Response 
This section contains the bulk of the reconstruction and analysis of Operation 
Unified Response. It begins with an overview of the operation23 and then 
discusses major topics individually. These topics include: 

 
• Decision divers 
• Asset Flow 
• Command and Control 
• Port Opening and JLOTS 
• Joint Logistics Hub 
• Seabasing 
• Medical 
• Strategic Communication 
• International Effort 
• Construction 
• Security 
• Engagement 
• Migration 

 

2.1. Main Efforts of Operation Unified Response 

2.1.1. Overview of OUR 

Mission Success 
Operation Unified Response successfully met its goal of relieving human 
suffering and providing critical support to the people of Haiti in the wake of the 
earthquake. This assertion draws from three observations. 
 
First, a general audience is not likely to remember anything overly negative or 
bad about the disaster response. Three incidents may spring to mind (though the 
first two do not concern military efforts, and the third does not involve the USN): 
 

• GoH lack of visibility. Government officials suffered losses along 
with the rest of Haitians, but the Haitian people complained 
frequently about the lack of effort from their government.24 

• Missionaries incident. Police arrested ten missionaries for 
attempting to take 33 orphans across the border to DOMREP.25 

• Airport crowding. The airport at Port-au-Prince clogged up 
immediately after the earthquake as many assets arrived via air. 
The sudden flood of airplanes (and the lack of space and fuel on 

                                                
23 The appendices contain a daily accounting of activity. 
24 Forelle, Charles; de Cordoba, Jose. “Haitian Rescue Stymied Amid Chaos,” WSJ, 15 January, 2010. 
25 Delva, Joseph G. “U.S. missionaries in Haiti charged with child kidnap,” Reuters, 4 February, 2010. The 
last missionary was released on 17 May, 2010 (Katz, Jonathan M. “U.S. missionary convicted in Haiti, but 
free to go,” Associated Press, 17 May, 2010). 
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the ground) required military air controllers to turn away some 
airplanes, leading spurned organizations to cry foul.26 “Slots,” 
priorities, and transparency stayed a topic during SOUTHCOM 
briefings for the first couple of weeks.27 

 
One might argue that Comfort’s departure caused a bit of a backlash, but aside 
from a couple of articles28,29 about a couple of doctors not wanting the Comfort to 
go, the transition went rather smoothly and served as more of a signal of the 
progress in Haiti, rather than abandonment (a clear and precise message also 
helped with this transition, see section 2.1.10 Strategic Communication and 
Public Affairs). In fact, an article in a more widely-read newspaper contained a 
more rounded and positive view, along with a quote from a White House 
spokesman that, “the Comfort is not a long-term solution,” and the GoH and 
international community had to focus on building-up Haiti’s own medical 
capacity.30 
 
The second observation draws from the first: the earthquake in Haiti has almost 
entirely faded from the public arena. This observation contrasts strongly with the 
situation that followed the response to Hurricane Katrina. The public still has 
images of massive crowds at the dilapidated Superdome. Subsequent 
investigations of the responses of the federal, state, and local governments led to 
the resignation of the director of the Federal Emergency Management Agency 
(FEMA) and the superintendent of the New Orleans Police Department.31,32 
 
Both of these observations come from public perception of events. Two polls help 
lend more credence to these observations. Unfortunately, the creator of the polls 
does not allow the results to be published or released. 
  
The third observation for mission success draws from the actual good that forces 
did while in Haiti, and how well they performed. The responding forces were able 
to make measureable contributions to the relief effort by delivering large amounts 
of relief supplies, providing medical services, providing security, and coordinating 
and executing various civic projects. 
 

                                                
26 Zongker, Brett. “Red Cross: Haiti airport remains major bottleneck,” Associated Press, 1 February, 2010. 
27 This effort had a large impact on the Latin American media. See Media Analysis on page 87. 
28 Little, Robert. “Doctors Want Comfort to Stay in Haiti,” Baltimore Sun, 3 March, 2010. 
29 Little, Robert. “Comfort Leaving Haiti Against Doctors’ Wishes,” Baltimore Sun, 10 March, 2010. 
30 Sternberg, Steve. “Hospital Ship USNS Comfort Sailing Home from Haiti,” USA Today, 10 March, 2010. 
31 “A failure of initiative: final report of the bipartisan select committee to investigate preparation for and 
response to Hurricane Katrina.” 15 February, 2006. Prepared for 109th Congress. 
32 Even though general image of the Hurricane Katrina response is negative, the USN response was shown 
to be quite favorable (see CNA papers: Walsh, Brian. “Distributed Staff Operations and Initiative Under 
Command in the Navy’s Response to Hurricane Katrina,” CRM D0014356.A2, September 2006. See also 
Deal; Geithner; Ginburg; Schroden. “USMC Support to Hurricane Katrina: Forces and Events,” CIM 
D0013247.A2, March 2006.) 
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The flexibility of all the assets, along with the speed at which they deployed 
(getting helicopters on Vinson and the activation and underway time for the 
Bataan ARG/MEU as well as Comfort) also speak to the dedication and desire to 
be “A Global Force for Good.” 
 
It is true, however, that the efficiency of these contributions and the impact on the 
people of Haiti are much harder to quantify. When so many organizations help on 
an effort, especially with overlapping capabilities, it becomes very difficult to 
pinpoint the value of just one in isolation. 
 
Success for Haiti will depend on daily efforts of many for the foreseeable future. 
Perhaps, then, the greatest contribution of Operation Unified Response was to 
help keep the shattered pieces of the nation together during crisis, so that the 
long-term efforts might have a chance to rebuild the nation.  

Overview of Major Events for the U.S. Navy33 
After the earthquake on 12 January at 1653, the U.S. Navy began to respond 
within an hour. Senior leaders directed the diversion of assets already underway, 
or the activation of assets that could go, and planners began to locate and 
identify other possible assets. 
 
The USS Higgins was returning from a CENTCOM deployment and was in the 
Atlantic Ocean. She was immediately diverted to Haiti and she arrived on 14 
January as the first U.S. Navy ship on-scene. 
 
The USS Carl Vinson had fortuitously gotten underway on the morning of the 
earthquake, which gave her a great head-start. Vinson was able to off-load the 
Carrier Air Wing and on-load helicopters (19 total) as she passed Mayport, 
Florida on 13 January. These helicopters were able to arrive or be on their way 
within 12 hours of notification. This rapid maneuver allowed Vinson to arrive off of 
Port-au-Prince by the morning of 15 January. 
 
USS Bataan was activated as the Ready Duty Amphibious Readiness Group, to 
include USS Fort McHenry and USS Carter Hall. These ships got underway from 
Virginia on 14 January to North Carolina in order to embark 22 MEU elements. 
These elements had recently returned from deployment, and the Air Combat 
Element (ACE) had recently decomposited. Nevertheless, an ACE was created, 
though new, and embarked with the ARG along with the rest of 22 MEU. 
 
USS Gunston Hall was set to deploy for Africa Partnership Station, which 
involves humanitarian operations and military training events off of Africa. 
Gunston Hall was diverted initially from this mission and traveled with the Bataan 
ARG/MEU, arriving with those ships in Haiti on 18 January. 
 
                                                
33 Later sections will cover most of this information in further detail and in the greater context of the 
mission they performed. 
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USNS Grasp was diverted from Belize to assist with salvage operations and to 
serve as a diving platform for divers (salvage and construction), first arriving on 
18 January after loading personnel at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba (GTMO) the day 
before. Assets from Naval Oceanographic Office performed surveys of wharfs, 
piers, and approaches (using USNS Henson and a Fleet Survey Team). 
 
A Joint Logistics Hub (CTF-48) was stood-up at GTMO on 18 January with the 
idea of providing a large pipeline close to the Joint Operating Area (JOA). This 
hub went into overdrive on 21 January, when Commander, Navy Expeditionary 
Logistics Support Group (NAVELSG) took command. 

A variety of Navy Expeditionary Combat Command (NECC) units deployed. 
Divers from Mobile Diving and Salvage Unit (MDSU) provided salvage and ship 
husbandry skills. Underwater Construction Team One (UCT-1) provided assets 
to dive on and reconstruct the South Pier at the Main Terminal in Port-au-Prince. 
Security detachments from the Maritime Expeditionary Security Force (MESF) 
embarked in Comfort to provide security, and a larger security force embarked in 
Fort McHenry. A Maritime Civil Affairs Team (MCAT) embarked in Bataan (and a 
second team was part of APS in Gunston Hall). Various NAVELSG assets went 
to GTMO as well as on USNS 1st LT Jack Lummus (for JLOTS). Naval Mobile 
Construction Battalion Seven (as well as Battalion Maintenance Unit 202 that 
arrived on Williams) provided construction capability. And personnel from 
Combat Camera (at the Embassy) provided various visual recording capabilities. 
 
USNS Comfort departed Baltimore on 16 January, much faster than the normal 
5-day activation time for hospital ships. Much debate ensued over the staffing of 
the ship, but this was worked out during transit, allowing the Comfort to arrive in 
Haiti on 20 January and receive additional augments once on station. Other 
medical assets also deployed to the other ships, including Fleet Surgical Teams 
and a Casualty Receiving Triage Ship team (to augment medical staffs on ships). 
 
The Lummus arrived on 22 January with the first of Joint Logistics Over the 
Shore (JLOTS) assets for helping to flow supplies into the broken seaport. Other 
ships would arrive over the next week with additional capability (SS Cape May, 
SS Cornhusker State, and the USNS PFC Dewayne T. Williams).  
 
The Nassau Amphibious Ready Group (with 24 MEU embarked) was due to 
deploy for CENTCOM and missions involving Operation Enduring Freedom. The 
SECDEF agreed with a delay of this deployment, and the NAS ARG/MEU sailed 
for Haiti and arrived on 23 January. 
 
Thus by 24 January, most of the U.S. Navy assets had arrived, with work starting 
as soon as they arrived in Haiti.  
 
The assets focused on the delivery of supplies: through GTMO and through the 
ships offshore of Haiti, and also using JLOTS and restoring capability at the main 
port of Haiti. They also delivered supplies that other organizations needed 
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transporting. Assets provided medical care and transportation of medical patients 
and supplies. Assets provided security and also aided in the distribution of large 
quantities of food at official World Food Program Distribution Points. 
 
Throughout all of this activity, JTF-Haiti tried to coordinate with all of the groups 
on the ground as everybody struggled to understand the true depth of the need. 
The “demand signal” was quite elusive. No end states were given. Meanwhile, 
assets began to report fewer and fewer earthquake-related issues and more 
general problems that a poor nation faces. For example, Gunston Hall noted that 
fewer than 10% of patients seen at the Killick clinic on 27 January were 
earthquake-related. Comfort made a similar observation the same day. 
 
Almost three weeks after the earthquake, on 1 February, Vinson and Bunker Hill 
departed, having transferred most of the helicopters to Bataan and to GTMO. 
This point marked the slow transition of U.S. Navy assets out of theater. 
 
As U.S. Navy assets initially departed, many discussions asked whether or not 
other assets would arrive as relief. For example, when discussing the departure 
of the Bataan ARG/MEU, initial efforts focused on identifying another ARG, or 
perhaps an SPMAGTF on an amphibious ship. By the time Bataan departed on 
24 March, one of the last ships to depart, discussions had shifted to having an 
amphibious ship that was prepared to deploy, if needed. 
 
Of the ships, the USNS Grasp stayed the longest, departing on 29 March after 
embarked Army divers and UCT-1 completed the south pier construction. NMCB-
7 remained even longer (through the end of April), as it transitioned to other 
construction projects, and JTF-Haiti looked to transition toward “normal” 
engagement operations. 
 
The commander of JTF-Haiti turned command over on 18 April to a lower ranking 
officer, and then JTF-Haiti was finally stood-down on 1 June, 2010. 

2.1.2. Decision drivers 
As commanders made decisions during OUR, the information available and the 
general environment played a major role in shaping those decisions. This section 
explores the biggest factors that influenced decision making: 
 

• “Going to be big” 
• Lack of clear requirements 
• Leaning forward 

o Manning 
o Overwhelmed 
o Perceived initiative 

• Security 
• Mass Migration 
• Relationships 
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• QDR timing 
• Proximity 
• Who’s in charge? 

 

“Going to be big” 
As the first reports began to trickle in the night of the 12th, it became increasingly 
clear that much devastation had occurred. Accordingly, senior leadership 
translated this large devastation into a large response, which influenced both the 
speed and the magnitude of efforts. On 20 January, Commander, SOUTHCOM 
reminded the service components to “think big.”34 And one of the key strategic 
Fleet messages early-on became “go big, go early”35  
 
Senior leadership (and thus everybody else) also viewed the response to be a 
vast, long-term commitment. During the first week, remarks suggested the 
Comfort might be working in Haiti until September. As such, force providers 
pulled out all the stops and examined every possible tool – this included delaying 
USNS Mercy’s availability period and activating SS Petersburg, an Offshore 
Petroleum Distribution System (OPDS) ship. 
 
Every organization responded big – the Army drew in over 5,000 soldiers in its 
two largest organizations on the ground in Haiti (2/82nd Airborne and the 3rd 
Expeditionary Sustainment Command (ESC)); the U.S. Government sent six 
civilian Urban Search and Rescue (USAR) teams from the U.S., while 
international communities mustered up 37 teams amounting to over 1700 
personnel and 160 rescue canines. The Department of Homeland Security would 
have nearly 1500 personnel involved. The number of Non-Government 
Organizations (NGOs) swelled from 200-300 to well over 500. 
 
After the initial burst of assets arrived in Haiti and the picture became slightly 
clearer, the critical need for relief transitioned to the general needs and pains of a 
poor nation. The large number of pre-existing organizations providing everyday 
support in Haiti also began to revitalize. 
 
This turning point began to happen around the end of January. Assets began to 
report fewer earthquake-critical requests and more general-everyday requests. 
Commanders began to report “looking for jobs” and uncertainty about certain 
missions (such as rubble removal) within the scope of disaster relief. Assets 
could find work to do; they were uncertain of whether it was appropriate. 
 
Momentum began to turn, and forces began to shift back home (or on toward 
their original mission). Arguably, this realization occurred last at JTF-Haiti, which 
had discussions of constructing a 5,000-bed hospital, having a full ARG/MEU 
relief for Bataan, persisted into early February (along with discussions of 
                                                
34 SOUTHCOM Morning Update Brief (SC MUB), 20 January, 2010. 
35 USFF OUR briefs, 21 January and following. 
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establishing AAFES, post office APOs, and even a hurricane-proof building for 
JTF-Haiti).36 But by 18 February, JTF-Haiti instructed all units to stop reporting 
operational metrics on their update slides, and instead to begin reporting 
“progress toward transition” (that is, transition of effort to local organizations, or 
mission completion, and departure from Haiti). 
 

Lack of clear requirements 
Although senior leaders envisioned the response to be big, SOUTHCOM and 
JTF-H had a difficult time articulating and assessing the actual requirements, or 
even an end state. They expressed this lack of information time and time again 
during morning meetings, especially when it came to the medical need.37,38,39,40  
 
SOUTHCOM staff began to make rough estimates on requirements based on 
typical physical needs (daily consumption of food and water), or on historical 
disaster victim numbers. These attempts were only shown at morning meetings 
once or twice before vanishing. 
  
One commander remarked on 20 January that it was not clear who was actually 
generating the requirements at the present (force providers, Joint Staff, the JTF, 
UN, GoH, SOUTHCOM, or USAID). 
 
Thus, commanders found themselves in the paradoxical situation of needing to 
ask for stuff, but not knowing what, how much, or where it should go. Force 
providers filled the “gap” by leaning forward. 
 

Leaning Forward 
In keeping with USFF’s “go big, go early” mantra,35 the phrase “leaning forward” 
cropped up in most discussions when it came to getting assets available and 
headed toward Haiti. Indeed, the unofficial USFF motto became “just do it.”41 
 
As an example, Commander, Second Fleet (C2F) has the authority to get ships 
underway in the NORTHCOM area at any time for training purposes. Thus, in 
order to cut down the waiting time for official Requests For Forces (RFFs), C2F 
got ships ready and underway as a training exercise. In fact, the warning for the 
BAT ARG/MEU to prepare happened within a few hours after the earthquake. 
 

                                                
36 As even further indication, the number of 2/82nd Airborne personnel peaked around 6 February (near 
3150 personnel), and the first large chunk would not leave until 26 February. Similarly, 3rd ESC peaked on 
1 March (near 1900 personnel) and did not seriously decline until the end of March. 
37 SC MUB 19 Jan, 2010: Commander, USSOUTHCOM states that they need to scope the need. 
38 SC MUB 23 Jan, 2010: Commander, JTF-H states that they have no feel for the medical requirement. 
39 SC MUB 25 Jan, 2010: Commander, JTF-H again states the medical requirement is not known. 
40 SC MUB 3 Feb, 2010: CDR, JTF-H states that the true HA support requirement for Phase II is unknown. 
41 USFF OUR briefs, 16 January and following. 
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In addition to the “obvious” stuff (Vinson, Comfort, and an ARG/MEU), the force 
provider “rummaged through the tool box” and began to prepare and send a 
variety of other assets.  
 
In this case, consider the force provider (USFF) and the force acceptor 
(C4F/NAVSO, SOUTHCOM). The force provider has a great sense for what 
forces are available, and it has a vague sense about what forces are needed. 
The force acceptor has a vague sense of what forces are available, and also has 
a vague sense of what forces are needed (see “Lack of clear requirements”). 
Thus the force provider (USFF) has a knowledge advantage in this role,42 and 
this advantage results in actions that amount to: “take this, you’re gonna need it.” 
 
Not surprisingly, the combination of a large response, a lack of clear 
requirements, and the urgency of leaning forward caused a great deal of 
confusion and inefficiency. The force provider possibly overstepped a few 
authorities, and in a few cases, the force acceptor was in the position of not 
knowing what to do with something or how to use it. 
 
Other circumstances intensified the desire for the “rear-guard” to lean forward 
with support: the manning situation, a sense of staffs being overwhelmed, and a 
perceived lack of initiative. 
 
Manning. As mentioned in the background section, SOUTHCOM and 
C4F/USNAVSO had less staff than comparable staffs at other geographic 
commands. This under-manning caused the rear-guard to lean forward and 
supply additional manning. 
 
In the case of SOUTHCOM, an agreement existed that NORTHCOM would 
provide extra manning in the case of an emergency. In all, 350 personnel arrived 
to augment (including 11 Flag or General Officers); these reinforcements caused 
their own problems, however (see Relationships on page 43). 
 
In the case of C4F/USNAVSO, the staff had received a prior certification (as 
JFMCC) using reserve forces, which weren’t normally present. Thus, various 
commands sent personnel to augment C4F. By 25 January, C4F/USNAVSO had 
108 augmentees registered (34 active duty, 60 reserve, and 14 civilian).43  
 
Overwhelmed. Various circumstances suggest that SOUTHCOM was 
overwhelmed. First, the command switched back to J-codes (from a TSC-
oriented staff structure) during the first week or two because outside 

                                                
42 This should not be a surprise. When going into a store to buy unfamiliar items, two options are generally 
available: do lots of research and then go, or rely on the store experts. In a time-critical effort, nobody has 
time for research. 
43 This represented the peak, because on 25 January, C4F/USNAVSO ran its first manpower review and 
identified 18 individuals for early redeployment. 
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organizations had difficulty interfacing with SOUTHCOM. This task added more 
work on an already busy schedule.44 
 
Second, SOUTHCOM passed on creating a combined task force (that is, one 
that incorporated international partners).45 The JFMCC managed integration of 
international maritime assets until further guidance came out 1 February. 
 
Third, and more direct, a few organizations noted a “complete unresponsiveness” 
when dealing with SOUTHCOM. These observations come from personal 
comments and cannot be verified beyond the statements. 
 
Perceived Initiative. Before the earthquake, the outside perception of 
C4F/USNAVSO was that of a “sleepy hollow.” Part of this perception drew from 
the command being newer, and also having a smaller staff. The Navy was aware 
of this perception, and had taken risk on how it staffed the command. 
 
Initiative proves key during disaster relief efforts.31 The lack of requirements 
made acting on the initiative more difficult. Further exacerbating this perception 
was the apparent the lack of understanding on the usage of certain tools. 
 
Thus, as the rear-guard “leaned forward,” it perceived a lack of initiative from 
those closer to the fight. Because of the reduced manning, most likely those 
closer to the fight were indeed overwhelmed. This resulted in more “leaning 
forward” that sent additional manning. While that manning did help in some areas, 
it caused problems in others, thus creating a bad feedback loop with the rear 
getting more frustrated and those in theater getting more overwhelmed. 

Security and Crime 
Every organization had massive concerns about crime erupting post-earthquake, 
and thus security was at the top of everybody’s priority list (USAID, SOUTHCOM, 
JTF-H, Joint Chiefs of Staff). Indeed, intelligence assessments placed crime in 
the “CRITICAL” status.46 
 
It wasn’t until 22 January that the JTF-H removed ‘security’ from its priority list. 
USAID followed suit on 23 January, and SOUTHCOM on 24 January (though it 
retained security at #4 and would not remove it completely until 7 February). 
 
As days passed in the first two weeks, reports continued that “crime was below 
normal.” As more time passed and the dreaded eruption of crime never 
happened, intelligence reports began to assess that the earthquake had hit crime 

                                                
44 A later GAO report expounded further on this organizational structure (good for interagency 
collaboration, but challenging for conducting a large military operation. U.S. Southern Command 
Demonstrates Interagency Collaboration, but Its Haiti Disaster Response Revealed Challenges Conducting 
a Large Military Operation, GAO Highlight, July 2010. 
45 This indicator is more speculative. 
46 USFF OUR brief, at least through 19 Jan, 2010. This status refers to the threat of crime, not actual crime. 
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organizations as hard as everything else (with the gang communities being hit 
particularly hard), even with ~4,500 prisoners escaping. 
 
Isolated crime events did happen (assault, convoy robbing,47 etc), but nowhere 
near the level expected. In the end, however, this concern over crime had a 
major impact on operations (and USN forces), because USTRANSCOM gave 
inter-theater lift priority to security-related assets. This priority meant that 2/82nd 
Airborne took up the majority of the early military lift, thus causing delays for 
those other forces (including non-self-deploying USN forces). 
 
Later reports have suggested that crime was not a concern and that DoD security 
forces were not a priority, because MINUSTAH already had a large security force 
in Haiti. While the statement about MINUSTAH is true, various actions do not 
support the statement that crime was not a concern. First, DoD forces received 
security-related tasking (convoy protection, port security, base security, etc). 
Second, transportation priority was still given to security-related forces. Third, 
around 20 January, a UN official had to ask who was in charge of security.48,49 
 

Mass Migration 
Like crime, intelligence assessments kept predicting a massive outbreak of 
migrants at any moment.50 
 
It took nearly two-and-a-half weeks before an assessment appeared that 
demonstrated that natural disasters rarely led to increased migration. It showed 
that political upheaval resulted in mass migration instead. Thus, the “new” 
assessment became that if the GoH collapsed or angered the people through 
inaction, then one might expect mass migration.51 
 
SOUTHCOM had the option of activating JTF-MIGOPS to address the issue. 
When activated, this task force would set up at GTMO (using personnel from 
Army South) and prepare to manage large numbers of migrants. In the first few 
weeks, this topic came up a lot, but SOUTHCOM did not activate the task force. 
  
The Department of Homeland Security (DHS) did activate Operation Vigilant 
Sentry (OVS), which identified various assets (United States Coast Guard, USN52) 

                                                
47 Although one of these was an apparent inside-job to recoup lost wages. 
48 As relayed via a commander’s update. 
49 It is true, however, that CTF-41 did fly missions to unsecured LZs after assessing no significant security 
or violence threat. 
50 On 12 January the USG extended Temporary Protective Status (TPS) to Haitians illegally in the U.S. (a 
pause in the return process), which increased concern that Haitians would try to migrate. 
51 Migration numbers appeared in the 18 Jan MUB that 7,000 migrated over 3 months in 1991 and 9,000 
migrated over 4 months in 1994. By the 29 Jan MUB, these values had changed to 38,000 over 9 months 
and 24,000 over 12 months. 
52 A number of USN ships were placed on 24 hour PTDO on 17 January (with a warning order coming 
earlier on 15 January). This PTDO order was modified to a Request For Support on 18 February. 
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to keep a watchful eye out for migration and be prepared to return migrants to 
their home country. 
 

Relationships 
Whether pre-existing or non-existent, relationships drove many of the higher-
level decisions. The section on Relationships under Command and Control (page 
43) discusses this topic further. 
 

QDR Timing 
The Department of Defense released the Quadrennial Defense Review (QDR) on 
1 February, 2010. The QDR sets the long-term strategies and priorities for 
addressing threats. DC and the Pentagon had been wrapping up long months of 
proving the relevance and importance of various forces, and the service chiefs 
were preparing for their Congressional testimonies. 
 
Thus, the 12 January earthquake gave an opportunity for the services to show 
the extent of their capabilities in areas other than war.  
 
OUR gave the U.S. Navy a great opportunity to show that it could indeed do the 
core capability of HADR as stated in the Cooperative Strategy for 21st Century 
Seapower, as well as stand by its new slogan as “A Global Force for Good.” 
 
No correlation may exist between the timing of events in Washington D.C. and 
the magnitude of the response in OUR. However, it certainly gave plenty of 
commanders something positive to add to their speeches. 
 

Proximity 
A major driving factor for many organizations was the proximity of Haiti to the U.S. 
It became possible for many more U.S.-based assets (DoD or not) to transit to 
the area and assist. 
  

Who’s in Charge? 
The perception of who was in charge drove a lot of decisions about force flow, 
but different organizations seemed to be operating under different assumptions. 
 
JTF-Haiti and SOUTHCOM, who initially saw the mission as enduring, assumed 
that they had control of forces until they released them. 
 
The services, who realized the transitory nature of the mission sooner, assumed 
that they could recall their forces using their operational control (mostly driven by 
other requirements such as deployments, critical maintenance or training, etc). 
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The Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff cautioned that redeployment should be 
“conditions based” versus a timeline (the timelines initially made USAID 
concerned that the military was eager to depart). Eventually the forces settled on 
a transition-reporting system that combined both conditions and a timeline. 
 
But perhaps the Office of Management and Budget was actually calling the 
shots? Word began to circulate around mid-February that OMB was calling for a 
reduced military footprint in Haiti due to costs – in particular, wanting Comfort 
gone by mid-March (she left 10 March) and the ARG/MEU assets gone by mid-
April (all were gone by 24 March). 

2.1.3 Asset Flow 
In an average situation for force flow, a Combatant Commander (CCDR, such as 
SOUTHCOM), would send a Request For Forces (RFF), usually drafted by one 
of its components (such as USNAVSO), to the Joint Staff. The Joint Staff, in its 
role as Global Force Manager, would contact the services, locate the appropriate 
(and available) force, authorize its activation, and then the force would deploy.53 
 
During OUR, this system got circumvented in two major ways. 
 
The first way, which was actually nothing new, was that a lot of side-dealing 
happened in order to determine what would actually be available. Thus the 
“whaddya need?” turned more into a “whaddya got?” Given the earlier discussion 
on the lack of clear requirements, this was probably not a bad thing. 
 
The second way the system was circumvented was through the reliance on vocal 
orders (VOCOs). A VOCO amounts to a commander saying “go ahead and go, 
we’ll catch the paperwork up to you.” However, as Joint Operational Planning 
and Execution System (JOPES) planners will explain, VOCOs wreak havoc with 
the system, especially when it comes to arranging strategic lift via TRANSCOM. 
 
In general, this does not cause a problem for Navy assets, because most Navy 
assets are self-deployable (and USMC forces can embark on the ships). 
However, asset flow causes massive problems for non-self-deploying assets, 
and in particular, Navy Expeditionary Combat Command (NECC) assets. 
 
Some of NECC forces were able to deploy on ships (MESF, MCAT), but others 
were not, and these had a difficult time getting to Haiti. The majority of MDSU 
arrived on 21 January via NALO flights, and UCT-1 arrived from late 21 to early 
22 January. NMCB-7 arrived on 27 January, with its equipment due later (but it 
never arrived and they would have to rent construction equipment in Haiti).54  

                                                
53 The Global Force Management process is also usually worked out a year or more in advance. 
54 NECC would wrangled with arranging strategic lift for the equipment. It had to line-ship the equipment 
for loading onto a ship (which was then canceled), and then line-ship the equipment back. By this time, the 
go-ahead came to just rent equipment in Haiti. It might be disconcerting, however, that Sailors could be 
separated from their equipment. 
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These delays also caused frustration for the force provider, who had different 
priorities from SOUTHCOM. It highlighted the subtle importance that the USN 
places on being able to self-deploy most of its forces and not rely on strategic lift. 

People 
On 31 January, at the peak of naval activity, the Navy had 23 ships55 in the Joint 
Operations Area with just over 15,000 Sailors and Marines. These numbers 
include the many NECC forces embarked on ships. The chart in Figure 4 shows 
how the personnel in theater changed over time. 

 
Figure 4. Personnel reported in Joint Operations Area. 
 
Figure 5 shows the total Navy personnel as compared to other large commands. 
The “blip” for total Boots On Ground happens because the SOUTHCOM 
personnel tracker initially assigned MEU Marines to “Ground Forces,” and then 
later shifted them to their own category because of reporting issues. As an 
additional point, it’s not clear that the personnel tracker had any visibility on 
NECC forces ashore, unless if they were associated with a ship. 

                                                
55 11 USS ships (down from a peak of 12) and 12 USNS and SS ships. 
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Figure 5. Navy personnel compared to other large commands. 
 

Ships 
Figure 6 shows the number of ships in the Joint Operations Area over time. It 
demonstrates the typical “disaster relief shape,” which shows a burst of activity 
followed by a decline. 
 
The figure also shows a difference of about a week between the peak of gray-
hulls (USS) and black-hulls (MSC). It is unclear if this would be a typical pattern. 
 

 
Figure 6. Number of ships in Joint Operations Area over time. 
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As another look at asset flow, Figure 7 takes a look at how many days each ship 
was in the Joint Operations Area. This graph demonstrates the wide variety of 
times that assets spent doing operations. Again, this graph focuses on ships. It is 
worth noting, however, that UCT-1 would rival the Grasp’s time in the JOA, and 
NMCB-7 would easily eclipse the Grasp. 
 
As a final eye-chart, Figure 60 on page 211 shows when ships arrived and exited 
the Joint Operations Area. 
 
In an update on 19 January, C2F noted that the fleet had 30% of its units 
underway in the last 18 days (which amounted to ~27,000 Marines and Sailors). 
 

 
Figure 7. Number of days in Joint Operations Area. 
 

Aircraft 
Rotary wing and fixed wing aircraft were available afloat and ashore (GTMO or 
JAX). The Vinson on-loaded helicopters as she sailed past Mayport, FL. Other 
aircraft deployed with ships or self-deployed to land bases.  
 
The following is a list of aircraft and their locations during the early part of the 
response: 
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Figure 8. Aircraft and locations.56 
 
When Vinson departed on 1 February, she off-loaded most of her helicopters to 
Bataan and GTMO. As time progressed, more aircraft continued to redeploy. 

NECC units and others 
Various NECC units and other capabilities embarked in ships or deployed directly 
to Haiti. The following figure lists the major units. 
 

 
Figure 9. NECC units and others.57 
 
The units that deployed on ships also returned on ships (except for CMBU 202 
and some of the medical augment teams). MDSU redeployed on 2 February 
upon completion of salvage operations. NAVELSG fully redeployed with the shut-
down of CTF-48 on March 28. UCT-1 redeployed upon completion of the South 
Pier project on 29 March. And NMCB-7 redeployed sometime at the end of April. 
 

USMC 
22 MEU embarked in the Bataan ARG/MEU, and 24 MEU in the Nassau 
ARG/MEU, along with their associated Beach Group elements, Beachmaster 
Units, Beach Party Teams, Assault Craft Units, Amphibious Construction 
Battalions, and Disaster Response Teams and their associated equipment. 

                                                
56 There may also be UH-1 x 3 and AH-1 x 4 (HML/A-269) aboard Nassau. 
 
57 The Navy Public Affairs Support Element (NPASE) involved around 40 personnel deployed across 10 
ships, with the SeaBees and at GTMO. 
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Reserve Forces 
The Secretary of Defense signed approval for the use of reserve force 
mobilization in support of Operation Unified Response; however, the Joint Staff 
decided not to use it.58 This decision affected Navy Expeditionary Combat 
Command forces the most,59 where forces were flowed under expectation of 
reserve use (and these costs had to be covered under training funds). 
 
The effort, however, highlights the challenges in using reserves as first 
responders. Especially in the case of Navy Expeditionary Logistics Support 
Group, this challenge has serious implications for various OPLANs. 
 

                                                
58 One story suggested that a reserve Army unit was initially mobilized and then cancelled, which 
amounted to resetting the deployment cycle for that unit (and to which JCS and OSD had a bad reaction). 
This story was not verified. 
59 On average, reserve forces comprise roughly 50% of NECC forces, though some more than others (for 
example, Navy Expeditionary Logistics Support Group is roughly 90% reserve). 
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2.1.4 Command and Control 
Command and Control (C2) changed continually in the first few weeks of OUR. 
One staff member made comments about “C2 by PowerPoint” (because no 
OPORD had been released at that point), or “Gentlemen’s C2,” which appears to 
mean, “I know what my forces do, and you know what your forces do, so until we 
have an official structure, let’s just do what we do, be mindful about it, and stay in 
touch.” 
 
The next series of figures shows how the C2 structure morphed. 
 
The 14 January SOUTHCOM Morning Update Brief (MUB) had the following 
slide, entitled, “JFMCC C2”: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 10. C2 slide from SOUTHCOM MUB, 14 January, 2010. 
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The next day (15 January), the slide had morphed considerably: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
The C2 slide vanished on the 16th, but reappeared on the 17th (and the 18th): 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Figure 11. C2 slide from SOUTHCOM MUB, 15 January, 2010. 

Figure 12. C2 slide from SOUTHCOM MUB, 17 and 18 January, 2010. 
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The 19 January brief added more detail: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
On the same day, the USFF brief showed a C2 slide that focused on C4F as the 
JFMCC and everything below (CTF-41 as CSG-1).  
 
By the next day, 20 January, the SOUTHCOM C2 slide looked the same, but the 
JFMCC was now identified as CTF-41 (CSG-1). 
 
The next major tweak to the C2 slide came on 29 January. The JFMCC and 
JFLCC designations vanished. The structure now attempted to show the 
difference between the PHIRBON and the MEU, but it unintentionally showed the 
PHIBRON “on top” (and also misidentified PHIBRON-6 as PHIBRON-5) 
JFSOCC’s units were further defined, and the non-DoD organizations were freed 
from the dashed-box, and the HACC was grafted onto the JTF-Haiti box.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 13. C2 slide from SOUTHCOM MUB, 19 January, 2010. 
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USNAVSO’s operational order (OPORD; with edits up to FRAGO 006, 251932Z 
JAN 10) showed the Navy and Marine Corps C2 with greater fidelity:  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 14. C2 slide from SOUTHCOM MUB, 29 January, 2010 (with PHIBRON 5 typo). 

Figure 15. Navy and Marine Corps C2 from USNAVSO OPORD. 
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By 2 February, Vinson and CSG-1 departed and turned CTF-41 and JFMCC 
control over to CSG-2 (who established presence afloat on Bataan as well as 
ashore with the JTF-H). The following slide reflected these changes, along with 
other minor ones (except the PHIBRON-5 typo was still present): 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
At this point, the C2 slide settled into a stable configuration and only changed 
when assets entered or left the JTF. 
 

Designation of JFMCC 
The progression from Figure 10 to Figure 16 shows an interesting story for the 
JFMCC. Initially, the C2 slide designated USNAVSO as JFMCC. But it was clear 
from discussions during meetings that the on-scene CTF-41 (CSG-1) had the 
operational lead. Indeed, CSG-1 eventually requested to the JTF-H to be JFMCC, 
and this became “official” on 20 January.60 
 
When CSG-1 left the JOA (around 1-2 February), the lead for JFMCC shifted to 
CSG-2, which had taken up residence both at the JTF-Haiti HQ and aboard 
Bataan (and thus the JFMCC had both an ashore and an afloat element). 
 
The early ambiguity of C2 and shifting of JFMCC had some consequences, 
which we discuss next. 

                                                
60 One could view the changing diagrams as the evolution of the SOUTHCOM staff’s understanding of the 
actual C2; regardless, they indicate a slow evolution of understanding, which may have caused untold 
confusion during planning and execution of efforts. 

Figure 16. C2 slide from SOUTHCOM MUB, 02 February, 2010 (with PHIBRON 5 typo). 
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Relationships 
Relationships played a powerful role during Operation Unified Response. Pre-
existing relationships influenced decisions, and lack-of-relationships made 
coordination more difficult. 
 
JTF-Haiti. The Deputy Commander of SOUTHCOM was in Haiti when the 
earthquake struck. In fact, one of the commander’s aides perished during the 
collapse of the Hotel Montana. The DCOM already had many relationships in 
Haiti, and certainly the fact that he was already there made him a high choice to 
command the JTF. 
 
The UN’s Special Representative of the Secretary General was also killed in the 
earthquake (along with his deputy). The UN announced on 13 January that 
General Ricardo Toro of Chile would be the new commander. CJTF-H had 
worked with General Toro before, so they had a pre-existing relationship to help 
facilitate their coordination. 
 
Finally, the relationship between CJTF-Haiti and the commander of the Army’s 
XVIII Airborne Corps made it the primary target for personnel to augment the 
anemic JTF-Haiti staff. 
 
SOUTHCOM continued to make the majority of decisions on force flow and 
priorities while the JTF got its feet. Around 10 days into the response, CJTF-H 
declared, “I got the ball,” signaling he was ready to charge forward. 
 
The Army-heavy JTF posed a challenge for the Navy to make sure that the JTF 
properly integrated and used its forces. However, the Navy did not make this an 
easy task for itself. 
 
False starts. The Navy had a critical number of “false starts” in the first couple of 
weeks of Operation Unified Response. To understand this problem, it is 
important to remember that it takes time for people of different organizations to 
trust each other. This was true of USAID, who initially would not let military 
assets deliver its cargo, and was true of inter-military-service relationships. In the 
absence of pre-existing relationships (which provide the best foundation for trust 
and coordination), building and continuing relationships from the start is key. 
Thus in a time-critical environment, any activity that breaks or resets 
relationships (such as a personnel swap) can severely set-back coordination. 
 
The first and most critical false start happened with the JFMCC. As already 
described, the JFMCC started as C4F (even if unofficially), then became the on-
scene CSG-1, and then transitioned to CSG-2 upon departure of Vinson. Even 
though the shifts brought the JFMCC closer to CJTF-Haiti, the shifting and 
resetting of the relationships may have done more harm than good. 
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The second false start involved the Joint Logistics Hub, or CTF-48. CSG-2 
initially started this effort, with the COMNAVELSG taking command on 21 
January. It would have been best to start with the logistics expert from the start. 
 
The third false start came with the flag LNO to SOUTHCOM, who swapped out 
after a week on-station. It is not clear why the change happened, but the new flag 
was able to stay a month. As with CTF-48, sometimes a gap filler can cause 
more confusion than leaving a gap until a longer-term solution arrives. 
 
No hard evidence exists for these claims, but the shifting of personnel certainly 
did not make building trust and relationships any easier. Again, this is especially 
true in the first weeks of disaster relief, when the majority of the effort is done and 
initial key decisions are made. 
 
Augments and reorganization. In the initial week of Operation Unified 
Response, SOUTHCOM reorganized its staff from a TSC-alignment to a 
traditional J-code structure. This caused confusion for the components, as the 
people they knew began to shift around. 
 
The NORTHCOM staff augmentation compounded this confusion, because some 
of the NORTHCOM staff became the leadership at SOUTHCOM. Thus the 
components found themselves working with completely new people (if they even 
knew whom to contact in the first place). 
 
The augments at C4F/USNAVSO, however, did not become leadership. Instead 
they supported the staff. This arrangement allowed the C4F staff to continue to 
do their jobs, but with more resources available, and because the same people 
stayed in charge, no resetting of relationships occurred. 
 
Personality. To end this section on a more philosophical note, the personality of 
commanders subtly drove operations. In one particular case, a commander had 
an atypical outlook: more relationship-focused than the usual data-focus. This 
different outlook probably caused frustration when dealing with data-oriented 
personalities. Perhaps not a shocking revelation, it still bears remembering that 
people view the world differently. 
 
In the end, the relationships that already existed proved vital, and relationships 
that had to grow proved the most challenging. This idea is important, because 
many people across DoD have suggested that forces need to “exercise more 
HADR,” or “do more Humanitarian and Civic Assistance to build up 
relationships.” But if forces continue to play switcheroo on staffs during crises, 
they would destroy critical relationships in the process, and all of the foundational 
work would be for naught. 
 
 
. 
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2.1.5 Logistics 
This section will take a look at the efforts of the forces in Haiti as they moved 
supplies and people from place to place. The two sections after this one will 
cover Joint Logistics Over the Shore and the Joint Logistics Hub as separate 
topics. 
 

Different Mindset 
Disaster relief operations require a different mindset than an opposed beach 
landing. This thinking allowed the ARG/MEU to try a different tactic when 
establishing beach landing sites and air landing zones. In this case, instead of 
the Combat Logistics Battalion securing the beach and then being tied to its 
location, the ARG/MEU used the embarked MESF forces as security for the 
beach. This tactic allowed the CLB to be more mobile and more flexible. 
 

Command and Control 
An officer expected Vinson to be able to establish communications with JTF-H 
quickly, and that the JTF would be eager to reach out and divert cargo as needed. 
In reality, when Vinson arrived on the morning of 15 January, communication 
lines were non-existent, and the JTF was just getting started. 
 
In the first week or so, there was no tracking of orders, and no up-front tasking. 
Tasking was often not centrally coordinated,61 so that pilots might find 
themselves at the wrong landing zone, or three helicopters might show up for the 
same pick-up. Of course, the lack of tracking did impart flexibility. As time went 
on and processes matured, activity slowed and things took longer to do. 
 

Coordination 
The Navy brought the capability of air lift to Haiti in the days after the earthquake. 
This capability was critical while the ground transportation infrastructure was 
restored. The ships brought as many supplies as they could, given the timeframe, 
but the biggest benefit the helicopters brought initially was to help the NGOs get 
their supplies that they already had to distribution points. 
 
Coordination in this effort can sometimes be a challenge. USAID initially 
hesitated to have U.S. Navy helicopters deliver their supplies, which is why 
building relationships and trust between organizations can help disaster relief 
efforts (though this takes time). 
 

                                                
61 Tasking was centrally coordinated through CTF-41, but not necessary through the entire JOA. 
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Visibility 
Almost every Navy unit involved in Operation Unified Response mentioned a 
poor awareness on the movement of material: JTF-PO said that they had “too 
many surprises” of ship arrivals; both CTF-48 and CPR-6 had some visibility, but 
often had unexpected arrivals or unexpected items.62 The extent of the visibility 
cannot be quantified beyond these statements. While some “fog of war” should 
be expected, the rush of assets (and supplies) into theater exacerbated the 
confusion. 

Delivery Data 
The quality of information for the delivery of supplies varied widely. This poor 
reporting quality was not limited to Navy forces – every organization had similar 
problems (usually in the ‘summation’ category). Appendix E – Data Reporting 
covers this in a little more detail and also provides more extensive charts and 
graphs. In summary: 

 
• “Total” numbers (water, food, flights) often never added up 

o (e.g. 500 lbs total yesterday + 100 lbs today = 800 lbs total) 
• Units changed frequently 

o “Total” numbers not converted when units changed 
o (e.g. 50,000 1L bottles delivered becomes 50,000 gallons) 

• Difference in terminology 
o Squadrons had different definitions for “sortie” 
o (e.g., every touch down on CVN, any touch down anywhere) 

• Adjusting previous numbers 
o Sometimes numbers from a few days earlier would change 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Operational units reported a variety of numbers; most involved number of sorties, 
flight hours, delivery of food, water, and medical supplies, patients treated, and 
fuel delivered (see Figure 17 and Figure 18) Ironically, operational units defaulted 
to reporting these sorts of metrics, even though nobody appeared to care about 

                                                
62 Even TRANSCOM noted that load-plans for military units often did not match what actually showed up. 

Figure 17. CSG-1 data. Left: water, MREs, total cargo; right: sorties, flight hours. 
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the actual numbers (at least, not enough to double-check them for errors). 
Commanders cared more about making sure supplies and people were getting to 
where they need to go, and resolving any barriers that prevented that from 
happening. 
 

 
Figure 18. CPR-6 reported pallets delivered ashore. 
 
At the end of the day, organizations have lists of stuff that they did, but very little 
information on what result it had. With the data as reported, even some simple 
questions can’t be answered. For example, for the data in Figure 19, how much 
of the water was in bottles? How much of it was water purified by ships or 
ROWPUs? How much of the food (or water) was brought via Navy channels, and 
how much was NGO or USAID provided food? These questions are important for 
understanding the Navy’s contribution to the supplies delivered, and yet, the 
same information may not be important beyond that level of interest.  
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

Figure 19. 22 MEU data. Left: water (gal); right: food (pounds). 
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Units were able to provide detailed information on operational data (even if 
inaccurate), but they resorted to qualitative statements for important issues, such 
as asset usage. Commanders made statements such as having “excess lift 
capability,” and having “helicopters sitting idle for hours,” but they provided no 
information beyond these verbal assessments.  
 
And yet this very information drove much of the concern during OUR about 
redeployment. For example, had commanders been able to say “Of 10 
helicopters available with a total potential tasking time of 100 hours, helicopters 
were active for a total of 25 hours, representing 25% usage of capable lift” – such 
an assessment may have better driven redeployment timelines. 
 
Many of these issues could be resolved by having pre-defined metrics of interest 
with pre-established formats for reporting. These metrics should use quantities 
that are easy to measure for the asset (whether pounds, pallets, bottles, or 
something else). These metrics could even go so far as to define “asset usage” 
in order for commanders to be able to readily track and report such information. 
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2.1.6 Port Opening and Joint Logistics Over The Shore (JLOTS) 
The earthquake caused massive damage to the sea port infrastructure and left 
the main terminal at Port-au-Prince with very little capacity. This sea port was 
estimated to handle ~95% of Haiti’s shipping, so re-opening this port was critical 
to the flow of relief supplies, as well as to the long-term capability of Haiti. This 
section describes the efforts to re-open the sea port. 
 
In short, although faced with some tough challenges, the various pieces involved 
in the port opening process worked together to get the sea port open. In a few 
cases, this happened despite a lack of operational priority. 
 

Mission Statement 
Joint Task Force-Port Opening (JTF-PO) published its mission statement as 
“JTF-PO conducts HA/DR operations to support USG efforts in Haiti to enable 
the GoH, and their contractors, to conduct port operations to support the 
broader mission of JTF-H, to include relief operations and Haiti’s basic economic 
needs.”63 
 
CJTF-PO emphasized at many times that their efforts made sure to keep 
Haitians in control of the sea port and to have a Haitian voice interact with 
shipping – thus if any ship had to be turned away or diverted, a Haitian voice was 
the one that did it. This relationship emphasized the supporting role of the JTF-
PO, helped to ease the transition to redeployment of U.S. forces, and provided 
“top-cover” for outside complaints. 
 
In contrast, this emphasis on support and keeping Haitians in control did not 
happen at the main air port, where U.S. forces took control of in-coming aircraft 
(albeit at the request and permission of the GoH).64 Thus, when operators had to 
turn away flights due to lack of space on the ground, reports began to surface 
that “the U.S. military [is] turning away aid flights to Haiti.”65  
 

Areas of Effort 
The port opening operations focused on a few key areas: 

 
• Hydrographic surveys 
• Salvage 
• Joint Logistics Over The Shore (JLOTS) 

                                                
63 From JTF-PO after action brief; emphasis by the author. 
64 The U.S. Air Force’s 23rd Special Tactics Squadron landed around 1800 on 13 January to take control 
from the ground. In this case, control of the air port returned to Haiti on 25 January (although U.S. forces 
still controlled night-operations for some undetermined time). The air port opened for commercial traffic on 
19 February. 
65 Crossed Crocodiles Blog. 20 January, 2010. 
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• Port Operations 
• Port Infrastructure Assessment and Repair 

Command and Control 
Figure 20 shows the units involved in the port opening process, with JTF-PO in 
the lead (also designated CTF 42). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
As the broader C2 chart in Figure 14 shows, a coordination line existed between 
the Joint Logistics Command (JLC) and the JTF-PO. As operations progressed, 
some friction did arise between these two organizations over the movement of 
cargo from the sea port and out into Haiti. The sea port had quickly raised its 
potential throughput from the sea to the marshalling yards to be greater than the 
throughput of getting cargo from the marshalling yards and out into Haiti; 
containers began to pile up. Further, 3RD ESC (serving as JLC) was having 
trouble getting people and equipment into Haiti, which added to the friction. 
 
To add to the friction, TRANSCOM activated a doctrinally-based JTF-PO that 
deployed to Haiti. It is unclear why CJTF-H designated a different person and 
organization to be JTF-PO. 
 

                                                
66 MDSU (Mobile Diving and Salvage Unit); FST (Fleet Survey Team); UCT (Underwater Construction 
Team); NMCB (Navy Mobile Construction Battalion); NBG (Navy Beach Group); MTSRU (Maritime 
Transportation System Recovery Unit); NCAGS (Naval Coordination and Guidance for Shipping); PSU 
(Port Security Unit); ACB (Amphibious Construction Battalion); NCHB (Navy Cargo Handling Battalion); 
ICTC (Inland Cargo Transfer Company). 

Figure 20. C2 for JTF-PO.66 
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By other accounts, the services then demonstrated what no planning or 
coordination yields: service favoritism. The TRANSCOM JTF-PO (Army) sidled 
up with the JLC (Army), and the JLOTS NBG (Navy) did likewise with the JTF-
Haiti assigned JTF-PO (Navy). The challenges that this arrangement caused are 
lost to the ages. 
 
From here on out, however, the term “JTF-PO” will refer to the O7-led 
organization that JTF-H appointed for the task. Both of these frictions in C2 could 
have been worse had JTF-PO not been an O7. 

Background on the Sea Port 
Most of the effort for port-opening focused at the Main Terminal in Port-au-Prince. 
Figure 21 shows an aerial view of the two piers before and after the earthquake. 
The North Pier (left side of the picture) had cranes and was used for container-
based shipping. The South Pier (right side of the picture) had no cranes and was 
used for break-bulk shipping (basically anything not containerized). 
 

 

 
As the pictures show, the North Pier completely collapsed, taking the cranes with 
it. A good portion of the South Pier collapsed, with the remainder suffering 
serious structural damage. Containers fell into the water and remained adrift in 
the harbor, and oil slicks covered some areas (more to the south). Figure 22 
shows some of this damage from the ground-view. 

 

 
 

Figure 21. Port-au-Prince Main Terminal before (left) and after (right). 

Figure 22. View of damage at the Main Terminal. 
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As with many instances in OUR, estimates on pre-earthquake capability and 
capacity at the sea port varied, with numbers ranging from 100 to 232 TEU per 
day.67 To further complicate matters, estimates for the required throughput for 
relief operations also varied with no background information – this number was 
initially stated as 400 TEU/day, got downgraded to ~200-250 TEU/day, and then 
stopped being reported as a target (possibly because assets had surpassed both 
of these values by that time). 
 
Figure 23 shows the Main Terminal (red circle) and other areas further to the 
north (including Varreux Terminal at “White Beach”), while the inset map in the 
lower right shows the relative location of other ports in the area (red dot: PaP; 
blue dot: Lafiteau and the Cimenterie Nationale; green dot: St. Marc). 
 

 

 
Other ports were available (such as Killick, Jacmel, and Cap Haitien), but 
because PaP handled the near totality of shipping before the earthquake, these 
other ports did not have the pier infrastructure to handle the expected volume of 
material. As a brief summary of pier names and types: 
 

• PaP North Pier (containers; completely gone) 
• PaP South Pier (break-bulk; damaged) 

                                                
67 The 232 TEU per day number appears to come from Lloyd’s Register, which states that ~85,000 TEU are 
handled annually at PaP. The origin of the 100 TEU estimate is unclear. 

Figure 23. Wider view of ports in Haiti. 
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• Varreux (fuel, limited break-bulk) 
• Thor (fuel) 
• Cimenterie Nationale (RO/RO ramp) 
• Lafiteau (150-200 TEU/day, break-bulk) 
• Saint Marc (break-bulk, 50-75 ST/day) 

 

Hydrographic Surveys 
The last reliable surveys of the 
PaP area were 30 years old, so 
the Naval Oceanographic Office 
sent assets to perform surveys. A 
CHARTS asset was quickly 
diverted from missions in 
Nicaragua and performed the first 
surveys at PaP as well as other 
ports. The USNS Henson diverted 
from doing surveys in the Pacific 
Ocean and picked up personnel 
and gear at GTMO, including a 
Fleet Survey Team (which also 
later used USS Underwood as a 
platform of opportunity). 
 
These assets were able to survey the wharfs, piers, anchorages, and 
approaches to various points and disseminate this information. They completed 
their mission on 30 January and redeployed by 1 February. 
 

Salvage 
The USNS Grasp was engaged in TSC operations in Belize when she was called 
off to support Haiti operations (she had divers from the Army’s 544th Engineering 
Dive Team aboard).68 The Commander of 
Explosive Ordnance Disposal Group Two 
(EODGRU TWO) was activated as CTG 42.1 
and headed to GTMO on a lift of opportunity with 
a MDSU advanced liaison (ADVON) team on 17 
January. Grasp arrived at GTMO, loaded these 
personnel and the equipment, and was on-
station at PaP on the morning of 18 January.  
 
The rest of the MDSU team would arrive 20 January (via NALO), with their 
equipment arriving either 22 or 23 January (and through lift of opportunity on the 
Netherlands ship, Pelikaan). 

                                                
68 Some reports also mentioned FBI divers aboard, but these divers were not mentioned in later activities. 

Figure 24. Snapshot of some of the survey results. 

Figure 25. USNS Grasp. 
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The salvage teams secured the adrift containers, shifted 
bottom wrecks,69 and performed ship husbandry on 
vessels in the area. They completed their missions by 30 
January and redeployed by 2 February. CTF 42.1 
remained until 20 February, when it was stood-down.70 

 
It is interesting to note that a very early SOUTHCOM brief, which was listing 
assets and their capabilities, identified Grasp as “limited capability.”71 Yet Grasp 
provided the divers an ideal platform, particularly with a diver recompression 
chamber aboard.72 She was also the ship that stayed in the area the longest (see 
Ships on page 33). 
 

Joint Logistics Over the Shore (JLOTS) 
Logistics over the shore (LOTS) involves the “loading and unloading of ships 
without the benefit of deep draft-capable, fixed port facilities.”73 The “Joint” 
designation refers to Navy and Army assets working together to perform LOTS. 
 
The Joint Publication covers scenarios for shifting C2 from amphibious 
operations to JLOTS. Further, most of the Army and Navy equipment is 
interoperable, thus both equipment and C2 can flex to match the situation. 
 

MSC 7th Sustainment Brigade 
USNS 1st LT Jack Lummus C2 
USNS PFC Dewayne T Williams ACU-2 
SS Cape May 2 x MPF Utility Boats 
SS Cornhusker State 1 x LCM-8 

CNBG-2 10th Transportation Battalion 
C2 5 x LCU 2000-class74 

ACB-2 1 x LSV-1 
3 x INLS Causeway Ferries 119th Inland Cargo Transfer Company (-) 
3 x INLS Warping Tugs  
1 x INLS RRDF  
3 x NL Causeway Ferries  
2 x SLWT  
Table 1. List of JLOTS-associated assets.75 

                                                
69 Surveys revealed a couple of sunken wrecks in the area; salvage shifted these from expected transit lanes. 
70 The focus was then on JLOTS and construction, which did not require salvage. 
71 In all fairness, the Grasp does have limited capability when it comes to delivering supplies, and it can’t 
support helicopter operations; however, it is a good example of the right tool for the right job. 
72 A chamber was also available at the pier, but operations usually have a back-up within MEDEVAC 
distance in case the primary chamber goes down. Further, the chamber on Grasp was actually used to treat 
a Haitian diver with decompression sickness. 
73 Joint Logistics Over the Shore. Joint Publication 4-01.6, 5 August 2005. 
74 The Army LCUs arrived over the course of 20 to 25 January. 

Figure 26. Securing containers. 
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Commanders on the ground said that integration between Navy and Army assets 
worked well, and that they had benefited from completing a recent exercise 
together. Aside from this comment, there is no way to verify this statement (no 
information is available to denote what assets carried what cargo); however, 
message traffic SITREPs for BAT and CTF-48 (JLH) contain many examples of 
LCUs arriving to on-load or off-load supplies or perform a stern-gate marriage. 
 
Some sources say that the RFF for JLOTS was released 15 January, but no 
official RFF appears to contain JLOTS. One RFF (029) on 17 January requests 
the Lummus, but the other ships are not called out anywhere else. Regardless, 
the activations for most of the ships began 16 January. The JLOTS equipment 
arrived on the Lummus on 22 January, Cape May on 29 January, and 
Cornhusker State and the Williams arrived on 31 January.  
 
In the meantime, debate ensued over whether the Elevated Causeway System 
(ELCAS) was needed as well,76 with JTF-H still expressing uncertainty on 23 
January. In the end, MSC provided an assessment brief on why ELCAS would 
not be necessary, given other assets available. In retrospect, ELCAS was indeed 
not necessary, thus providing a rare example of how an assessment influenced a 
requirement. Had ELCAS been installed, it would have taken critical time and 
resources away (to build it, but also a temporary shut-down of activity in the area 
of its construction), and may have run the risk of having to be “donated” to Haiti.77 
 
Figure 27 below shows a schematic overview of the JLOTS operations. 
Cornhusker State and Cape May stayed out in the bay and help to transload 
cargo from incoming shipping onto Navy lighterage or Army LCUs. These 
shuttles then delivered the cargo to the appropriate beach area for offload. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                                                                                                            
75 MSC (Military Sealift Command); INLS (Improved Navy Lighterage System); RRDF (Roll-on/Roll-off 
Discharge Facility); NL (Navy Lighterage); SLWT (Side-Loading Warping Tug). 
76 ELCAS provides a 3000’ pier in the desired location, complete with cranes for off-loading. Estimates 
varied widely on time for set-up (4 days to 13 days).  
77 ELCAS is an extremely low-density asset. 
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Cargo packaging makes a big difference in offload time: cranes can move 
containers quickly, but break-bulk moves much more slowly. In some of these 
cases, the Cornhusker State and the Cape May were able to containerize the 
break-bulk out in the bay, thus preventing ships from clogging up shore off-load 
points with the slower break-bulk.  
 
In other efforts, TRANSCOM had signed 
a contract with Crowley for two 
causeways to be spudded at the Main 
Terminal,78 with the contract available 
for renewal. These barges were fully 
operational by mid- and late-February 
and brought a high amount of 
throughput (500 and 600 TEUs/day). 
Figure 28 shows where these barges 
were spudded (APN is the Autorité 
Portuaire Nationale, or the National Port 
Authority for Haiti). 
 
 

                                                
78 It is unclear whether this contract was coordinated with JTF-H. 

Figure 27. JTF-PO schematic for JLOTS operations from AAR. 

Figure 28. JTF-PO pic showing Crowley barges. 
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Figure 29 shows how the TEU throughput capacity at the port changed with time. 
It shows very clearly how DoD assets (JLOTS) were able to bridge the gap and 
enable flow of supplies until the more permanent commercial solution arrived.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
When the first Crowley barge appeared, JTF-PO reported that commercial 
shippers showed a bias toward using the Crowley barge over JLOTS equipment 
(JLOTS required “double-touching” of cargo). When the second barge arrived, 
JTF-PO reported that JLOTS equipment was only handling military-related 
equipment and supplies. Thus, by 1 March, assets were preparing JLOTS 
equipment for backload and redeployment. 
 
It is important to note that all “throughput” numbers are estimates of how much 
material could pass through with the given equipment and personnel. In actuality, 
it might be a little more or less depending on many factors. As such, sometimes 
estimates varied widely.79 Also, it took days to unload the equipment (or establish 
the APN barges), and so it was not always clear from an analytical perspective 
when exactly the new equipment became fully operational (and it probably was 
not a step-function as shown in the figure). 
 
All those caveats aside,80 Figure 29 still demonstrates the general trend of 
capability that JLOTS equipment and commercial barges were able to provide. 

                                                
79 For example, one source said Cape May brought capacity for 300 TEU/day, but this possibly referenced 
the total TEU capacity at that point (Lummus at 200, Cape May at 100). 
80 One more caveat: the South Pier was given a generous 250 TEU/day (at least, by the end). Initially, it 
was probably not at 250 TEU/day (especially given that it had to do break-bulk). 

Figure 29. Throughput in TEUs/day at PaP sea port. 
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The entire story also provides a good example of how a transition needs to 
happen to a long-term solution and enable the military to redeploy. This effort 
also enabled the military to gets its own supplies and equipment to the shore 
using JLOTS and not the other port assets (and run the risk of complaints, like at 
the air port). 
 
As a final look at JLOTS efforts, Figure 30 shows the TEUs delivered at the Sea 
Port of Debarkation (SPOD) each day (left) and cumulative (right). The dotted-
red line on the left graph shows an approximation of the “max throughput” (from 
the graph in Figure 29). Note that the actual daily throughput never exceeded the 
max throughput. Further, a lack of “saturation” suggests that at no time were the 
JLOTS assets overloaded or backlogged. Second, the cumulative graph on the 
right shows how the commercial-related shipping quickly became the dominant 
type of cargo being moved. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Port Operations 
As the C2 slide in Figure 20 shows, a number of U.S. Coast Guard elements 
focused on port operations. The Maritime Transportation System Recovery Unit 
(MTSRU) is a small team (~15 personnel) that arrived at PaP by 18 January in 
order to assist port authorities in re-opening the port. 
 
The Naval Cooperation and Guidance for Shipping (NCAGS) group served a role 
rather like civil affairs, but for shipping, in that it coordinated across all types of 
shipping and helped provide visibility on cargo coming into PaP. 
 
The USCG Cutter Oak, a buoy tender, helped to mark and replace channel 
markers and buoys. The crew also assisted with managing traffic in the port area. 
 
The USCG also activated a Port Security Unit (PSU) for a 30-day deployment to 
do port security in the harbor area.82 

                                                
81 Blue: Military, Red: Relief, Green: Commercial. 
82 PSUs support operations in CENTCOM; sending a PSU for Haiti operations was a sizeable contribution. 

Figure 30. JTF-PO data on supplies delivered at SPOD (by day on left; cumulative on right).81 
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These elements, along with the staff of JTF-PO were also involved with training 
the Haitian port personnel on port operations, and they assisted with prioritizing 
the offloading of shipping – all of which was important with the sudden increase 
of shipping volume. They also assisted in providing visibility on incoming shipping; 
however, this endeavor still had some problems, as a comment was made that 
too many surprises happened (unfortunately it is not possible to quantify this 
statement with the data available, but it raises some interesting MDA questions). 
 
Most of these assets were gone by the end of February. In fact, JTF-PO itself 
disestablished on 9 March, or at least, evolved into JTF-Construction and Diving, 
which leads into the next topic. 

Pier Repair 
As already described (and shown in Figure 21), the South Pier at the Main 
Terminal had partially collapsed. The remaining part of the pier (~900 ft long) 
provided the only “normal” off-load point in the initial days after the earthquake. 
Thus, when divers arrived on the Grasp, part of the first efforts focused on an 
assessment of the pilings holding up the surviving chunk of the pier. 
 
Divers were able to do a quick assessment and rope-off areas where pilings had 
worn away too much, and they also marked areas safe for certain weights so that 
the initial flow of supplies could start. 
 
Eventually, the assessments produced the chart shown in Figure 31, which gave 
a status for each of the pilings. The pilings in the interior of the rows received the 
most damage. The darker gray area showed the spots marked ‘safe’ for limited 
weight. Thus most of the south part of the South Pier could be used to offload 
supplies, and in a pinch, drop-off points on the north side. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 31. Status of pilings on South Pier (modified from JTF-PO brief). 
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As previously mentioned, Grasp arrived with the 544th Army Engineering Dive 
Team aboard, along with an ADVON team from MDSU-2 and CTF 42.1 on 18 
January. Underwater Construction Team One (UCT-1) had difficulty getting 
transportation into theater, eventually arriving on 22 January. NMCB-7 had the 
hardest time getting into Haiti and arrived on 27 January, albeit without any of 
their equipment.83 A NAVFAC engineer embedded with UCT-1 to provide reach-
back capability during the pier and facilities assessment, to develop load 
restrictions, and to help devise a pier repair plan. 
 
By early February, the reconstruction of the South Pier had been approved as an 
official project, and the process of fixing the pier pilings began. The project would 
repair the pier fully, because no temporary solution existed. The steps (simplified) 
involved: 1) drilling holes in the cement for new rebar wire; 2) placing new rebar 
wire; 3) preparing forms and pouring cement. Figure 32 shows examples of the 
first two steps, and Figure 33 shows the final step. 
 

 

 
 

 

 
                                                
83 MDSU-2 equipment arrived a couple of days later after the personnel. NMCB-7 had to rent new 
equipment in Haiti. 

Figure 32. Step 1: Drill holes (left). Step 2: Place rebar wire (right). 

Figure 33. Step 3:Preparing the pile (left) and finished product (right). 
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The project had an initial completion date of 10 April, but the repair crew made 
good progress and eventually wrapped up on 26 March. In fact, the project could 
have been completed more than a week sooner, but a lack of cement delayed 
the completion twice.84 The graph in Figure 34 shows a record of the progress. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Port Cooperative and Corruption 
Around 30 January, CJTF-PO met with the port authority and local managers to 
discuss the idea of establishing a cooperative. This cooperative would allow all 
the smaller entities that owned equipment and unused time slots to pool their 
resources together for all to share. In this fashion, supplies could flow through 
more smoothly instead of getting caught through numerous hurdles. The 
participants agreed and established the cooperative.  
 
When the JLOTS equipment was beginning to backload, questions arose 
whether the cooperative would continue. The Government of Haiti liked the idea, 
and wanted the concept to continue, but the port’s most prominent businessman 
was not in favor (not surprisingly, as it took away assets, and thus money). 
 
Through the various meetings and discussions, CJTF-PO thought it was clear 
this businessman “owned” Autorité Portuaire Nationale (APN, the National Port 
Authority). Thus it was not much of a surprise when APN decided not to continue 
the cooperative. Further, when the Crowley contract on the two barges expired in 
April, the Government of Haiti did not renew the contract, but a company owned 
by this businessman did. 

                                                
84 During the reconstruction, the crew also had difficulties with the cement pump and eventually procured 
another. Drills also wore down quickly in the early stages. 

Figure 34. Progress of drilling, rebarring, and cementing the piles (out of 216). 
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As a final note of how business works at the port in Haiti, even before the 
earthquake, the Port-au-Prince port was well-known for its unusually high 
container-handling fees – usually around $1200 per container (vice $400 per 
container even at ports of high traffic). Reports suggest that the port still charged 
the high fee for every container entering Haiti during OUR, even if their assets 
didn’t move it.85 
 

Port Opening Summary 
Figure 35 provides an overview of the timeline for assets involved in the port 
opening process. Items listed on the left side denote the arrival of assets (a red 
box shows when assets completed a mission area). Items listed on the right side 
denote when assets departed, or when JTF-H officially released them (the official 
release of all assets was not readily available, in particular port operations and 
pier repair)86. Finally, the two red dots denote roughly when the two Crowley 
barges became operational. 
 
The timeline shows a typical disaster response “shape:” an initial rush of assets 
(upper left, January) and then a slow trickle out (right, February to March). 
 
This section and timeline should also highlight the complexity of effort behind a 
simple-sounding mission such as port-opening. Additionally, all of these units are 
manned, trained, and equipped to do these specific missions. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                
85 Another report stated that NGOs started paying the fee again around mid-February. 
86 In the case of NMCB-7, JTF-H extended their time in Haiti until June, and they began to work on 
improvements of roads and other infrastructure. 
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Figure 35. Timeline of JTF-PO assets. 
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2.1.7 Joint Logistics Hub 
This section discusses the creation and operation of a Joint Logistics Hub (JLH) 
at Naval Station Guantanamo Bay (GTMO), Cuba. The JLH is an example of an 
idea that human nature prevented from executing to its full capability. Specifically: 
 

1) Services have a tendency to “stovepipe,” especially in emergencies 
2) It was something new, when something old still worked fine 
3) The new concept was not aggressively explained at the appropriate 

levels by the right people. 
 
A non-human-nature reason that the JLH did not get used to its full potential (and 
drawing off of reason #2 above) is that the other methods of distribution proved 
“adequate,” or at least, they made-do. Like many areas of the disaster 
response,87 from the time of inception to execution, the environment changed 
and made the initial idea less relevant or less necessary.88 
 
Thus, the JLH itself was established brilliantly, but the forces only used it to a 
small portion of its capability. 

Inception 
The idea for the JLH appears to have started in OPNAV. The following timeline 
gives a reduction of events from information available: 

 
• 15 Jan (~2000): USFF sends JLH concept brief to CNO.89 
• 16 Jan (~1700): CNO okays the JLH concept. 
• 17 Jan (~1600): Email sent to JCS J4 to begin JLH coordination. 
• 17 Jan: NAVELSG AVDON arrives GTMO. 
• 18 Jan: SOUTHCOM approves JLH. 
• 18 Jan: CSG-2 arrives GTMO as CTF-48 for JLH. 

 
The 15 January brief stated the mission as “U.S. Navy establishes a Joint 
Logistics Sea base supported by a Joint Logistics Hub at Naval Station 
Guantanamo Bay (GTMO) in order to support the Joint Task Force (JTF)….”90 
 
As the mission statement suggests, the JLH was meant to support a Joint 
(Logistics) Sea Base. The reasons for doing so included: 
 

• Security of forces and material 
• Degraded APOD 

                                                
87 Such as the EMF and the IAF. See page 80. 
88 Section 3 describes these issues in more detail, as they impact disaster relief operations in general. 
89 At CNO request. Hence, discussions about the possibility of a JLH would have started most likely within 
a day or two after the earthquake. 
90 “Joint Logistics Sea Base supported by Joint Logistics Hub, NavSta GTMO,” PowerPoint brief, 15 
January, 2010. 
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• Destroyed SPOD 
• Communications and power infrastructure destroyed 
• Minimizing footprint and impact on Haitian infrastructure 

 
The brief also argued that using GTMO improved time and distance issues, using 
the image in Figure 36 (which shows the distance to other logistical hubs). 
 

 

 
It was not clearly articulated, however, how this additional transfer-point aided 
logistical operations (in fact, logisticians usually try to avoid unnecessary 
handling steps). Further, it was not clear that communication of this idea made it 
to the SOUTHCOM logistics staff until the NAVSO/C4F N4 briefed the JLH 
progress to the Joint Logistics Coordination Board at SOUTHCOM.  
 

Execution 
On the evening of 12 January, the NAVSO/C4F logistics team, along with FISC 
Jacksonville, established Jacksonville as a forward logistics site and GTMO as 
an advanced logistics site. This would allow the Navy to move relief materials 
into the JOA as well as sustain fleet capabilities. 
 
The JLH layered on top of this; CSG-2 arrived at GTMO on 18 January to 
establish CTF-48 and the JLH. By 21 January, Commander, Navy Expeditionary 
Logistics Support Group (NAVELSG) arrived and relieved CSG-2 as CTF-48.91  
 

                                                
91 CSG-2 went forward to Haiti to serve as a Navy advisor to CJTF-H, and also to be in place for transition 
to JFMCC when CSG-1 departed the JOA (more on this topic in section 2.1.4 Command and Control). 

Figure 36. Schematic for time and distance argument for JLH at GTMO. 
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This transition to a supply officer made a great difference, as reflected in the 
SITREPS. The 19 January report stated that the GTMO APOD was capable of 
moving 60 pallets (463L type) per 24 hours, and it listed a longer number of 
necessary items and manpower to upgrade to 180 pallets per 24 hours. By 23 
January, the report stated that the APOD could do 800 pallets per 24 hours, and 
the SPOD could do 900 pallets (or 4800 tons, 240 FEUs) per 24 hours.92 
 
Personnel and equipment would continue to flow in over the coming weeks, and 
at two points, CTF-48 sent personnel forward to assist operations in Haiti. The 
first group of personnel (air cargo handlers) was sent to the PaP APOD around 
30 January to assist the offload of Navy planes. The second group of personnel 
(cargo transfer team) was sent to the PaP SPOD around 9 February to assist 3rd  
ESC in the transfer of material from the sea port and into Haiti.93 
 
Aside from a big plus-up of personnel and Material Handling Equipment (MHE), 
the GTMO base received several upgrades of comms (including a doubling of 
allotted bandwidth, additional computers, a MAST, and support from a Joint 
Comms Support Element). 
 
Additionally, as part of the JLH concept, on 22 January, four tug-barges were 
contracted through MSC to serve as shuttles between GTMO and Haiti: 
 

• Elsbeth II / BB110 
• Caribe Pioneer / Foss 
• Allie B / Memphis Bridge 
• McAllister Boys / Atlantic Trader 

 
By 4 February, an air-bridge was established for NALO flights between CONUS-
GTMO-PaP for high priority CASREP parts and Navy assets. This bridge 
consisted of 3 flights per week from JAX, 2 flights per week from Norfolk (able to 
transport 60 pax per flight). 
 
In early February, CTF-43 (task force for the logistical effort) worked with the JTF 
to establish a DoDACC (Department of Defense Account Activity Code) to 
support Navy forces ashore, which had trouble getting logistics support. 
 
By mid-February (if not earlier), activity started to dial back. The four barges were 
released from service on 12, 17, 21, and 25 February. By 20 February, the first 
large chunk of personnel from JLH deployed home. CTF-48 turned-over on 1 
March from O7 to O6 command.  
 

                                                
92 Also 30 flights were expected that day. The logisticians were also working to clear the backlog of 
supplies and personnel – in others, operations were in full swing. 
93 3rd ESC (which served as the Joint Logistics Commander) assets were very slowly making it to Haiti, and 
its manning was at roughly 50% when this assist happened. Peak manning didn’t occur until around 1 
March at 1911 soldiers. 
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GTMO became the agricultural wash-down site for assets returning CONUS (as 
required by the Department of Agriculture), starting with Carter Hall around 1 
March and ending with Bataan and remaining units around 25 March. During this 
time, operations continued with a gradual personnel and equipment drawdown 
until CTF-48 stood-down on 28 March. 

JLH  Analysis 
An analysis of the cargo received and transferred at GTMO sheds light on some 
points of interest. Figure 37 shows that most of the supplies arrived at GTMO via 
air lift, while they departed GTMO with a more even split. Figure 38 shows the 
expected arrivals, which demonstrates the usual burst of activity at the beginning 
of disaster relief operations.94 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                
94 Actual arrival numbers were not available, thus these numbers are most likely high, as any re-scheduling 
would get counted on consecutive days. This certainly happened in the SPOD-arrival category. Further, the 
initial flights may include people and equipment for the JLH. 
95 “Other” includes things such as cots, tents, clothing, water cans. 

Figure 37. Total pallets received and transferred at GTMO APOD and SPOD.95 
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Finally, for a slew of graphs, Figure 39, Figure 41, and Figure 40 show inventory 
on-hand and receipts and transfers at the APOD and SPOD. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Figure 38. Number of cargo flights and ships expected the next day. 

Figure 39. Reported inventory on-hand at JLH (in pallets). 
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What do all of these graphs mean? They help to shed light on the under-
utilization of the JLH. Figure 38 shows that aside from an initial burst of activity, 
very little air or sea traffic visited GTMO, which was how supplies had to arrive at 
GTMO. Further, while the air traffic represented mostly CONUS aircraft that 
could have been bringing supplies, the sea traffic represented mostly traffic from 
Haiti coming to pick up supplies. 
 
The other graphs basically demonstrate that the in-flux of supplies was not able 
to keep up with the out-flux. In other words, the JLH mostly often found itself with 
few supplies on-hand because it had many ways to get them to Haiti (helos, 
barges, USN ships, Army LCUs, a high-speed ferry, Pelikaan, etc). 
 
The JLH had quickly established the capability to move much more than it 
actually did. The reason that it did not get the opportunity to move more was that 
though the Joint Force approved the idea of the JLH, it never acted on using it to 
its full extent. TRANSCOM continued to send flights directly to the saturated 
APOD. Further, the JLH never appeared on any meaningful SOUTHCOM brief 

Figure 40. Daily reported transfer of pallets from JLH APOD and SPOD. 

Figure 41. Daily reported receipt of pallets to JLH APOD and SPOD. 
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slides, either in the C2 diagram, or for updates,96 though this may have been 
because CTF-48 was under tactical control of USNAVSO. But, even the MSC 
replenishment ships returned to JAX vice GTMO. 
 
As summarized at the beginning of this section, three big reasons amplified the 
challenges to integrate the JLH into Joint Operations: 

 
1) Services have a tendency to “stovepipe,” especially in emergencies. 

The JLH required a great deal of coordination between services to achieve its 
full vision. If the JLH idea had been proposed for an event where planners 
could work out the issues over the course of a year (such as an exercise or 
engagement event), it would have had a better chance to succeed. However, 
a crisis is the worst time to try out a new idea that requires heavy inter-service 
coordination. 
 

2) It was something new, when something old still worked “fine.” 
TRANSCOM and the services were content to continue to business as usual: 
they flew directly into Port-au-Prince, or they contracted sea lift, and they 
continued to use Jacksonville and Charlottesville as already established 
PODs. Figure 42 shows the number of flights into Hispaniola. Even though 
DoD flights took a small portion of the total flights, the APOD was still 
saturated for the first two weeks. 

 
 
 
 

 
Figure 42. Number of flights (and type) into "Hispaniola,"97 as reported by AFSOUTH.98 

                                                
96 A JTF-GTMO slide in the back (along with the rest of the components) did provide some general 
information on GTMO. For a short while, it reported pallets being delivered from the APOD to Haiti, but 
none of these numbers remotely matched those reported by CTF-48. 
97 Most likely “Hispaniola” includes the other APODs opened in the first couple weeks. These numbers 
were never large, with the vast majority (>90%) coming in at Port-au-Prince. Flights began on 13 January, 
but a break-down was not available until 18 January. 
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Figure 43. Percentage of flights into "Hispaniola," as reported by AFSOUTH. 
 
3) The new concept was not effectively explained at the appropriate levels 

by the right people. Liaisons can help break through stovepipes, which 
again, happen naturally during an emergency. This statement is qualitative 
and harder to demonstrate, because it amounts to “we didn’t try hard 
enough.” In other cases, mental barriers may be impossible to surmount. 
Established relationships can also assist in these instances. Evidence exists 
for more coordination at the tactical level than the operational level (for 
example, Army LCUs shuttling supplies from GTMO to the ships or port), 
which perhaps should not be a surprise, due to the level of interaction that 
happens on the ground coupled with the need to complete the mission.  
 

Safety Stocks 
SOUTHCOM did eventually release FRAGO 02699 on sustainment guidance. 
This order tasked ARSOUTH to: 
 
“Establish a logistics base at GTMO with the capability to 
maintain operational level safety stocks for classes of supply 
and other critical items as required by CDR, JTF-Haiti.”100 
 
Although CTF-48 coordinated with ARSOUTH on this effort, the language of the 
tasking emphasized the lack of visibility (or concern) on CTF-48.101  
 

                                                                                                                                            
98 The spike for DoD (at 23 January) may be an anomaly. The small spike for “contract” (27 January) 
happened because that category was newly started that day. 
99 Released 052330Z FEB 10. 
100 Section 3.b.(3).(d), emphasis of the author. 
101 Incidentally, this FRAGO also demonstrated that, while the Navy forces had reached the point of 
wrapping up critical relief operations and were transitioning to leave, the JTF was in a long-term mindset. 
(this FRAGO also requests support from AAFES in Haiti). This point was discussed at the end of “Going 
to be big” on page 27. 
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LCUs 
Army LCUs did stop in GTMO to replenish and pick up supplies, though they 
would have replenished at NAVSTA GTMO regardless of whether or not the JLH 
had been there.  
 
When the last barge was released on 25 February, CTF-48 noted that they would 
request the Army LCUs for assistance if needed. Had this happened before 
contracting the barges, it might have increased the level of JLH-usage (and 
possibly negated the need to contract the barges). However, the understanding 
at the tactical level did not reach up to the operational level.  
 

Summary 
The effort of those involved demonstrated that they could establish a hub with 
large pipes. If the services had had more time to plan how to incorporate the JLH 
into their efforts, they could have used it to much greater effect. 
 
Yet in spite of these issues, after operations, the SOUTHCOM Joint Logistics 
Coordination Board noted that “the Navy’s sea-based logistics operations 
were…the element that kept things going while the ground-based logistics 
operations were being established.”102  

 

                                                
102 As relayed by NAVSO/C4F N4. 
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2.1.8 Seabasing 
After the majority of OUR operations subsided, much conversation revolved 
around Seabasing. These conversations relied heavily on viewpoint and 
presented very little information to corroborate the statements.  
 
As such, this section will compare data from OUR operations with current 
Seabasing doctrine103,104,105 and other prevalent wisdom on the topic in order to 
understand what conclusions we can and cannot make about Seabasing in OUR. 
This analysis suggests that the Joint community has not yet embraced the 
concept of Joint Seabasing. 
 

Background 
The official definition of Seabasing states: 
 
“Seabasing is the rapid deployment, assembly, command, projection, 
reconstitution, and re-employment of joint combat power from the 
sea, while providing continuous support, sustainment, and force 
protection to select expeditionary joint forces without reliance 
on land bases within the Joint Operations Area (JOA). These 
capabilities expand operational maneuver options, and facilitate 
assured access and entry from the sea.”105  

 
The Office of Force Transformation has the most succinct, though conceptual, 
definition: 
 
Seabasing is the “elimination of the conceptual difference 
between operations on land and operations on or from the sea.” 
 
Even though the activity of Seabasing is not new,106 it is important to remember 
the relatively recent origins of the organization and development of Seabasing as 
an official capability and Joint Concept. The chart in Figure 44 shows recent 
milestones and potential future Seabasing-related events.107 
 
It is clear in discussions with Navy and Marine Corps personnel that naval 
commanders will tend to think of the assembled maritime forces as a Seabase, 
regardless of mission. Or perhaps as a corollary to that statement, it seems 
difficult to think of naval missions that would not fall under the Seabasing concept, 
given its lines of operation: close, assemble, employ, sustain, reconstitute. 

                                                
103 Seabasing, NWP 3-62M (MCWP 3-31.7), August 2006. 
104 Seabasing Concept of Operations for Low to Mid Intensity Operations, (USFF), 12 February 2010. 
105 Seabasing Joint Integrating Concept, Version 1.0, 01 August 2005. 
106 Recent examples among many include: Task Force 58 (Afghanistan, OEF, Nov 2001), Lebanon NEO 
(Lebanon, July 2006), Op Ernest Will (Arabian Gulf, 1980-88), Op Sea Angel II (Bangladesh, Nov 2007). 
107 Ironically, JLOTS 10 and Sea Vision (a USMC Seabasing exercise) were both cancelled because of 
OUR. 
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The emphasis on Seabasing as a Joint Concept often gets lost. It is a concept for 
engaging the non-naval forces on the possibilities of conducting Joint missions 
from and through the sea. However, naval commanders seem to default to 
Seabasing as a Navy and Marine Corps activity. 
 

 

 
Indeed, in OUR, the Navy and Marine Corps did close, assemble, employ, 
sustain, and reconstitute Navy and Marine Corps assets.108 We should be 
extremely concerned if they could not have done this. But this has been called a 
success for Joint Seabasing. 
 
This statement leads to the next section. 

JOINT versus joint 
The Seabasing JIC exists in Joint Doctrine, which means its intended audience is 
outside the Department of the Navy. Thus the Navy and Marine Corps may count 
as “joint,” but the focus on the concept means we need to look at the “JOINT” 
context, that is, interaction with the Air Force, Army, and Coast Guard. 
 
Indeed, the Army did interact with the Navy afloat assets on a few occasions. 
Vinson helos delivered some of the 82nd Airborne’s gear (at least 2 tons on 17 

                                                
108 We intuitively understand that the assets completed the mission, but there has been no attempt to 
quantify this activity with numerical data (certainly delivery data, flights hours, etc, have been reported, but 
there has been no assessment of what they mean). In fact, a couple of leaders noted the difficulty of 
sustaining (Navy) forces ashore, which suggests some room for improvement (though no quantifiable 
information could be found beyond a verbal description). 

Figure 44. Seabasing milestones and potential future events.104 
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January). Bataan also reported a couple instances of “stern-gate marriage” with 
an Army LCU. 
 
However, these instances only weakly correlate to the “sustain” portion of the 
Seabasing lines of operation. The Army did not use the Seabase in order to 
minimize footprint ashore and reduce dependence on land bases. 
 
As a reference point, by 26 January (2 weeks after the earthquake), AFSOUTH 
reported a total of 1478 flights into the APOD at PaP, with 397 (or 27%) being 
DoD-related flights. At least 240 of these flights were for 82nd Airborne personnel 
and equipment. The rest was contracted for delivery through TRANSCOM and 
Crowley.109 
 
The Commander of SOUTHCOM did emphasize the need to avoid a huge 
footprint on at least one occasion.110 When this statement was made, 2/82nd 
Airborne had 2600 soldiers on the ground (out of an eventual total of 3600 boots 
on ground, BOG). The total BOG peaked around 19 February at 6600 total with 
the major chunks residing at the JTF-H staff with almost 400, 2/82nd near 3070, 
and 3rd ESC near 1750. The Navy Seabase did not help to close, assemble, 
employ, sustain, or reconstitute these forces. They did it themselves, the way 
they always do it, and with large footprints ashore. 
 
As another example, JTF-H had an opportunity to use the Seabase for a part of 
sustainment of the forces through the use of berthing barges. Every time berthing 
barges were mentioned in the planning process, they were turned off. Some 
statements suggested that CJTF did not want inequality of living conditions 
among those on the ground, but these statements weren’t verifiable. 
 
A final example will clarify a complicating issue about Joint Seabasing. In 
previous disaster relief operations and after OUR, people in Navy’s lifelines have 
made the suggestion that a maritime JTF would allow for command and control 
of the mission while avoiding footprints ashore and reducing stress on the 
infrastructure. But in the case of OUR, CJTF-H made an early decision that the 
JTF had to be “on the ground and among the action, and not afloat.”111 
 
These statements and choices suggest that the broader Joint community has not 
accepted the concept of Joint Seabasing, and perhaps does not even understand 
the possibilities. 
 
JLOTS. Other arguments for the success of Joint Seabasing in OUR invoke the 
success of JLOTS. Although JLOTS and Joint Seabasing share similar elements, 
they have many distinct elements, and confusing the success of one to mean the 

                                                
109 Perhaps the delivery of equipment via sealift counts as Seabasing? It is unclear whether the support must 
come through Navy assets or not. If not, the Army could Seabase without Navy assets at all. 
110 24 January, 2010 SOUTHCOM Morning Update Brief. 
111 Soldier’s comment during Haiti Joint Lessons Learned conference at JFCOM. 
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success of the other is dangerous and misleading.112 The reason that JLOTS 
succeeds as a Joint mission is that the assets plan and exercise together. To 
take the success of JLOTS and claim it as a success for Joint Seabasing covers 
up the lack of planning and exercising for Joint Seabasing. 
 
Joint Seabasing is not something that can just happen, especially during the 
crisis-mode of a disaster response. The services must plan and exercise in order 
to understand the issues at hand and understand capabilities and limitations.  
 
As a simple thought experiment: how could the Navy and Army have used the 
Seabase to do OUR in an executable and meaningful way with a minimal 
footprint ashore? What would this have meant for the Marine Corps forces? 
 

Dispersion of Elements 
As a final note, Figure 45 shows another challenge that the Seabase faced. 
Doctrine typically has the Seabase localized under the JFMCC. However, for the 
sustainment portion of Seabase activity, the units involved (or potentially involved) 
in the sustainment effort were widely dispersed across the chain of command. 
This did not preclude interaction with each other (most likely alignment would 
happen through the N4/J4), but it made it much more difficult. Indeed, several 
people noted that the Joint Logistics Command only became aware of CTF-48’s 
capabilities in late February during a logistics conference on Bataan. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

                                                
112 Further, JLOTS activity in OUR focused on opening the port for relief supplies, and less on sustainment 
of forces; although by the end, JLOTS forces were moving primarily military equipment. 

Figure 45. Simplified OUR C2 to highlight dispersion of sustainment elements from Seabase. 
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Summary 
Operations during OUR did not constitute “Joint” Seabasing, but we may be able 
to claim “joint” Seabasing on Easy Mode.113 Many suggestions have been made 
to incorporate FHA/DR scenarios and Seabasing into exercises, even going so 
far as to incorporate NGOs and other government agencies.  
 
Those suggestions are easy to say, but difficult to implement in a meaningful 
fashion. For example, what are the current identified hurdles in inter-service 
coordination for Seabasing, and how do we structure exercises to first increase 
the basic understanding of Seabasing? How do we replicate the fact that the 
majority of supply flow during OUR was not military-related? Additionally, NGOs 
and other agencies have very few resources to contribute beyond their daily 
operations, and they are rarely able to participate in exercises. 

2.1.9 Medical 
This section describes some of the Navy and Marine Corps medical efforts that 
happened during OUR. The Bureau of Medicine (BUMED) commissioned its own 
detailed study of efforts, so this report will examine mostly general issues. 
 

Medical Assets 
The Navy’s most visible medical contribution was the Comfort, staffed with Navy 
doctors and volunteers from Project Hope and a number of other NGOs. In 
addition, Fleet Surgical Team (FST) Eight embarked Bataan along with a CRTS, 
and FST Four embarked Nassau. Carl Vinson had “one deep” medical capability 
that was augmented by a small detachment of medical personnel. The Forward 
Deployable Preventative Medical Unit also deployed. 
 
The medical contribution may have also been the Navy’s most visible 
contribution to the entire OUR effort. The Comfort sends a very powerful 
message of hope. Of course, this powerful message also makes it difficult for the 
ship to depart. Thus, the medical contribution also required a massive public 
affairs campaign in order to tell the story, answer questions, and prepare the 
environment for the eventual departure of the medical assistance. 
 

Summary of Assistance 
Navy medical assets very quickly found themselves at maximum activity. In fact, 
VIN received her first MEDEVACs (7 Haitians) before even arriving in the JOA, 
when a USCG helicopter had to divert from its intended arrival point. 
 
The coordination of MEDEVACs took time to work out, such as appropriate pick-
up points, avoiding the tasking of multiple-assets for the same mission, and 

                                                
113 The JIC also states that advance bases can notionally be at a distance of “up to 2000 NM” from the JOA. 
For OUR, GTMO was 170 NM away, with a major hub (JAX) being 800 NM away. 170 NM equate to 
8.5% of the notional maximum, which does not seem very stressful. 
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especially the incorporation of triage. Comfort in particular was receiving dying 
patients for whom nothing could be done. These patients took up space and 
resources from other potential patients that doctors could save. 
 
As time rolled on and patients continued to arrived, concern grew that Comfort 
might run out of space bunk space.114,115 An Expeditionary Medical Facility-150 
(EMF-150) was loaded on USNS Dewayne T. Williams and sent on its way, but 
there was concern over how long it would take to arrive and set-up. This concern 
about timing led to great debate over the EMF and eventually gave birth to the 
Interim Aftercare Facility (IAF) concept. 
 
In the end, the order for the EMF was rescinded (on 5 February)116, and 22 MEU 
construction assets would focus on setting up the IAF. Construction on the IAF 
began on 31 January and it opened on 5 February, staffed with medical 
augments from BAT and NAS. By accounts of those involved, the IAF only saw 3 
patients, due to a miscommunication in the vision of the IAF compared to its 
provided capability.117 The last 2 patients were discharged 10 February, and it 
was officially closed on 17 February. 
 
The Comfort never filled up. While the debate was happening about the EMF and 
IAF, hospitals and clinics in Haiti began to increase their capacity to take patients, 
and thus reduced the need for additional space. As in many cases during OUR, 
the environment shifted rapidly and made decisions from days earlier no longer 
relevant. 
 
Eventually, all Navy medical stations reported a shift in medical patients: fewer 
critical wound patients, and more “general health care” patients. For example, 
Comfort reported this on 27 January. The Gunston Hall noted on the same day 
that less than 10% of the patients at Killick clinic had trauma-related injuries. 
 
The transition to general health issues led to the final challenge for the medical 
assets: departure. This transition highlighted the difference between critical relief 
from the disaster, and the great day-to-day need of the Haitian population.118 
This transition existed in all areas of the disaster response, but it was most 
keenly apparent in medical care. 
 

                                                
114 Although the Navy had worked hard to increase the staffing on Comfort to make it a “1000-bed ship,” 
part of these 1000 beds included the top bunks, which most patients were not able to use. 
115 CJTF-H mentioned this concern explicitly during several morning update meetings around 23 January 
(stating “Comfort will be full in four days” at the current on-load rate). 
116 Though, the JTF retained the Construction Battalion Maintenance Unit that came with it. 
117 Essentially, the request came to build tents to hold cots for patients to recover from surgeries. But it 
wasn’t used because it had no air-conditioning, and no sterile environment. A review of a 28 January 
“Camp Recovery: COA Brief” shows that the “Camp Planning Requirements” indeed mention nothing 
about air conditioning or a dust-free environment. 
118 As a colleague noted, a medical tent set up in Norfolk and offering free medical care would attract 
enough patients to stay busy for a long time. 
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Comfort had a number of “difficult-to-place” patients that required special care 
(such as quadriplegics and vegetative patients) and it took time to find adequate 
facilities that could care for them.119 Bataan discharged her last patient on 22 
February, and Comfort on 27 February. But Comfort would not leave until 9 
March, mostly due to the sensitive image of her departure. Public Affairs 
prepared the departure with messages of a successful mission and the need to 
transition to a long-term solution in Haiti. A couple of articles quoted angry 
doctors who said the Comfort should stay longer,28,29 but otherwise the transition 
occurred smoothly. 

Information Flow 
The medical effort did not escape the problem of data reporting that struck all 
areas of OUR. Even with the high-visibility and importance of medical assistance, 
the numbers and reporting varied widely. 
 
For example, Figure 46 shows the numbers reported in Comfort’s SITREPs. The 
lack of continuity stands out pretty quickly (80 + 101 = 181, not 184, etc). More 
striking is the drop in total surgeries on 24 January. This first drop was 
accompanied with a note that stated it is a “revised” number. The second drop on 
28 January had no note. Perhaps not surprisingly, Comfort stopped reporting 
these numbers in the SITREPs after 28 January. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
One reason that Comfort (and indeed, all reporting naval medical units) had 
trouble with the numbers was that their reporting sheet (an Excel spreadsheet) 
was not well-designed for tracking and reporting data. 
 
Figure 47 shows why this is the case. Staff were to enter the day’s new numbers 
in the blue box under “current report.” But the column to the left requests 
“previous report.” So the numbers from “current report” would first be copied to 
“previous report” and then the new number would be entered. That process is 
tedious and unnecessary in the first place, but the real problem is the column 

                                                
119 Here, FHA/DR operations contrast with HCA missions (planned in advance), where Comfort does not 
perform any medical operations that would put patients beyond the care of the host nation.  

Figure 46. A summary of medical data reported from Comfort's SITREPs. 
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marked “CUMULATIVE (to Date),” which only summed up the “previous report” 
and “current report” numbers. In other words, it was really “CUMULATIVE 
(yesterday and today).” 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
One should wonder why, in the year 2010, medical professionals were expected 
to manually tally up total numbers of patients admitted, discharged, surgeries 
performed, etc, as opposed to using some system that integrated with their 
patient tracking methods? 
 
Although some of this may sound like an analyst bitterly complaining about poor 
data, this problem affected other important areas of disaster response, such as 
public affairs. It can be embarrassing, if not at least unprofessional, to have 
conflicting or impossibly-changing numbers, and this was especially true for the 
very visible medical effort. 
 
As a final example of the data reporting issue, a USAID/OFDA slide claimed: 
"Comfort seen >14,300 patients by Jan 26." It is unclear what would cause such 
a massive discrepancy,120 but it highlights the challenges. If this number were 
reported in the media, it would look bad when it was later stated that by the time 
Comfort left (early March), just over 1,000 had been admitted for treatment.121 
 

The EMF, the IAF, and the Rapidly Shifting Environment 
Medical resource allocation during OUR highlights the general challenge that 
commanders face during disaster responses: unclear demand, unclear existent 
capability, and unclear timelines. And these things shift continually. 
 
The Comfort quickly began to take on patients upon her arrival at Haiti, even 
taking on a few from Vinson before she arrived at anchorage. CJTF-H noted on 
23 January (and in the days following) that at her current patient on-load rate, 
she would be full within four days.122 The primary problem was that Comfort had 
no place to off-load patients; and every person left to recuperate on Comfort 
meant one less additional person that doctors could treat. 

                                                
120 This number could possibly represent the dreaded “patient encounters” metric, but even that seems 
rather high for ~6 days of activity. 
121 The Comfort crew saw more patients than were admitted; however this number would still not approach 
the 14,300 patients claimed by the USAID/OFDA slide. 
122 Stated during 23 January SOUTHCOM Morning Update Brief, as well as in the days following. 

Figure 47. Example medical SITREP form. 
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OPNAV had already ordered an Expeditionary Medical Facility (EMF) with 150-
bed capacity to deploy (this happened on 17-18 January). The loading of the 
EMF onto the Williams in Norfolk began on the 21st of January. As already 
mentioned, CJTF-H began to publically voice the concern of Comfort filling up on 
23 January. 
 
Much discussion ensued on the EMF-150 and whether or not it would fill the 
perceived need. The EMF provides a full hospital capability, whereas the desired 
capability was a place for patients to recuperate. Further, the 150-bed space 
seemed woefully small when compared with the envisioned patient load. Finally, 
the EMF still hadn’t finished loading, and beyond that, it still needed to arrive, and 
then it had to be built (and times to build varied widely from 5 to 14 days). 
 
Thus, on 25 January, the same day that the Williams finished loading the EMF, 
SOUTHCOM mentioned that it was not in favor of using the EMF.123 By 27 
January, CJTF-H began to discuss the idea of a 5,000-bed hospital. 
 
This discussion morphed from an “interim convalescent facility” to the Interim 
Aftercare Facility (IAF), which better matched the need: a bunch of tents to 
provide bed space for patients to recuperate. SeaBees were tapped to raise the 
tents, with an IOC of 100 beds in a few days, and an FOC of 250 beds shortly 
thereafter. 
 
The construction of the IAF began on 31 January, the same day the Williams 
arrived in Haiti with the EMF-150 on board. SOUTHCOM turned-off the EMF-150 
on 1 February (with the official message sent on 5 February).124 
 
The IAF opened at IOC with 100 beds on 5 February. The IAF then closed on 17 
February, having seen 2 or 3 patients total. 
 
During all of the conversation on the EMF and the IAF and Comfort filling up, the 
environment changed. People have described the situation as “the local medical 
community responded with greater capacity than expected.” 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                
123 Stated during 25 January SOUTHCOM Morning Update Brief. 
124 The Williams brought other equipment aside from the EMF, so the trip was not a loss. Further, CJTF-H 
retained some of the personnel sent with the EMF, in particular, the CBMU 202. 
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Figure 48. Timeline for EMF, IAF compared against admissions and occupancy (Ward Beds) on Comfort. 
 
Figure 48 shows a summary of this timeline as well as a graph of admissions and 
occupancy aboard Comfort.125 When CJTF-H first identified that Comfort would 
soon fill up (circle 3), the trajectory of admissions was certainly headed in that 
direction. When discussions of a “5k hospital” arose, patients on board had just 
begun to slow (circle 5; note: number of patients discharged is not shown).126 By 
the time the construction started on the IAF, the numbers had peaked and 
started a downward trend (circle 6; and note admissions dropped very low). 
Finally, by the time the IAF opened, the number of patients on Comfort had been 

                                                
125 The numbers in this graph come from a SOUTHCOM slide around 8 or 9 February, 2010, entitled “JTF-
Haiti SG.” The numbers depicted in here may not exactly match numbers shown elsewhere (and the 
‘wards’ for the second day should probably be up around 180 and not 93 again). Despite these issues, the 
general trends are the most important. 
126 Indeed, the Comfort also began to aggressively search for places to discharge patients. 
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steadily declining (circle 8) – thus, coupled with the lack of adequate tent-
conditions, rendered the IAF superfluous. 
 
We must be careful not to use too much hindsight when looking at this picture. 
Certainly it may have been possible for patients to re-spike (at circle 6), though 
the low number of admissions provided another important piece to that picture. 
We should also compare this data with data from hospitals in Port-au-Prince to 
understand how their capacity was changing, but this information is not available 
(and was not available at the time, either). 
 
In the end, this situation highlights the need to continually re-evaluate the 
information at-hand to determine whether the demand still exists or whether it 
has shifted elsewhere. It also highlights the problem of projecting need when only 
looking at one piece of the puzzle, and not looking at the broader context. 
 

JTF-Haiti Surgeon 
When some of the discussion and requests on the EMF, IAF, and a 5,000-bed 
hospital began to trickle up to the force provider level, concern mounted over the 
real need. Thus, USFF sent its Fleet Surgeon to Haiti to help clarify that picture, 
and after arriving in Haiti, he became the JTF-Haiti Surgeon. 
 
The JTF-Haiti Surgeon set about performing assessments of Haiti’s medical 
capability (focusing on various hospitals and looking at their staffing, supplies, 
infrastructure, and capacity). The Pan American Health Organization (PAHO) 
had also been doing assessments. But the JTF-Haiti Surgeon expressed concern 
over the definition of “standard of care” of the surveys, and it took nearly two 
weeks to double-check the results and be comfortable with the PAHO process. 
 
Coordination began with the UN medical cluster and Haiti’s Minister of Health. 
For example, they established a panel to perform case-by-case reviews of 
patients that might be MEDEVAC’d to the United States for further treatment. 
The panel would only send patients that could not find treatment in Haiti, and 
whose condition could actually improve upon going to the United States; further, 
only those patients who could eventually return were sent. 
 
The medical effort also provides a good example of why coordination is 
necessary during FHA/DR operations. The Minister of Health was concerned that 
all of the outside medical help was going to raise the standard of care beyond 
that which Haiti could sustain. And at least one Haitian hospital reported difficulty 
with making payroll due to losing of patients to all of the free medical care. 
 
The role of JTF-Haiti Surgeon transferred to an Army O6 on 1 March. 
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Medical Effort in the Broader Context 
Many other nations and organizations sent medical teams to Haiti. This section 
summarizes U.S. efforts as well as available information from other organizations. 
Table 2 gives a summary of patients treated afloat.  
 

 Carl Vinson Bataan Nassau Comfort 
Patients 42 94 20 1002 

Surgeries 8 21 5 843 
Days ONSTA127 18 66 17 49 

Table 2. Summary of patients and surgeries seen aboard ships. 
 
For comparison, Table 3 summarizes patients treated ashore. In this case, CPR-
6 likely provided a summary of data from Gunston Hall, Bataan, Carter Hall, and 
Fort McHenry. Further, at one point, 2/82nd Airborne (and Canadian forces) 
identified its “patient seen” metric as “encounters.” It is unclear if this 
“encounters” is the same definition used by the Navy.128 If these numbers do 
indeed represent “encounters,” then a comparison is useless. 
 

 CPR-6 Gunston 
Hall Bataan Carter 

Hall 
Fort 

McHenry 
22 

MEU JTF-B 2/82ND CAN 

Location (total) Killick GG Léogâne Mayte ? ? PaP Leo, Jac 
Patients 5,257 2,200 >1,100 >1,000 >200 61 2,171 10,310 >15,500 

Surgeries N/R N/R N/R N/R N/R N/R 80 N/R 189 
Days 

ONSTA 66 25 66 42 48 (66) 22 71 32+ 

Table 3. Summary of patients and surgeries seen ashore.129 
 
Even if the definition of “patients” was the same, it would still not be a fair 
comparison because of the difference in patient needs. Comfort performed 
surgery on the majority of the patients that arrived, which required greater 
medical expertise and resources. 
 
For other capabilities, Health and Human Services established five Disaster 
Medical Assistance Teams (DMATs) and one International Medical Surgical 
Team (IMSuRT) that were operational by 19 January. By 26 January (one week 
later), they reported having seen over 11,000 patients. 
 
The final point of reference looks at an Israeli field hospital. The medical staff 
arrived on afternoon of 16 January with 40 physicians, 25 nurses (and a total of 
236 personnel). It took 10 hours to erect the field hospital (planning allowed for 
20 hours). Operations concluded on 27 January. Over the 10 days, they saw 

                                                
127 Assets had no patients during their final days (or weeks) in the JOA, due to preparations to depart (VIN, 
NAS) or because there was no demand (BAT, COM). 
128 An encounter is any interaction between a health-care provider and the patient, thus one patient may 
have many “encounters” each day. The Navy reports, however, should be total number of unique patients. 
129 CPR-6 most likely provided a roll-up of Gunston Hall, Bataan, Carter Hall, and Fort McHenry. GG is 
Grand Goave. Jac is Jacmel. 
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1,110 patients, performed 319 operations, had 16 births, and rescued 4 
individuals from the rubble. The unit left 30 tons of medical equipment behind, 
and held a ceremony to mark the closure of the field hospital. The delegation left 
on 28 January and arrived in Israel on the evening of 28 January, where Prime 
Minister Netanyahu welcomed them home.130 
 
These last two examples (HHS and the Israeli field hospital) demonstrate some 
of the rapidly deployed medical capabilities. Many other field hospitals were 
active, but information was not available. 
  
Debate has arisen over whether the Comfort was really needed in Haiti or not, 
with opponents noting the difficulty in getting patients on and off ship131 and the 
rapid decline (and eventual lack) of patient admissions. Proponents will cite the 
surgical capability and standard of care that Comfort was able to bring during a 
time when the medical system on the ground was recovering from paralysis. 
 
In the end, all of these arguments are moot, because it did not matter if Comfort 
was needed. What mattered was that Comfort was personally requested,132 and 
a devastated city could see her as a symbol of hope as she sat in the harbor. 
 
Amb. JOSEPH: “According to the first lady of Haiti, the immediate need right now 
is a hospital ship that they would like off the coast of Haiti. And secondly, first 
responders, the rescue teams with dogs to look for the living under the rubble or 
the dead. And a lot of water and also food, ready-to-eat food.”132 
 

                                                
130 Information from the Ministry of Foreign Affairs Website (www.mfa.gov.il), posted 28 Jan, 2010. 
131 Comfort was unable to go pier-side. 
132 “Massive Earthquake Brings Devastation To An Already Troubled Haiti,” 13 January, 2010, interview 
on NPR between Michel Martin and Ambassador Raymond Joseph (Haiti’s Ambassador to the U.S.) 
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2.1.10 Strategic Communication and Public Affairs 
Section 3. Foreign Humanitarian Assistance will further discuss the importance of 
strategic communication, but in short, a critical task in disaster relief is to tell the 
story. This section describes some of the efforts the Navy undertook in getting 
that story out to the public. 
 
The information in Table 4 takes a look at a sampling of the ways and means to 
get the story of the Haiti response out to the public. Methods of communication 
included official military websites, FaceBook, Twitter, blogs, conferences, and 
interviews (TV and otherwise). 
 
Day Date Time Event 
TUE 12 

Jan 1653 7.0 Earthquake strikes Haiti 

  By 
2300 

USAID, DoS, SOUTHCOM, White House and other organizations have 
‘tweeted’ or posted info or sympathy 

WED 13 
Jan 1020 President Obama addresses nation on U.S. response; 

@navynews creates hashtag #usghaiti as tracker for gov’t accounts 
  1130 General Fraser briefs from Pentagon on military activities 

  1320 Microsoft executive posts blog, “Follow the USS Carl Vinson to Haiti” 
with focus on social media efforts of ship, Navy, and USG overall 

   SECNAV mentions Haiti response at SNA Conference 
  1614 Navy FaceBook page launched 
  1915 Navy.mil story: “Vinson Deploys to Response to Haiti Earthquake” 
  2200 USS Carl Vinson tweets about change in course – en route to Haiti 

THU 14 
Jan 1355 Navy.mil story: “Military Preps for Broader Haiti Relief Mission” 

   Navy.mil story: “Marine Unit Prepares for Haiti Response” 
   Navy.mil story: “Obama Makes Haiti Response Top U.S. Priority” 
  1400 BUMED conducts media availability in Baltimore at USNS Comfort 
  1500 DoDLive Bloggers Roundtable 

FRI 15 
Jan  ADM Mullen discusses military relief efforts on PentagonChannel.mil 

SAT 16 
Jan 1005 Navy.mil story on BUMED and the USNS Comfort deploying to Haiti 

  1333 White House FaceBook post mentions Navy’s “Haiti Relief Effort” album 
on Navy FB page 

  1838 White House blog features USS Carl Vinson, ABH (AW) Sailor 

SUN 17 
Jan 0927 Navy.mil story: “USS Carl Vinson Receives Haitian MEDEVAC Patients” 

MON 18 
Jan 0900 Navy.mil story: “Bataan’s medical team prepares for unknown in Haiti” 

WED 20 
Jan 2107 

USNSComfort tweets: “We had 83 new admissions and performed 9 
surgeries on our first day on station in #Haiti. Here we are: 
http://bit.ly/8BHvqs” 

Table 4. A selection of social-media and other message broadcast venues. 
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Media 
The media becomes insatiable during a disaster response, when their 24/7 
operations begin to focus on a single topic. In this environment, it is critical to 
actively provide information and shape the desired message (so that somebody 
doesn’t try to make it look otherwise).133 Visual information plays a particularly 
important role, as it evokes powerful and lasting imagery. 
 
Navy leadership held countless interviews and media availabilities, often at the 
sites of assets loading for deployment (CONUS) or at the site of activity (Haiti). 
The Navy sent PAOs and mass communication specialists (through NPASE) to 
augment various forward staffs (C4F, those afloat, and in the JOA). These 
augments helped the staffs to deal with the sudden increase of volume (and 
importance) of media interaction and other story-telling venues. Members of 
Combat Camera were also deployed to capture the story of what was happening. 
 
Additionally, many media outlets embarked on various ships to get the story first-
hand. At least 7 outlets embarked on VIN and BAT each, and at least 10 on 
Comfort. International outlets had more than 40 journalists present, which gives 
some scope to the global attention the relief effort received. 
 

Media Analysis 
At the request of SOUTHCOM’s Assessments Division, the Center for Naval 
Analyses (CNA) performed an analysis of media coverage of Operation Unified 
Response.134 The analysis focused on whether Latin American media (14 
countries) were receiving SOUTHCOM’s strategic messages, and how they were 
portraying the relief efforts. 
  
The analysts found that 34% of the media reports had a negative tone toward the 
U.S. presence in Haiti, focusing on the size of the effort and other key points 
(such as the U.S. control of the Port-au-Prince airport). Interestingly, no stories 
questioned whether the U.S. should participate. 
 
Around 50% of the stories were neutral in tone, and 17% were positive (tending 
to come when the media interacted with Haitians or with U.S. military personnel, 
with a majority involving either Bataan or Comfort). 
 
The analysis noted a divergence in the views of regional leaders on the concept 
of authority. The analysts described these differences as “notional authority,” that 
regional leaders thought the Government of Haiti should lead the relief effort, and 
“actual authority,” that regional leaders recognized the weaker position of the 
Government of Haiti, and thus the U.N. should manage the relief effort. 

                                                
133 Such as Venezuelan leader Hugo Chavez’s comments on 21 January that the U.S. “was playing God” by 
testing a weapon that caused the quake. 
134 Kingsley, M, et al. “Media Coverage of Operation Unified Response.” May 2010, CRM D0022796.A2. 
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CNA has performed media analyses on other U.S. Navy Humanitarian Civic 
Assistance operations, such as the Global Fleet Stations (in Africa, South 
America, and the Pacific). Comparison of the Haiti disaster response to these 
other missions shows a striking difference – the GFS missions hardly ever have 
negative press, while the Haiti response showed a large proportion of negative 
coverage (34%). This result again highlights that different rules go into effect 
during a disaster response. 
 

Social Media 
Operation Unified Response may be the first large-scale disaster response that 
featured heavy use of social media, both for organizations to get their message 
out, for responders to keep in touch with friends and family, and even for victims 
to reach out for help. PAOs had to balance resources between traditional media 
and social media, and at times, these worlds merged. 
 
Websites. PA teams updated the official websites of the Navy (www.navy.mil), 
USFF (www.cffc.navy.mil), and participating units and force providers with 
pictures and information on units deploying. Not only did these updates provide 
the public (and public media) with information, they helped keep families more 
up-to-date and informed about what loved ones were doing in Haiti, and when 
they might return. The latter was particularly important because many Sailors had 
left with hardly any notice and no indication of duration of mission. Many other 
websites, including SOUTHCOM, also provided information (www.southcom.mil) 
 
Facebook. This social media gathering site allows friends, acquaintances, and 
even strangers, to link with each other and rapidly share information across their 
social networks. Various Navy units as well as Sailors were able to update 
information on Facebook, allowing “fans” to get updates and then share that 
information with friends and family. 
 
Twitter. A person or organization can ‘tweet’ a short message (140 characters or 
less) to those who have signed up to receive the messages. These messages 
can arrive by text message or by email. This method of communication allows for 
the rapid dissemination of information that doesn’t require access to a computer 
to send or receive. 
 
For some tweet examples, here are a few from Comfort as she arrived in Haiti: 
 
2229 19 Jan: We have just heard our first patients are 
inbound! The crew is ready. Everybody is getting into place 
to provide the best care for Haiti. 
 
0126 20 Jan: First patients aboard! They were flown in 
tonight from the USS Carl Vinson. We started early, and we 
were ready. More patients tomorrow. 
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???? 20 Jan: We had 83 new admissions and performed 9 
surgeries on our first day on station in #Haiti. Here we 
are: http://bit.ly/8BHvqs. 
 
Blogs. Anybody can have a blog, which basically allows a person or organization 
to provide commentary or news on any subject. Both commanders and 
commentators used their blogs to provide information and opinion on Haiti-
related topics and efforts. 
 
Social media, or online interactions and conversations between people, have 
risen tremendously in popularity in the last 5 years.135 Operation Unified 
Response represents the first large-scale disaster response that has happened 
with these tools in place.136  
 
Commanders knew that Sailors would want to keep in touch with friends and 
family, perhaps through social media, so they encouraged this activity rather than 
tried to curtail it. CHINFO and the PAOs released guidance on the topic, along 
with info cards as reference: 
 

Guidance for Navy personnel137 
 
Many Navy units have deployed with little notice to support humanitarian assistance efforts in 
Haiti. The public wants to know what we are doing to provide relief. 
 
American Sailors involved in this mission may want to document and share their experiences.  
These stories and images are an important part of telling the Navy story.  
 
Upload photos and descriptions to the “Haiti Humanitarian Relief” album on the official U.S. Navy 
Facebook page at http://www.facebook.com/USNavy, or on your own Facebook page, twitter 
accounts, etc.   
 
As American Sailors, your every action should reflect our nation’s compassion and commitment 
to those impacted by this earthquake.  
 
If you choose to share images and stories of your experiences, remember the following:  
 

• Respect the Haitian people: This is their home and we are guests. 
 
• Protect the dignity of the Haitian people, especially those who are suffering or those who 

have deceased. 
 
• Be sensitive to the people you encounter: This is a catastrophic situation, and the Navy is 

here to help them. 
 
• Security at the source is key. Consider OPSEC in every communication about your 

command, its mission, location, schedule, etc.   
 

                                                
135 Facebook launched in 2004, and Twitter in 2006. 
136 Although DoD officially lifted the ban on social media on 26 February, 2010, nearly every organization 
used these tools from the start of OUR on 12 January, 2010. 
137 Disseminated on or before 18 January, 2010. 
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• Avoid revealing too much personal information about yourself in social media sites.  Your 
own personal information can be used against you.  

 

Impact of Social Media 
The impact of social media efforts, like any message dissemination, can be 
difficult to measure. Statistics usually come in the form of number of fans, 
number of followers, number of “likes,” and such.  
 
Even these simple statistics raise a lot of questions. For example, how many of 
the 100,000+ “fans” on the U.S. Navy’s Facebook page are in the Navy or 
associated with the Navy? If those fans are mostly Navy, how can the Navy 
better reach those outside of the Navy? 
 
Social media provides an organization with unprecedented access to individuals, 
yet this access comes with new challenges.138 Indeed, the U.S. Navy has much 
to learn about social media, which allows sailors real-time access to public 
channels of communication. Even “regular” media continues to present 
challenges to the military, as a recent SECEF memo shows.139,140 This area of 
communication will continue to expand by leaps and bounds. When the next 
major disaster hits the United States, we will see social media take center stage.  
 

Balancing Act 
Telling the story during disaster relief efforts can be as important as actually 
providing the disaster relief. During the initial efforts, the default desire will be to 
focus solely on disaster relief, but commanders will have to provide balance. 
 
This balance may be difficult for those at the tactical level. A few examples arose 
from OUR that suggested some pilots were frustrated in having to carry media or 
photographers, or having to do visual fly-overs, as opposed to moving supplies or 
patients. 
 
Similarly, the media needs to be able to broadcast that story once they have 
captured the images. Unrestricted networks were available on Comfort, Gunston 
Hall, and Bataan for embarked media to communicate. But Navy personnel often 
found themselves more restricted by a ship’s normal small bandwidth, and had to 
fight with other personnel on priority to release information. 
Yet in the end, it is doubtful that any commander would ever (or should ever) give 
priority to a photographer over saving a life. Thus, commanders face a great 

                                                
138 Agarwal, A. “What Other Companies Can Learn from Nestle’s Facebook Page,” Digital Inspiration, 17 
March, 2010. 
139 Martinez, L. “New Pentagon Memo: ‘The Department Has Grown Lax in How We Engage with the 
Media.’” Political Punch, 3 July 2010. Published in the wake of General McChrystal’s interview with 
Rolling Stone (and subsequent resignation). 
140 Gearson, A. “Gates Orders Top Military Officers to Get Clearance for Interviews.” AP, 4 July 2010. 
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challenge to provide disaster relief and also take advantage of every opportunity 
to capture the story and broadcast it. 
 

Strategic Communication 
The Navy had to work hard to tell the story about the efforts of Sailors in Haiti, 
and it also had to deliver key messages at certain points. In particular, the 
departure of the Vinson needed special care. Even if all the data in the world 
supported the departure, the visual image of the carrier leaving was powerful, 
and it required a lot of government and media preparation.  
 
The Comfort provided a similar challenge for special care. By the time Comfort 
had left, she had not seen any patients for nearly 2 weeks. But again, the image 
of her departure was one that needed much preparation. 
 
Had the visual image of departure not been such a large concern, both of these 
assets could have left much earlier than they actually did. 
 

General Success 
Many people have observed that the strategic communication went extremely 
well during Operation Unified Response. A senior mentor credited two things:141 

 
1) Aggressive “vertical” involvement and integration. A lot of top-level 

people and agencies got involved (e.g., the National Security Council). 
2) Prioritization. An “all-star” team put their best foot forward, and they 

also got due attention and priority to get the message out. 
 
It is not clear how to ensure repetition of success based on these notes. 
 
The broader strategic communication effort may not have been a complete 
success (or maybe it was too successful), because the Haitian people often had 
a negative reaction to their own government as well as the MINUSTAH forces. 

Summary 
The internet is a big place, and the vast number of people on-line means that 
somebody is going to mis-report information, somebody is going to have a 
conspiracy theory,133 or somebody is going to be very angry. 
 
Or sometimes, even the basics of telling the Navy’s role in a story can be difficult, 
such as a 28 February article entitled “Rebuilding Haiti’s Demolished Port Is No 

                                                
141 Details provided during Joint Lessons Learned Conference on Haiti, JFCOM, March 2010. 
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Small Task for U.S.”142 The Navy received negligible mention in this article on the 
efforts to re-open the seaport in Haiti.  
 

“It’s a little-known fact that the Army runs seaport operations worldwide, mostly 
using commercial contracts, on behalf of the Department of Defense.” 

 

2.2 International Response 
Section 1.4 Background on U.S. Presence in South America gave a brief look 
into the history of partnership in the SOUTHCOM Area of Focus. Given this 
history with international partners in the region, it was surprising, then, that a 
coalition, or combined, tasked force was not created.143 No reason was found to 
explain this result.144 
 
Regardless, international partners did participate in delivering supplies, relief, 
and other support to Haiti during OUR. This section describes only some of those 
efforts. 
 
In the broader international scope, governments pledged monetary support to 
rebuilding Haiti, cancelled debts in some cases, and provided other means of 
support. For example, Canada offered to build a semi-permanent complex of 
buildings for the GoH, because 14 of the 16 buildings had been lost in the 
earthquake. And a couple weeks into the effort, Japan began to provide the 
payroll for the Haitian National Police. 

2.2.1 Ashore 
In the first week after the earthquake, a number of Urban Search and Rescue 
(USAR) teams hunted through the rubble in search of survivors. These teams 
receive training and have equipment (such as rescue canines) for this exact 
environment. 
 
At the peak of activity, 43 teams from across the globe were on the ground and 
searching for survivors, 6 of those came from the U.S.145 Figure 49 shows the 
number of rescues each day,146 further demonstrating the familiar “disaster relief 
pulse.” 

                                                
142 Robson, S. “Rebuilding Haiti’s Demolished Port Is No Small Task for U.S.” Stars and Stripes, 28 
February, 2010. 
143 Even at the recommendation of at least a couple entities. In fact, there was some early confusion during 
the morning update briefs when somebody asked whether the “C” in “C(J)TF” meant “Commander” or 
“Combined/Coalition.” The answer was “Commander.” 
144 The “2.2.2 Afloat” section describes further developments in this area, but no direct rationale. 
145 The 43 teams comprised 1,739 workers and 161 rescue canines. U.S. teams comprised 506 of this 
number, with teams from Fairfax County, Los Angeles County, Miami, Miami-Dade, Virginia Beach, and 
New York. 
146 These numbers also fell victim to the bad reporting. By 21 January, reports stated that 132 rescues had 
been made (80 international, and 43 U.S. – which is only 122, not 132). Later reports said that international 
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Section 1.3.4 MINUSTAH briefly discussed the background of UN forces in Haiti. 
These forces played an important security role, and as time went on, the UN 
authorized additional forces to deploy (from Brazil as well as Turkey). Figure 50 
shows an example of the UN force lay-down in Haiti. 
 
Many nations sent aid apart from the MINUSTAH effort. Canada and France had 
relief efforts ashore (the section on Medical Effort in the Broader Context on page 
84 summarizes the Canadian and Israeli medical efforts). During the 
SOUTHCOM morning update brief, both Canada and France eventually got their 
own slide to describe their activities. 
 
The Japanese Self-Defense Force sent a force to operate in southern Haiti, and 
South Korea sent an engineering team to assist. Spanish marines also operated 
in southern Haiti. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                                                                                                            
USAR teams had rescued 122 and U.S. USAR teams had rescued 43 (for a combined 165), but this was 
most likely a confusion of “122, of which 43 were U.S.” into “122 and 43.”  
147 A couple more very lucky people were pulled out even later. These are not shown. 

Figure 49. Number of USAR rescues each day (with cumulative line shown).147 
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2.2.2 Afloat 
Many ships from other countries arrived to offer assistance with supplies and 
personnel. In many cases, these ships relied on U.S. Navy lift capabilities to help 
offload their ships and transfer supplies,148 although in at least one case (e.g., 
the HNLMS Pelikaan), the situation was in the reverse. 
 
On 21 January, USNAVSO requested guidance from SOUTHCOM for interaction 
with international maritime partners. SOUTHCOM eventually released FRAGO 
007 (270300Z JAN 10), which specified that JTF-H should partner with 
Columbian and Nicaraguan forces using a parallel command structure. This 
FRAGO did not really address the question of international maritime coordination. 
 
As JFMCC, the CSG-1 staff developed a coordination framework to integrate 
Partner Nations (PN) into OUR. They called it the Partner Nation Coordination 
Cell (PNCC). This PNCC established a Voluntary Cooperative Partner Pairing 
(VCPP) structure to help integrate, coordinate activities, but also to encourage 
transition of activities to that PN. As the name suggests, PN ships voluntarily 
paired up with a U.S. counterpart based on ship-type and mission similarities.149 
Figure 51 shows how CSG-1 envisioned the pairing. 
 
 
 
 

                                                
148 This was true at least for the Columbian ships as well as the Huasteco-class Mexican ships. 
149 CSG-1 staff actually established three levels of interaction. The first were PNs that were fully integrated 
(e.g., Canadian and Dutch ships); next were those for pairing (e.g., Mexico, Columbia); finally were those 
that maritime awareness was necessary, but interaction not expected (e.g., Venezuala). 

Figure 50. A sample MINUSTAH force lay-down (30 January, 2010). 
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SOUTHCOM then released FRAGO 018 (011600Z FEB 10, D+20), which stated 
that a Combined Joint Task Force would not stand up. Instead, Partner Nations 
were to fall under the United Nations structure. PNs were to refer to their United 
Nations Mission (UNM) office for coordination through UN. Similarly, requests for 
assistance from the USG should also be coordinated through the UNM office to 
the US United Nations Mission (USUNM), then to be validated through USAID 
OFDA/DART with further forwarding onto DoS (for funding authorities).  
 
Establishment of this FRAGO removed the need to coordinate through the 
JFMCC and VCPP, which helped to centralize the requests (and thus coordinate 
the bigger picture better), and also reinforced that the UN/GoH were leading the 
mission. 

                                                
150 Conceptual. At the time of the pairing, not all the PN ships listed had arrived in theater. 

Figure 51. CSG-1 schematic of the partnership pairing.150 
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2.3 Other Areas 
This final section of the main OUR discussion looks at other areas of interest. 
 

2.3.1 Construction 
The section on Pier Repair on page 59 already covered the construction effort 
during OUR (on rebuilding the South Pier at the Main Terminal in Port-au-Prince), 
but other construction efforts happened as well. 
 

Rubble Removal 
During the first few weeks of OUR, many questions arose over the 
appropriateness of certain missions. The U.S. military units were concerned 
about “mission creep” – that is, performing missions that were no longer crisis-
related or disaster relief, but instead related to the long-term reconstruction of 
Haiti (and thus better suited to other agencies). Rubble removal was the biggest 
mission that fell into this area of concern. 
 
In the first part of the relief effort, units kept rubble removal and road clearing 
efforts limited to activities that impacted their own mobility, or the general mobility 
of relief supplies in the area (e.g., making sure debris did not block important 
roads). For example, an engineering team and SeaBees from Fort McHenry lifted 
nearly 70 electrical cables to clear the road from their beach landing site at New 
Mission Beach to Highway 200 (21 January). 
 
As crisis-response efforts subsided, the rubble remained and quickly became a 
target for clean-up. Commanders had to balance between doing appropriate 
missions, and finding something to do,151 the latter of which could adversely 
affect the ability of Haiti to transition back to its own people handling day-to-day 
issues. 
 
At one point in early February, the 22 MEU commander decided not to offload 
certain construction-related equipment, as he saw it only useful in this more long-
term capacity of rubble removal.  
 
Indeed, by the middle of February, 2/82nd Airborne started to report “blocks of 
rubble cleared” on their daily SITREP. By the middle of March, that unit had 
cleared 115 city-blocks of rubble. 
 

General Construction 
Navy Mobile Construction Battalion 7 (NMCB-7) and Construction Battalion 
Maintenance Unit 202 (CBMU-202) both found employment for construction work. 
                                                
151 As it turned out, in Haiti, there was always something to do. 
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These activities included human remains recovery assistance at the Hotel 
Montana152 and parallel rubble removal, assistance with existing LSAs,153 
construction of a new LSA (LSA Hope at PaP), construction of unimproved roads, 
landing zones, and site preparation. 
 
NMCB-7 also assisted Underwater Construction Team One where needed with 
the repairs at the South Pier. When this job was completed, JTF-H decided to 
keep the NMCB until 1 June. Their projects then included work on IDP camps, 
highway road repair, APOD runway repair, and even silt-removal at a clogged 
stream.154 
 

Other Projects 
Other construction projects occurred during OUR, though toward the end of 
February and on, when the majority of the disaster response needs had lifted. 
One of these projects included an upgrade of the power grid. This project had 
some difficulties, but this section will not elaborate any further due to lack of solid 
information on scope, progress, and end-state. 
 

2.3.2 Security 
This report has already mentioned that all agencies had security as their number 
one priority. Intelligence assessments during the first week placed security as 
“critical,” and predicted imminent massive outbreaks of looting and riots. After a 
week of these dire predictions, which did not come true, the assessments began 
to speak of crime as “below historic levels.” Eventually, JTF-H removed security 
from the list of priorities, which it did on 22 January. Other agencies followed suit. 
 
In the meantime, concerns over security trumped the priorities for asset flow. 
This was in spite of the already large MINUSTAH security presence in Haiti. As 
the initial weeks rolled on, DoD units were tasked with various security roles 
(convoys, food distribution, landing zones, own force protection), sometimes in 
conjunction with MINUSTAH forces. 
 
The presence of additional security forces did cause some confusion. Despite the 
oft repeated mantra that DoD forces were present to “support the UN and 
MINUSTAH,”155 at least one UN official had to raise the question of who was in 
charge of overall security.156 

                                                
152 58 bodies were recovered, 15 of which were American. One of these bodies was the aide of CJTF-H, 
who was in Haiti with his team when the earthquake hit. 
153 LSA can mean either Life Support Area or Logistics Support Area. This work included adding tents, 
power grids, construction and repair of showers and laundry facilities. 
154 As of the end of May, another battalion was due to turnover with NMCB-7 for “normal” engagement 
and humanitarian assistance operations. 
155 C4F/USNAVSO Force Laydown slide, among many other DoD agencies with the same message. 
156 19 January, 2010, during visit of DoD leaders to Haiti. 
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A debate has arisen that likely will have no answer, and will likely arise again in 
future events: did the U.S. have to send in security forces at all, or did violence 
not erupt because security forces were present and had a calming effect? In the 
end, we cannot know the answer to this issue. But at least two things are clear: 
 

1) Some attacks on convoys and other criminal acts did occur, just not to 
the expected level of chaos 
2) DoD did not leverage or rely on the MINUSTAH forces as much as they 
could have, especially given the number already in Haiti 

 
As a further example of point #2, in the response to the Indonesian tsunami at 
the end of 2004, U.S. forces relied on local security forces to secure landing 
zones and other points. 
 
Commanders must always consider the topic of security very thoroughly. As an 
unintended consequence, the rush of soldiers onto the ground in Haiti (and in 
large numbers) helped to feed the conspiracy that the U.S. was invading Haiti.  

2.3.3 Engagement 
Aside from the delivery of supplies and earlier topics in this section, the majority 
of the U.S. Navy and Marine Corps efforts focused on interaction with the 
population of Haiti. 
 
The Bataan ARG/MEU began to survey beach sites and landing zones upon the 
18 January arrival. The ships had a slight delay while waiting for the Government 
of Haiti to agree to let the Marines comes ashore. The government gave 
permission within a day, and the forces began to move ashore.157 
 
The 22 MEU elements, APS-assets, and Civil Affairs focused on the Southern 
Claw of Haiti, reaching Léogâne, Grand Goave, Petite Goave, and a number of 
other smaller towns nearby. 
 
The Nassau ARG/MEU, which arrived 23 January, would initially be extremely 
under-utilized, providing mostly reconnaissance of various villages. 24 MEU 
elements would eventually be sent to focus on Carrefour. They transferred these 
responsibilities to 22 MEU upon their departure on 8 February. 
 
The units coordinated with NGOs and the local Haitian officials to provide 
disaster relief in the initial days: medical, food, water, and countless deliveries 
and odd-jobs. As they met the need for disaster relief, and activities turned to 
more long-term needs, they began to transition efforts to the local organizations 
and government, until their final departure. 
 

                                                
157 This delay happened yet again with the arrival of the Nassau ARG/MEU. 
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The Bataan ARG/MEU redeployed in stages. Gunston Hall departed first on 11 
February to start her delayed mission with Africa Partnership Station. Carter Hall 
left next, on 28 February, with Fort McHenry close behind on 7 March. Bataan 
stayed the longest, not leaving until 24 March, mostly due to having 
helicopters.158 

Clinics 
The units established (or assisted) medical clinics ashore to treat patients. 
Gunston Hall elements worked at a clinic that the U.S. Coast Guard and Haitian 
Coast Guard had established at the Coast Guard Base in Killick. Medical assets 
on Carter Hall established “Hope Estate Clinic” at New Mission Beach (near 
Léogâne). Fort McHenry worked at a clinic in Grand Goave with New Life 
Ministries and Doctors Without Borders. Other personnel and organizations 
worked at these clinics, such as doctors from Mexico and Columbia. 
 
Aside from treating patients ashore, these clinics were also able to help arrange 
medical transport (including MEDEVAC) as needed. 
 

Distribution Points 
The World Food Program (WFP) worked with USAID and other organizations in 
order to implement a “food surge” program. This effort started on 31 January and 
went for two weeks, eventually using 16 distribution points.159 
 
22 MEU and 24 MEU elements provided security at two of these distribution 
points, in one case, worked with Sri Lankan troops as workers passed food out to 
coupon-bearing Haitian citizens. The food given through this program would 
provide a family of five food for one month. At the end of the two-week surge 
(and an additional week in certain areas), the WFP estimated they had reached 
nearly 500,000 families (nearly 3 million “beneficiaries”), with a total of ~12,500 
metric tons of food. 
 
The WFP would follow-on with a more “structured” relief program in March, but 
less consistent information was available for this effort. 
 
This effort highlighted one issue about the reporting of numbers. Some units 
reported the food delivered through the distribution points as part of their “food 
delivered” numbers, even though the food did not come from their efforts, and in 

                                                
158 When Vinson departed and transferred most of her helicopters to Bataan, JTF-H turned off a request for 
an Army helicopter detachment. For Bataan to depart even when she did, a detachment of helicopters from 
JTF-Bravo was activated to provide lift. 
159 For reference of planning timelines, initial discussions on the “surge” started 23 January. It did take time 
to amass the needed food to execute the surge. 
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some cases, they were not the sole effort in delivering the food. It raises the 
question about keeping numbers straight and double- or triple-counting.160 
 

Civil Affairs 
Two Maritime Civil Affairs Teams were present during OUR (one on Gunston Hall 
and the other on Bataan), and 22 MEU had its own civil affairs assets as well. 
Civil Affairs units excel at coordinating military and civilian organizations and 
operations. They have specialized training in this area, as well as the 
organization and execution of humanitarian-related operations. 
 
Traditionally, Civil Affairs might establish a Civil-Military Operations Center 
(CMOC) for military, NGOs, and local government to come together and 
coordinate efforts. Other options exist as well, such as a Humanitarian 
Assistance Coordination Center (HACC), which was established at JTF-H.161 
 
The suggestion for establishing a CMOC was actually made around 17 January, 
in an effort to help integration of Navy forces with JTF-H, the HACC, and the 
USA Civil Affairs Brigade – the concern was that the HACC, being mostly UN, 
OFDA, DART, and USA Civil Affairs, would run the risk of not having good 
situational awareness or knowledge of maritime-related efforts and capabilities. 
This offer was not taken at the time. 
 
The Maritime Civil Affairs Teams and USMC Civil Affairs stayed local with the 
ARG/MEU and eventually established CMOCs at some of the villages162 and 
coordinated military efforts with local government and NGOs. Over time, these 
groups needed less military assistance. When the military assets completed their 
transition and left the area, Civil Affairs stayed behind to monitor, observe, and 
ensure that everything continued smoothly. 
 

Transition 
During the third week of February, JTF-Haiti directed all units to begin to report 
their “transition progress” – in other words, report what missions the units where 
doing, and project the timelines in completing those missions or passing the 
mission to some other group in the area.163 
 
                                                
160 The JLH or JLC could report shipping a pallet of rice. The Army or Marine Corps could report handing 
out that pallet of rice at a distro point. Any other organization at the distro point might report handing that 
pallet of rice out. All of these numbers would go to JTF-Haiti via separate slides/SITREPs. 
161 A HACC is supposed to be a temporary solution. 
162 Initially, a center was established on Bataan, but it is not clear whether this was used to any extent. 
163 Analysts from the Center for Naval Analyses at C4F/USNAVSO had created a framework for tracking 
and communicating this transition information with SOUTHCOM. They provided a polished version of this 
framework to C4F and the JFMCC staff around 3 February. Whether this effort sparked the sudden concern 
force-wide about transition is unclear. Around the same time, discussions had also been brewing at the 
Joint Chiefs level about transitioning the force. 
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In disaster relief efforts, military forces usually focus on providing early and rapid 
relief. The long-term goal, however, is to have the Host Nation (perhaps with 
supporting NGOs) providing the effort. Thus, military forces must transition their 
efforts to other entities. During this transition time, Civil Affairs can enable and 
facilitate the process. The PHIBRON-6 staff developed a broad view of this 
overall transition scheme, as Figure 52 shows (the times are notional). 
 

 
Figure 52. CPR-6 schematic for viewing disaster relief transition. 
 
In the construct shown above, military units stay in an area during disaster relief 
and the transition period. Proper use of Civil Affairs can help shorten the 
transition period, thus shortening the time that military assets stay deployed. Civil 
Affairs can also ensure that transition happens properly, instead of leaving the 
efforts in a poor and unhealthy state. 
 
It is not possible to directly quantify the benefit that Civil Affairs units bring in 
enabling the transition to the Host Nation, but it is certainly a non-zero affect. It 
may be possible to examine this effect better, but such work would have to 
happen at the tactical level. 
 

Sailor Ashore Missions 
Several independently deploying ships participated in OUR (Higgins, Underwood, 
Normandy, Bunker Hill).164 These ships, along with the Navy crews aboard the 
amphibious ships, had the opportunity to assist Haiti as well. 
 
Bataan used her Sailors in “Sailor Ashore Missions” (SAM), where volunteers 
went ashore and assisted where needed. The other amphibious ships were able 
to do similar efforts with the embarked Sailors. 
 
The “small boys” improvised on how to assist. For example, Normandy explored 
Île de la Gonâve (Gonâve Island, the large island in the Gulf of Gonâve). The 
ship would scout out a village, send Sailors ashore, meet with the local leader or 

                                                
164 Underwood and Normandy each had 2 SH-60B helicopters embarked. 
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an NGO, and see if they needed food or water or medical supplies. The ship’s 
crew would then help deliver what items they could, whether by RHIB or by helo. 
 
These latter activities highlight a gap in Navy doctrine and training. Most 
commanders would balk at allowing an untrained Sailor operate a sonar or take 
the helm during a critical mission. Yet most commanders would not balk at 
allowing any Sailor to assist in disaster relief operations. The general view of 
disaster relief operations (and humanitarian and civic assistance) is that of “low-
end” tasking that requires minimal training. 
 
However, it is not clear whether this view is valid. It is true that in many cases, an 
average person will be able to assist in various odd jobs. However, it is the more 
specialized jobs that cause concern, in particular, those that require interaction 
and coordination with people of foreign countries (section 3 discusses this 
further). 
 
As a point of caution: a Government Accountability Office report recently 
criticized the JTF-Horn of Africa for “cultural missteps” and a general lack of 
understanding of local religious customs.165 The point of this caution is not to 
criticize a commander for being innovative and enabling his Sailors to make 
positive contributions to disaster relief. The point is to enable that commander 
and his Sailors to make positive and effective contributions in ways that avoid the 
potential for any “missteps.” 
  
Or perhaps such rules must fly out the window during disaster relief? The Navy 
currently does not have any clear guidelines in this area. 
 

2.3.4 Data Flow 
This section takes a look at some of the efforts and issues in the flow of data. 
U.S. military assets initially defaulted to communications over secured channels 
(SIPRnet); they eventually made the shift to unclassified channels (NIPRnet).166 
Navy Network Warfare Command (NNWC) had learned from support to 
Hurricane Katrina that “leaning forward” on identifying equipment and pre-
positioning it in advance of an RFF was critical for rapid deployment. 

Communications 
On the ground, communications were poor. Most officers communicated via 
Blackberry phones during the first two weeks.167  
 

                                                
165 Wiltrout, K. “Report Questions Navy-Led Task Force’s Value in Horn of Africa.” Norfolk Virginian-
Pilot. 31 May, 2010. 
166 For example, USFF made this shift on 21 January. All of SOUTHCOM and C4F’s briefs were available 
on NIPR. 
167 And they continued to receive massive attachments with their incoming emails. 
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A Deployable Joint Command and Control (DJC2) suite was sent to Haiti. By 16 
January, all three C-17s with the equipment had landed at the Port-au-Prince 
airport. JTF-H anticipated the suite would be functional in 48 hours. But due to 
various issues with setup location, JTF-H staff would finally move into the DJC2 
on 25 January.168  
 
Communication by PowerPoint continues to plague military operations. 
Commanders continue to pass information in formats that hide the story instead 
of highlight it (e.g., Figure 53). Staffs also sent slides as explanations, often with 
no notes or any further discourse.169 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Non-Classified Networks 
Some ships, such as the Bataan, had their bandwidth allocation maximized for 
SIPR communications, so they had to have it switched during the operations. 
 

                                                
168 Apparently the spot selected for the DJC2 was rather low, so the staff wanted to build it on a platform in 
anticipation of rainy season (which was a few months away). The contract for building the platform was 
initially given to one guy with a saw and wheelbarrow. Story relayed during JFCOM Haiti LL Conference. 
169 Tufte, E. “PowerPoint is Evil.” Wired. September, 2003. 

Figure 53. What is the tiny grid in the upper-right trying to convey? 
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Bataan had a Deployable Joint C2 (DJC2) prototype (maritime variant) that 
international media and relief organizations were able to use. Similarly, Gunston 
Hall had a 53-workstation Non-Classified Network (NCN), with a 10-workstation 
NCN on Bataan, and a 15-workstation NCN on Comfort. These NCNs provided 
unfettered web access outside of DoD domain, which was critical for participants 
to communicate with their organizations. 
 

Other enhancements 
C4F received 126 NIPR machines and 5 SIPR as well as 4 trailers to help house 
the additional personnel. The lack of SIPR machines hurt operations in the first 
week while military forces continued to communicate the majority of information 
on SIPR. 
 
At GTMO, CTF-48 received 40 NIPR and 30 SIPR along with additional on-site 
personnel. DISA also doubled the bandwidth at GTMO on 2 SIPR circuits as well 
as 1 NIPR circuit (using BUMED). 
 
Satellite bandwidth was also increased by 10MB (2MB for 1 ship and 4MB each 
for 2 ships). This increase still caused problems in network communications, as 
the next section describes. 

Portals and Information Sharing 
Military commands, government agencies, and other organizations made heavy 
use of websites to post and share information. Again, most military organizations 
started on the SIPR before eventually migrating information to the NIPR (an 
important move in an inter-agency environment). 
 
Overload. On many points, OUR may have suffered from too much information 
sharing. Websites quickly became dumping grounds for all sorts of files, and it 
was sometimes not clear what files were current, or even sometimes what the 
source of the file was (such as who made it and when). 
 
As an example of information overload, the USFF MOC uploaded nearly every 
change of the USFF OUR brief. Thus, an average day would have four or five 
briefs, resulting in over one hundred files over the course of a month. Normally, 
more information is better, but in this case, the changes from one brief to another 
(in the same day) were not always clear, but more importantly, the files sizes 
were quite large. 
 
Oversized. Commands have not mastered the sizes of PowerPoint slides (and 
other files). C4F/USNAVSO and USFF update briefs typically averaged around 
5MB in size, occasionally getting as large as 13MB. SOUTHCOM briefs 
averaged around 10MB in size, occasionally getting as large as 26MB.  
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These file sizes do not pose a problem for most CONUS, shore-based staffs. 
However, large files do pose a problem for Navy ships and forces operating 
ashore with limited bandwidth. The problem of too much information (previous 
section) compounds the problem. 
 
SOUTHCOM began to offer a PDF version of its brief, which greatly reduced the 
file size (but removed any supporting notes in the process). 
 
Outdated. While more of a general data-management problem, commands 
regularly posted briefs with out-dated or un-updated information. This happened 
more frequently toward the end of operations when briefing schedules got lighter. 
The problem was that the briefs continued to be posted online for all to see. 
Although such postings technically do not represent any sort of “serialized” or 
official documentation, they are still publically available. 
 
As an example, the USFF OUR brief continued to post the same “JLOTS 
backloading progress” slide (at 82% completion) from 10 March to 28 March,170 
when the ships had long departed on 11 March. 
 
It will always be a difficult challenge to ensure information is up-to-date and 
internally consistent within the same brief (and let alone consistent with another 
organization’s information). 

2.3.5 Internal Displacement (Migration) 
Many people lost their homes during the earthquake, and many people with in-
tact homes refused to live inside for fear the houses would collapse during 
aftershocks. As such, large portions of the population left devastated areas for 
new living locations. These migrants, or Internally Displaced Persons (IDPs), 
tended to congregate in larger groups and set up camps. These camps varied in 
location: from any available open space, to the outskirts of the city. 
 
Most importantly, these camps represented new habitats that required integration 
into the food, water, shelter, and sanitation efforts of the greater population. In 
some cases, Haitians established these camps in unsafe locations, such as near 
streams that would flood during rain. During mid-February through March, efforts 
focused on moving the “at-risk” camps to safer areas. 
 
On 24 January, OCHA published the map in Figure 54 to show the general 
movements of the IDPs out of Port-au-Prince. This map shows migration for 
235,000 people, but on 31 January, another estimate placed the number near 
500,000. In either case, before the earthquake, PaP had a population of roughly 
1.2 to 1.7 million persons. The estimates of 235,000 to 500,000 migrants, 
coupled with a loss of life near 230,000 during the quake171 meant that roughly 
                                                
170 The JLOTS backloading graph chart finally vanished on 29 March, but the detailed listing of equipment 
“left for backloading” remained. 
171 Granted not all 230k died in PaP. 
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25-50% of the post-earthquake population departed PaP. This represented a 
serious stress on the surrounding area. 

 

 
 
Figure 55 shows an example of an IDP camp.  
 

 

Figure 54. OCHA schematic of migration out of PaP (estimated; 24 January, 2010). 

Figure 55. Aerial view of an IDP camp. 
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3. Foreign Humanitarian Assistance 
A Cooperative Strategy for 21st Century Seapower identifies Humanitarian 
Assistance and Disaster Response as a core mission for the U.S. maritime 
forces. This section takes a closer look at this mission area, with a focus on 
Foreign Humanitarian Assistance, in order to better understand the mission itself 
and also what it means for U.S. Navy forces. 
 

3.1 Terminology 
Terms that encompass a large conceptual space, such as humanitarian 
assistance, run the risk of creating confusion and causing miscommunication. 
Changes in definitions and creation of new terms add to the confusion. This 
section provides an overview of current definitions and a discussion of where 
confusion can occur. 
 
Foreign Humanitarian Assistance (FHA) in essence refers to disaster relief. It 
covers urgent-need situations directed by higher authority (always national-level 
leadership). The money for these activities comes from outside the U.S. Navy. 
One hears the term foreign disaster relief, as well.172,173 
 
Humanitarian and Civic Assistance (HCA) refers to longer-term activities in 
support of foreign governments, both longer to plan and longer to execute. The 
money for these activities must be programmed within the U.S. Navy budget, 
which is part of the reason why planners must coordinate these activities well in 
advance (usually a year ahead). 
 
Some confusion may arise when discussing “humanitarian assistance,” because 
this generic term can cover two major areas: urgent-need, and long-term. 
Perhaps this reason caused a USFF CONOPS on Foreign Humanitarian 
Assistance to create the terms “reactive” and “proactive” to emphasize the short-
term and the long-term difference. (Thus “reactive FHA” would refer to “FHA,” 
that is, disaster relief, and “proactive FHA” would refer to HCA, or long-term 
activities). The recently released Naval Operations Concept 2010 morphed these 
terms into “reactive HA/DR” and “proactive HA/DR.” These special terms do not 
exist in Joint doctrine. Other Navy publications align with the Joint terminology. 
 
Figure 56 provides an overview of relevant publications and the terms they use. 
For the purposes of this figure, “urgent” refers to quick-response needs (e.g. 
disaster relief), while long-term refers to planned events (e.g. Global Fleet 
Stations). 

                                                
172 These definitions come from Joint Publication 3-29, Foreign Humanitarian Assistance. 17 March, 2009. 
173 Disaster response can refer to assistance rendered in the United States. This type of response invokes a 
different set of rules (DSCA, or Defense in Support of Civil Authority). Most of the discussion in this 
report focuses on assistance in foreign countries. 
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Figure 56. Doctrine relevant to FHA, HCA, and terminology used. 
 
For further definitions, JP 3-29 lists FHA missions as: 

 
• Relief missions 
• Dislocated civilian support missions 
• Security missions 
• Technical assistance and support functions 
• Foreign consequence management (CBRNE-related) 

 
Operations “related” to FHA (but not FHA) include: 

 
• Stability Operations 
• Nation Assistance  

o HCA 
o Security Assistance 
o Foreign Internal Defense 

• Peacekeeping Operations 
• Noncombatant Evacuation Operations 

 
The term “HADR” appears to come from the Cooperative Strategy, which uses 
that phrasing in the core mission discussion. It is unclear whether people picture 
“HADR” as encompassing only the urgent (FHA) or whether it can also include 
the long-term (HCA). Because “HADR” is often referred to as “humanitarian 
assistance and disaster response,” most likely the answer is the latter, that it 
encompasses both. 
 
This distinction is important, because the urgent-response and the long-term 
activities have critical differences in their planning, execution, and requirements 
that make them extremely dangerous to lump together.174 The next section 
explores these issues further. 

                                                
174 It also makes discussions with the Joint community much more laborious. 
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3.2 FHA and HCA 
Semantic arguments of definitions should not detract attention from what matters: 
the actual mission. But they do. As mentioned previously, any term that 
encompasses a large conceptual space runs the risk of creating confusion and 
miscommunications: one person says “HADR supplies” and thinks of eye-glasses, 
but another person hears “HADR supplies” and thinks of medical kits. Both 
parties become disappointed and frustrated when the actual transfer of goods 
occurs. Chaos ensues. 
 
The U.S. Navy participates more frequently in HCA (long-term) than it does in 
FHA (urgent-response), mostly through Global Fleet Station activities. Thus, the 
Navy also has many supplies and load-out plans designed for these types of 
long-term engagements. But taking supplies and plans for these activities and 
using them for urgent-response will cause problems. 
 
For an OUR example, much staff discussion revolved around “HADR load plans” 
or again “HADR supplies.” Again, a pallet of soccer balls may be very useful 
during HCA activities, but a pallet of food and water will be more critical in an 
FHA operation. The difference matters. Similarly, the types of medical 
personnel175 or construction equipment176 for FHA will look very different for HCA.  
 
On a broader scale, this type of miscommunication also happened during OUR 
with the Interim Aftercare Facility (IAF). Shortly after Comfort arrived off of Haiti, 
concerns mounted that she would soon run out of bed-space due to lack of 
places ashore to off-load recuperating patients. Thus, a request came in to build 
a tent facility for these patients to recuperate after surgery on Comfort. In 
response, forces set up a tents facility; however, though the established camp 
was suitable for living, medical professionals deemed it sub-optimal for patient 
recuperation due to lack of air conditioning and ability to control dust.177 
 
FHA has many things that make it different from normal operations. The rest of 
this section will examine some of these differences. 

3.2.1 Somebody Else in the Lead 
JP 3-29 very clearly identifies the United States Agency for International 
Development (USAID) as the principal agency for U.S. humanitarian 
assistance.178 During OUR, briefs across DoD repeated this mantra, with 
statements such as “We are in support of GoH, MINUSTAH, and USAID.” 
 

                                                
175 For example, trauma specialists and orthopedics versus general practitioners and geriatrics specialists. 
176 For example, road-clearing and road-building equipment versus construction equipment for permanent 
structures. 
177 Section The EMF, the IAF, and the Rapidly Shifting Environment on 80 discusses this further. 
178 JP 3-29. iii, I-2. 
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Under-resourced 
These statements look nice on PowerPoint slides, but they prove much harder to 
put into action at all levels of activity. Everybody recognizes USAID as the lead 
agency, but everybody knows that USAID does not have near the resources of 
DoD. As one person put it, USAID’s earnestness greatly exceeds their capacity.  
 
This issue is not new to senior leadership. The Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of 
Staff has made calls for the Department of State to step up its role in diplomacy 
because military power could only do so much;179,180 these statements echo 
those of the Secretary of Defense, who has also offered ways to get more 
funding for issues in diplomacy.181  
 
This issue is not new to the Sailor or Marine on the ground. Reports came in from 
several sources that NGOs were not using the approved Mission Tasking Matrix 
(MiTaM) to request assistance; they were frustrated with a slow and 
unresponsive USAID. Instead, at least early on, they went to the military forces 
directly for assistance. 
 

Unfamiliarity 
 DoD and USAID are unfamiliar with each other in a practical sense. A USAID 
representative likened the support from DoD as “having a superpower suit, but 
not knowing how to use any of its powers.”182 The lack of knowledge reaches 
from basic organizational structures to methods of function. These differences 
require lots of communication and coordination to understand, and a crisis is not 
the best time to learn. 
 

Paradox: Coordinate or Not 
These issues leave many military commanders in a bit of a paradox. 
Commanders will tend to fall into two camps: those that view coordination and 
collaboration with USAID as slow, restrictive, and ineffective, and those that view 
it as necessary, inevitable, and powerful. 
 
The urgency of disaster relief efforts grates against the ideas of coordination and 
planning, because these things take time. A similar paradox arises with force flow 
and sending stuff sooner or waiting until the demand is clearer. 
 
Additionally, the U.S. Navy and Marine Corps have a free-spirit quality to them – 
very mobile on the sea, and able to provide a quick response and then depart. 
Perhaps the greatest challenge the U.S. Navy faces in coordinating with USAID 
                                                
179 Lubold, G. “Admiral Mullen: foreign policy is too dominated by the military.” The Christian Science 
Monitor, 3 March, 2010. 
180 Rogin, J. “Mullen Goes to Bat for State Department Budget.” The Cable, 24 May, 2010. 
181 Kansas State lecture series, Secretary of Defense Robert Gates, 2007. 
182 Joint Lessons Learned Conference on Haiti, JFCOM, March 2010. 
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is whether it can maintain flexibility and swiftness with a less flexible and less 
swift partner. 
 

3.2.2. Two Missions 
Disaster relief operations ultimately have two missions: provide immediate relief 
from suffering, and get the story of the effort out to the world. Not achieving one 
of these things will lead to overall mission failure. This statement does not mean 
the missions have the same priority – certainly times will arise where a critical 
transportation mission will preclude public affairs or media from riding as well. 
 
Commanders must realize, however, that the public eye focuses squarely on 
their efforts during disaster relief, and information does not gather itself. This 
uncomfortable fact will tend to challenge those at the tactical level more than the 
operational level – where a pilot or coxswain may have to embark a cameraman 
vice another pallet of supplies. 
 
The balance of these two missions under normal circumstances would not pose 
a problem – long-term HCA operations generally have much lower media interest 
and pressure (see Media on page 114). However, it is the time critical nature of 
disaster relief that makes the balance difficult and more of an art than a science.  

3.2.3 Time Critical 
We tend to think of FHA as “a really short-fused humanitarian assistance 
operation.” This statement is true to some extent; in the same vein, so is the 
statement that “quantum mechanics is the same as really small and fast classical 
mechanics.” These statements gloss over the fact that as time grows short, the 
rules change. This section takes a look at areas where time criticality makes the 
biggest impact. 
 

Already Late 
When a disaster happens, everything is already late. Relief supplies are late, 
rescue workers are late, and it’s too late to read up on any helpful advice or 
doctrine.  
 
In the case of the latter, Navy Warfare Development Command was able to 
update its website within a day or two with lessons learned from previous 
disaster relief efforts (in particular, the hurricane response in Haiti in 2008) as 
well as links to all sorts of relevant doctrine and other documents. The command 
was also able to send hard copies of this information out with deploying ships. 
 
The website was a great reference resource, but most people involved in disaster 
relief had no time to read multiple 100-page documents, even if they wanted to 
read them. The time for reading that material was before the disaster. 
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This time issue points to a need for extremely short reductions of critical 
information – one-page check sheets or similar guidelines, perhaps scoped for 
different areas (medical, logistics, planning, general). 
 

Paradox: Now versus Later 
Because relief supplies and rescue workers are already late when a disaster 
happens, a massive tension exists between immediately sending stuff available 
now, and taking time to coordinate and plan with others to see what they have. In 
the case of Haiti, the lack of a requirement (and reliable assessments) 
exacerbated this tension, both in the initial time-critical window, and even in the 
weeks afterward.183 
 
The commander of SOUTHCOM unintentionally expressed this paradox by 
telling those at the morning update meeting that they needed to scope the need. 
He followed this statement by also encouraging the components to continue to 
keep the demand signal up so that assets continued to flow into the theater. 
 
C2F also noted this issue as the staff prepared to get the Bataan ARG/MEU 
underway. They could spend more time locating additional stuff and loading it on 
the ship, or they could get the stuff they had ready or nearby and get underway 
sooner. 
 
Ideally, full assessments would have been done first, and then all agencies would 
have coordinated who was going to send what. But this method runs into the 
time-critical wall. Instead, asset providers sent what they had at the time, and 
then coordination happened as needed. This rapid response resulted in lots of 
inefficiencies, but it provided stuff sooner when it mattered. 
 
As an example of inefficiencies, the Military Sealift Command noted that if it had 
been fully aware of the plans for bringing Crowley barges into Port-au-Prince, 
they might not have needed as much JLOTS equipment as was sent. 
 
Commanders will tend to act on the side of providing too much rather than run 
the risk of providing too little, perhaps because being wasteful is more forgivable 
than being ineffective.  
 
JOPES (Joint Operation Planning and Execution System). The JOPES system 
serves as the central system for organizing the flow of joint forces. TRANSCOM 
also uses this system to arrange strategic lift for authorized forces. During a 
Lessons Learned conference at JFCOM at the end of March, an interesting 
argument on the topic of VOCOs broke out between JOPES planners and the 
operational staff. The argument went something like this: 
 
                                                
183 The Disaster Assistance Response Team (DART) and WFP probably had this information, but military 
groups were likely unable to make use of it during the initial efforts. 
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JOPES planner: you operational guys need to stop using VOCOs. It 
wreaks havoc with the JOPES system and causes more trouble than good 
for us. 
Operational staff: the JOPES system is too slow and unresponsive, so 
we use VOCOs to get assets moving early and then catch up the 
paperwork later. 
JOPES planner: the system is slow and unresponsive because you guys 
use VOCOs. 
Operational staff: JOPES sucks, and so we use VOCOs. 
 

The two groups were unable to understand that they were both correct. The 
operational planners were abusing the system, and JOPES planners had a 
system that was too slow to meet the time-critical needs of the operational 
planners. 

 
The JOPES planners suggested creating TPFDDs for disaster relief like those 
found in OPLANs. While this suggestion might sound good in theory, it will likely 
result in wasted man-hours and money on more planning conferences. Though 
such efforts would indeed produce a “disaster relief OPLAN,” operational staff 
(and force providers) would likely ignore it and start from scratch when they go to 
plan an actual event. Even if staffs did attempt to use the plan, it would likely not 
fit the actual disaster exactly and thus need to be tailored – and anything needing 
tailoring would fall prey to the VOCO/JOPES problem. 

 

Initiative 
Reports have shown time and time again that initiative and aggressive movement 
of material have proven key during disaster response efforts. Initiative gets 
material moving earlier, when every second counts, and it shows that somebody 
is doing something, as opposed to planning and debate, which people view as 
inaction.31 
 
In response to Hurricane Katrina, a CNA paper noted that the Navy used 
“initiative under command,” as an innovative command control principle.32 This 
method allowed maritime commanders to match unit capabilities with response 
needs as they saw fit. 
 
The Navy used a similar “initiative under command” in OUR as well, where the 
force providers sent assets and people and let the on-scene commanders adjust 
and shift the pieces as needed. This sort of coordination happened without any 
officially stated guidance. 
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Media 
During HCA, media coverage usually amounts to a 30-second blurb and maybe 
an article in the local paper.184 The planned activities usually occur over the 
course of days or weeks, and the crews usually get a few good sound-bites, 
usually with well-planned media engagements.  
 
However, the need for information during FHA morphs into a voracious beast. 
The media turns to 24/7 coverage on a single topic, with a bottomless appetite 
for new footage and information.185 During these critical events, the media and 
viewers starve at all times for more information, more video feeds, and more 
drama. 
 

Public Affairs. The enhanced desire for information has serious 
implications for Public Affairs, the people gathering and recording visual 
information, and the enablers for these capabilities. The primary mission 
during FHA focuses on providing relief from suffering, but as already 
discussed, a secondary mission of near-equal importance is telling the 
story of the relief efforts. 

 
The media becomes a double-edged sword during a disaster response. Every 
activity comes under a microscope, so negative images or poorly worded 
statements can cause serious damage.186 An equal danger comes from people 
that use the media to draw attention to their particular effort in an attempt to force 
action. Several organizations used this tactic during the initial week to complain 
about being turned away at the Haiti airport. Reportedly, one organization 
threatened this tactic in order to establish a rehabilitation clinic, even against the 
wishes of the Government of Haiti. 
 

Rapidly Changing Environment 
The environment changes swiftly and constantly during the initial weeks of a 
disaster response. A critical need may quickly subside as multiple resources 
appear, or an unforeseen critical need may arise as things shift.  
 
During OUR, a number of critical needs faded as the environment changed or the 
understanding of the need improved. For the broader effort, the concerns over 
security, mass migration, and length-of-effort fell into this category. The U.S. 
Navy initially approached OUR with long-term view on the length-of-effort,187 
even considering the use of USNS Mercy as late as 31 January. Other needs 

                                                
184 For example, one article in the local Guam paper covered the USNS Mercy departing for Pacific 
Partnership Station 2010: Matthews, L. “U.S. Navy Ship Has Humanitarian Mission.” Pacific Daily News 
(Guam) 22 May, 2010. 
185 Anybody who has watched a disaster on cable news channels is familiar with the 15-seconds of video 
that loop about 20 times during a conversation. This happens due to lack of new information. 
186 Such as the CEO of BP stating, “I’d like my life back” during the oil-spillage disaster. 
187 For example, during the first week, many discussions expected Comfort to be in Haiti for 6 months. 
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that changed with the environment included the Expeditionary Medical Facility, 
the Interim Aftercare Facility,188 and possibly even the Joint Logistics Hub. 
 
Frequent assessments can provide a insight to the rapidly changing environment, 
however, this effort can take a fair amount of resources. Information is usually 
scarce and often dubious during the first couple weeks of a disaster response, 
and can make the assessment process even more challenging. 
 

In a Vacuum 
HCA activities have a timeline that allows for plenty of planning and coordination 
before the execution phase. Planners have the luxury of working out problems 
well beforehand, and they can ensure their efforts fit well into a broader effort. 
 
The time-crunch of disaster relief efforts, however, causes organizations to 
become insular and rely on internal processes or people to accomplish goals. 
This “insularization” means that organizations make plans in a vacuum, as 
though nothing else is happening. 
 
Plans can be made in a vacuum, but they cannot be executed in a vacuum. They 
must be executed in reality, which is when “unintended consequences” usually 
happen. These could be anything from inefficient results to opposite effects. 
 
Inefficiencies are not necessary a bad thing. Sometimes it is more important to 
have an inefficient solution sooner rather an efficient one later.189 An opposite 
effect, however, is usually a bad thing. 
 
The Military Sealift Command noted this inefficiency issue when they attended 
separate meetings with the Navy and with TRANSCOM; they saw similar efforts, 
but no coordination between the two groups. 
 
One can argue that the initial solutions for the patient on-load rate on the Comfort 
(such as the 5,000-bed hospital and the IAF) resulted from analysis and planning 
in a vacuum, because they ignored the rest of the medical infrastructure in Haiti. 
Similarly, the Joint Logistics Hub concept ignored (or at least down-played) the 
other logistics hubs already in place (and the execution ran into the insulation 
that the services displayed while in crisis-mode). 
 
The vacuum effect also makes post-event assessments quite difficult, because it 
becomes very difficult to assess the impact without knowing the efforts of the 
other organizations in the area. This effect was particularly keen in Haiti, with 
hundreds of organizations present. 

                                                
188 The section entitled The EMF, the IAF, and the Rapidly Shifting Environment on page 80 provides an in-
depth look. 
189 Similar to the statement that “an 80% solution today is better than the 100% solution next month.” 
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3.2.4. Anything Will Do 
HCA activities support broader U.S. strategic objectives for a region. For 
example, HCA can involve training a host nation’s maritime forces to improve 
maritime security or maritime domain awareness. This training fits into the 
broader strategy of a global maritime partnership. Planners set up all HCA 
activities well in advance, with the military and host nation agreeing on the 
expectations and outcomes. These activities usually require specialized training 
or skills (such as civil affairs, cultural interaction skills, language skills, specific 
medical or construction skills, training skills, etc). 
 
FHA, however, has an element of “anything you can do is good” – whether it 
means delivering supplies, performing life-saving surgery, translating languages, 
or sweeping up trash. Some of these activities still require specific skills (not 
everybody can mediate, translate, or operate), but sometimes just having an 
extra body to lift something or check on something can be useful. 
 
When there’s such a large general need, as in Haiti, it turns out that just about 
any effort will do some good somewhere. But situations will vary. In fact, a 
massive earthquake in Chile demonstrated nearly the reverse situation, as 
section 3.6 Other Disaster Responses will discuss. 
 
This fact will make it harder to determine that the Navy could do, versus what it 
should do. It extends to the tactical level, where units have to watch out for 
“mission creep,” and it also extends to the operational and strategic levels, where 
the Navy decides what assets to send (or man, train, and equip) in the first place. 
 

3.3 “HADR as a Core U.S. Navy Mission” 
When A Cooperative Strategy for 21st Century Seapower states that the U.S. 
maritime forces treat Humanitarian Assistance and Disaster Response as a core 
mission, it means that they will respond in a proactive fashion.  
 
The Navy’s effort in Operation Unified Response and other disaster responses 
have demonstrated that the Navy can indeed perform a disaster relief mission. 
However, issues in the preparation and execution of OUR suggest that the “core” 
status of HADR has not yet fully matured.190 
 

3.3.1 FHA/DR is not like other missions 
A mission usually has a requirement (be able to do X), a standard (do it to the 
level of Y), and resulting DOTMLPF191 implications (achieve it through Z). 
FHA/DR presents some interesting twists on the first two points: 

                                                
190 In these discussions, we must be careful not to confuse unpreparedness with flexibility. The former 
quality is bad, the latter can be beneficial. 
191 Doctrine, Organization, Training, Materiel, Leadership, Personnel, Facilities (and sometimes Policy). 
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FHA/DR has no requirement 
Disasters happen at random times. Forces must “be prepared to” conduct 
FHA/DR, but nobody knows if this means once a year, or 10 times a year. Navy 
forces also respond to FHA/DR in addition to all of their other requirements. As a 
result, when forces participate in FHA/DR, something else suffers: deployments 
shift, training and exercises get cancelled, OPTEMPO increases, etc.192 
 

FHA/DR has an unclear standard 
Section 3.2.4. Anything Will Do on page 116 noted that a wide range of skills can 
be useful for disaster relief efforts. Thus, the Navy has options for where it will 
focus its assets and how good they will be. But the Navy has not articulated any 
of these things, which begins to skirt the line between flexibility and 
unpreparedness.  
 

FHA/DR has DOTMLPF implications 
But many are still maturing, or, because of the requirement and standard issues, 
have not been addressed. For example: 
 
Forces don’t train to FHA/DR.193 Many people make the assumption that 
training to HCA (the long-term engagement mission) provides adequate 
experience for FHA/DR. While HCA does expose participants to certain skill sets 
in FHA/DR, it completely avoids the most important aspect: the time-criticality 
and general chaos. 
 
During the pre-deployment brief for Carl Vinson, the CSG-1 staff stated a “limited 
capability” to do FHA/DR missions. This capability did not refer to any specific 
training, but meant a first-responder role with 5 helicopters and general C2. 
 
FHA/DR requires a mix of special skills and general skills (personnel and 
training). The Navy already has units and people trained for most special skills 
useful during FHA/DR: civil affairs, construction, salvage, medical. But the Navy 
does not any method for organizing these units under the FHA/DR construct (e.g., 
what is the readiness of Navy medical to conduct FHA/DR?).  
 
The Navy does not have any method for organizing other units as well. For 
example, one of the readiness ratings for Vinson went “red” during OUR because 
she did not have the full air wing aboard. In other words, the readiness ratings 
could handle readiness for MCO, but could not articulate readiness for FHA/DR.  
                                                
192 This problem is less of an issue for already-deployed forces, but it can cause trouble for those forces in 
sustainment or work-up phases. 
193 Expeditionary Warfare Training Group Atlantic (EWTGLANT) does offer a course in Stability 
Operations, which includes many topics relevant to FHA/DR, though at a very basic level. 
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As a final example, the Navy also has people with experience and exposure to 
HCA and FHA/DR (but perhaps not specific skills) through things like GFS, but 
again, it has no way to articulate this capability. 
 
FHA/DR requires specific equipment. Staffs discussed creating “HADR load-
plans” and finding “HADR supplies” while deploying forces for OUR. In other 
words, these things had not already been identified. Maintenance faced a similar 
issue with repair parts for high-use items (like RHIBs) and suggesting pack-up 
kits to support these missions. 
 

3.3.2 Maturing FHA/DR in the Navy 
The Navy has a wide variety of options to change how it does FHA/DR (and 
HCA), but these options depend on the relative importance to other missions.  
 
The Naval Operations Concept 2010 states, “we believe that preventing war is as 
important as winning, and that prevention activities will constitute the most likely 
application of naval power.” Meanwhile, the U.S. still requires the Navy to “win 
the nation’s wars,” and until that requirement goes away (or is lessened), the 
Navy will have a challenge to improve its capability in FHA/DR while maintaining 
its capability to conduct major combat operations. 
 
And yet, that has been the recent direction of the Secretary of Defense. In 
discussions concerning Irregular Warfare (which includes population-centric 
activities), he expressed that very desire: increase irregular warfare capabilities 
without diminishing conventional warfare capabilities. 
 
In the end, the steps that the Navy takes, and to what length, will depend on 
where it wants to set the overall importance of the mission. The result of these 
efforts should be to enable Sailors to do the mission better. At the end of the day, 
a commander should not say the Navy “sent a lot of Sailors ashore who were not 
expeditionary; they lacked proper training and lacked proper equipment.” 
 

Small Steps 
The Navy can take a number of immediate steps to have its Sailors better 
prepared to conduct FHA/DR operations the next time. 
 
Lessons Learned. Many organizations are already taking these steps through 
Lessons Learned at the tactical level: pack-up kits for high-use FHA/DR parts, 
load-out plans, perhaps pre-arrangements (such as NGOs aboard 
Comfort).194,195 
 

                                                
194 Whether these changes will actually happen is a different matter. 
195 Some of these were already discussed in the section on FHA/DR implications for DOTMLPF (page 117). 
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Making Better Use of Current Tools. The Navy already has many people with 
skills or real-world experience that can support FHA/DR operations, but the Navy 
does not currently have a good way to know who those people are and what 
skills and experience they have. 
 
As an example of a success story of using current tools better, the Navy faced a 
similar problem with having poor visibility on the language skills of its Sailors. 
With the recent emphasis on Irregular Warfare (where language skills play a big 
role), OPNAV N1 recently established a system to categorize the language skills 
of Sailors. This new system helped during OUR, when the Navy identified 612 
Navy personnel who spoke Haitian Creole,196 which allowed the Navy to tap into 
this vital translator resource. 
 
It may also make more sense to put an Expeditionary Strike Group commander 
or an NECC commander in charge of such efforts – that is, somebody who 
already has a high degree of experience and familiarity with how the units 
operate and the best ways to use them.197 In the case of OUR, having an ESG 
commander from the start would have provided in-depth knowledge of the ESGs 
(or ARGs, of which there were two) and would have avoided the hand-off of the 
JFMCC mid-operation. 
 
Alternatively, the Navy might establish a standardized fly-away team of subject 
matter experts that can plus-up a CSG or component staff as needed. Augments 
were used in a similar fashion during OUR, but more as an ad hoc capacity.198 
 

First Steps 
Like the Lessons Learned and the other stuff mentioned here, the Navy has a lot 
of options for things it can change to better posture its forces to do FHA/DR. 
Instead of the “onsies and twosies” approach, it would be worth having a more 
comprehensive look across the Navy’s DOTMLPF to see what already exists, 
what could be better aligned, and what could be added. 
 
These ideas may require a culture shift. Carrier Strike Groups consider MCO-
training as “high-end” training and their top priority. They do not want to give up 
any of this training for “low-end” training (HCA and FHA) and assume that the 
“high-end” covers the “low-end” well enough. This paper has already discussed 
at length why this mind-set may end up putting Sailors in unnecessary risk. But 
this may not be an issue, depending on which steps the Navy takes. 
 

                                                
196 The system identified 4 at the professional level, 357 at the limited level, and 251 at the elementary level. 
125 of these Sailors were on the East Coast (100 at Norfolk and 25 in Mayport). 
197 Vinson was already underway and close by, which made her a natural start for command. A CVN also 
brings a few added benefits over an LHD or LHA, such as expanded C2 systems and 24-hr deck operations. 
198 One might call such a team of experts a Humanitarian Assistance Rapid Response Vanguard (HARR-V). 
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3.4 Uniqueness of Operation Unified Response 
In disaster relief, “every situation is unique.” People usually use this statement as 
an excuse for the lack of disaster relief doctrine or specific guidance. And yet, the 
unique parts of the response can shed light on what to expect or not to expect in 
other situations. 
 

3.4.1 Uniqueness of Haiti 
The section 1.3 Background on Haiti already provided some information on the 
unique situations in Haiti. In summary, these unique items included: 

 
• a high level of poverty 
• a high level of governmental corruption 
• a large UN presence 
• a large NGO (and general charity) presence 

 
And as mentioned earlier, the proximity of Haiti resulted in a lot more participants 
than usual. Additionally, the Navy (and other services) did not have a large 
number of assets already deployed to SOUTHCOM, so most of the assets had to 
come from CONUS from “what was available” (as opposed to disasters further 
away, such as the Indonesian tsunami, where already-deployed forces 
responded). 

3.4.2 Fortunate Alignments 
Although flexibility, quick thinking, and a lot of hard work made Operation Unified 
Response, a few random events made efforts a little bit easier for the Navy 
response.  
 
Experience. Many of the members of the PHIBRON SIX staff had participated in 
Continuing Promise 2009 in the same region (including Haiti, at Cite Soleil). This 
experience with humanitarian and civic assistance gave the staff valuable 
experience in dealing with organizations and general mind-set for disaster relief 
efforts in Haiti, including familiarity with the much-less structured inter-agency. 
Ironically, the staff was “unprepared” by readiness indicators, but this previous 
experience probably made them more prepared than most staffs. Further, the 
Commodore had previous work experience with the COs of two of the ships in 
the ARG/MEU.199 
 
Most of the personnel involved in JLOTS during OUR had recently completed a 
JLOTS exercise together. 
 
The assets aboard Gunston Hall had specific training for this style of mission (as 
they were headed for Africa Partnership Station). An uncorroborated story stated 
that the African personnel aboard Gunston Hall were able to get the water 
                                                
199 In a “small Navy,” many coincidences like this are probable. 
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system turned back on because they knew how to work a corrupt system in a 
third-world country. 
 
The temporary deputy commander at C4F/USNAVSO had experience with the 
Army (XVIIIth Airborne Corps) from Iraq and had familiarity with their method of 
operations. This knowledge helped influence where the Navy placed personnel 
(such as getting CSG-2 as an on-site liaison to JTF-H). 
 
The reduced manning of SOUTHCOM and C4F/USNAVSO had a negative effect 
that might not happen at other geographic combatant commands. As already 
discussed, the under-manned SOUTHCOM staff was overwhelmed initially, and 
the resulting staff augmentation caused a scramble and set-back of many pre-
existing relationships. 
  
Timing. The fact that the earthquake happened on 12 January resulted in a 
number of favorable events for the Navy. Most apparent is the fact that USS Carl 
Vinson had gotten underway that very morning for her transit around Cape Horn 
to San Diego. The timing of her departure meant that Navy Air Forces had 
enough time (albeit very short-fused) to scramble helicopters onto the Vinson as 
she passed Mayport, Florida, so that she could actually show up in Haiti with 
assets that could provide major lifting power. Had Vinson not left yet, it would 
have delayed her arrival in Haiti, and had Vinson left earlier, she might have had 
to turn around (delaying her arrival), or show up earlier in Haiti, but with very few 
lifting assets. 
 
The earthquake hit outside of Haiti’s rainy season, and well outside of hurricane 
season. In particular, though Haiti was very hot, no appreciable rain fell for the 
first month. This allowed rescue forces to focus on responding to earthquake 
issues. When rains finally began to fall, they did so gradually, mostly giving time 
to adjust. There were reports of flooding deaths, but these happened in areas of 
typical problems and outside of the earthquake-damaged areas (early March). 
 
The USNS 1st LT Jack Lummus was in the process of off-loading her payload at 
Blount Island, Florida when the earthquake hit, and finished shortly thereafter. 
When she re-loaded, she was able to load the equipment with a priority toward 
the FHA/DR supplies (these ships carry lots of gear, usually priority loaded for 
various contingencies; equipment “in the back” can take extra days to unload), as 
well as on-load additional (USMC) equipment. 
 
Had the earthquake happened earlier, the Navy Expeditionary Logistics Support 
Group would have been in the middle of an exercise; finding a Cargo Handling 
Battalion to support logistics operations would have been extremely difficult. 
 
Conditions. Haiti’s geography provides a relatively protected area between its 
“claws.” Tidal displacement varies minimally, which helped divers as they 
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assessed the South Pier and did construction. Other places might not have had 
such a gentle environment. 
 
Coordination. The coordination with Pelikaan (which delivered divers and 
equipment from GTMO to Haiti) happened because CSG-1 received a wrong 
phone call from an LNO and capitalized on it. 
 

3.5 Costs of OUR 
The earthquake had a horrific toll on the people of Haiti. It claimed the lives of an 
estimated 230,000 people, and it destroyed and damaged countless buildings 
and other infrastructure. Near the end of March, President Préval revealed a 
long-term reconstruction plan that called for $11-14B over the next ten years. 
 
The rest of this section looks at the costs to the U.S. and U.S. Navy. 
 

Monetary 
The White House asked Congress on 24 March, 2010, for $2.8B for an 
emergency aid package to assist Haiti. “At least $1B” was to reimburse DoD 
($460M200), USAID, and states that provided health care, while “at least $1B” in 
new money was meant for relief and construction, with another $230M to 
improve governance, justice, and security.201 
 
As of 28 April, 2010, the total cost from fleet operations in support of OUR 
amounted to $107.7M ($101M from USFF and $6.7M from PACFLT). Aviation, 
surface, and “Humanitarian”202 took up the biggest chunks (at least $30M a 
piece), with NECC, NNWC, and CNMOC units comprised most of the rest (near 
$6M total). This total places U.S. Navy costs at 23% of DoD costs. 
 
But not all costs are monetary. 
 

Operational 
The units participating in OUR missed a wide variety of events, including training, 
maintenance periods, large exercises, and various engagements. APPENDIX C 
– Other Costs on page 206 contains a very detailed listing of the missed events. 
 

Secondary Costs 
The cancellation of an exercise exacts a cost beyond loss of the engagement, 
which in itself is difficult to quantify. A command may still reap the benefits of 

                                                
200 Chen, K. “American Troops Leave Haiti.” Wall Street Journal. 1 June, 2010. 
201 Sheridan, Mary B. “White House Requests $2.8 Billion Aid Package.” Washington Post, 25 Mar, 2010. 
202 Comfort, the MFT, medical supplies, MREs and water 
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going through the planning process for the exercise, but it loses all of the TAD 
costs for planning conferences. For smaller commands, these costs may prove 
significant, and they cannot be reimbursed. 
 
Non-Navy impact: JIATF-South reported on 16 Jan that “standing counter-drug 
operations in the Caribbean have been degraded,” because all of its surface 
counter-drug assets (Mohawk and Tahoma) were supporting OUR. 
 
On 18 Jan, this information became a bit more detailed, with 100% of Caribbean 
counter-drug (CD) surface assets in support of OUR, along with 30% of CD air 
assets and 25% of Pacific CD surface assets. 
 

Hidden Costs 
Finally, some costs of OUR are very subtle and perhaps unquantifiable. For 
example, for the ships that had delayed deployments (Nassau ARG/MEU) and 
the ships that were just returning or recently returned (Higgins, Bataan 
ARG/MEU), their next missions will be far enough away that impacts from OUR 
will vanish into “noise” of the FRTP cycle. They can still have impacts, but they 
will become impossible to link directly to OUR. 
 
Additionally, it is not clear what the impact is on all of these units for adding yet 
one more (unplanned) thing. This may also raise the question of how many 
disaster relief events can the Navy support in one year? To what magnitude? 
And what are the long-term impacts on scheduling, OPTEMPO, and wearing 
people thin? 
 

3.6 Other Disaster Responses 
The Navy has provided disaster relief on many occasions. This section takes a 
look at some of these events in an attempt to put OUR in a greater context. 
 

CNA Summary of Multiple Events 
A recent CNA study looked at Operation Unified Assistance (OUA), the response 
to the tsunami that devastated Indonesia at the end of 2004.203  This report noted 
that for OUA, “strike group operations demonstrated the versatile, flexible nature 
of naval forces. CSG-9 was emergency surge deployed, and was not trained or 
equipped for DR operations, yet they successfully executed the DR mission.” 
CSG-1 was in a similar situation, though had the advantage of off-loading the air 
wing and on-loading helos.  
 
One big difference to note was that forces assumed a permissive environment. 
For OUA, strike groups relied on the Tentara Nasional Indonesia (TNI; the 
Indonesian National Armed Forces) to secure airfields and landing zones. By 
contrast, U.S. forces did not assume a permissive environment and provided 
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their own security in many cases (though MINUSTAH filled this roll in some 
cases and did so in an increasing role as time went on). 
 
The author of the paper provided a brief summary of Navy efforts in other 
disaster responses. Table 5 shows this summery, along with OUR as a 
comparison. 
 
Table 5. Examples of naval support to disasters.203 

 Alaskan Oil Spill Operation Sea 
Angel 

Operation 
Fiery Vigil 

Operation 
Strong Support 

Operation 
Unified 

Response 

Summary 
Naval augment to 
USCG to clean up 
oil spill 

Large-scale 
relief operation 
after Cyclone 
Marian 

Evacuated 
19,000 people 
during eruption 
of Mt Pinatubo 
and Typhoon 
Yunya 

Emergency relief, 
rehab, and 
restoration after 
Hurricane Mitch 

Emergency 
relief and 
restoration after 
7.0 earthquake 

Location Alaska, USA Bangladesh Philippines Central America Haiti 
Response 

Time 3 weeks 2 weeks 1 day 5 days 3 days 

Duration 5 months 
(Apr-Sep ’89) 

5 weeks 
(May-Jun ’91) 

14 days 
(Jun 91) 

1 year 
(Oct 98-Sept 99) 

2.5 months 
(15 Jan-Mar 10) 

Type of 
naval 

assets 

L-class ships 
Skimmers 
Marine CH-46s 

L-class ships 
ATF MEB 

CVN 
Escorts 
L-class ships 
3,000 Marines 

SeaBees 
SPMAGTF 

CVN 
Escorts 
2xARG/MEU 
NECC 
Comfort 
Med augments 
MSC 
JLOTS 

Mission 

Assisted USCG 
and Alaskan 
authorities with 
Exxon Valdez oil 
spill cleanup 

Distributed 
relief supplies 
and provided 
life-saving 
relief support 
to assist local 
government 

Evacuated 
American 
servicemen 
and 
dependents 

Provided life-
saving relief 
support, repair 
critical 
infrastructure, 
reestablished 
national 
capabilities, and 
restored pre-
hurricane 
conditions 

Provided life-
saving relief 
support, repair 
critical 
infrastructure, 
reestablished 
national 
capabilities, and 
restored pre-
earthquake 
conditions 

Role of 
naval 
forces 

Provided berthing 
and mess 
facilities, medical 
evacs 

First on scene. 
Distributed 
relief supplies, 
provided 
emergency 
assistance. 
Reduced 
stress on infra 
ashore 

First on scene. 
Provided 
emergency 
supplies. 
Provided 
berthing and 
mess for 
evacuees 

Portion of forces 
ashore 
distributed 
supplies and 
rebuilt 
infrastructure 

Provided food, 
water and 
emergency 
assistance. 
Provided med. 
Reduced stress 
on infra ashore. 
Rebuilt 
infrastructure 

 
 
 
 

                                                
203 Deal, K. “Operation Unified Assistance: Disaster Relief from the Sea.” CRM D0012642.A2, March 
2006. The non-OUR part of the table also comes from this paper (slightly modified). 
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2008 Haiti – Hurricane 
USS Kearsarge was in the Caribbean supporting Continuing Promise 2008 when 
Hurricane Gustav rolled over the south claw of Haiti as a Category 1 Hurricane at 
the end of August. 
 
C4F diverted Kearsarge temporarily to assist USAID in providing disaster relief. 
Helicopters helped to deliver World Food Program supplies to those in need and 
embarked USPHS officers helped to assess the medical situation ashore. 
Kearsarge stayed in the vicinity of Haiti for about 20 days. 
 
2010 Chile – Earthquake 
While relief efforts were still underway in Haiti, a massive 8.8 earthquake hit 
Chile at 0134 on 27 February, 2010, near the capital, Santiago (intensity at the 
capital was level VII ('very strong') on the Mercalli intensity scale; in contrast, 
though a smaller earthquake, Port au Prince experienced a level IX, 'violent' due 
to proximity and shallower depth of quake).  
 
Even though this earthquake was much more powerful than the one that struck 
Haiti, the physical damage and loss of life was much less (as of 7 April, 2010, the 
death toll was 486). Chile experienced the usual chaos that happens after an 
earthquake (loss of power, problems of looting), the government handled the 
majority of the response. 
 
Roughly one week later, the government of Chile did ask the U.S. to send a team 
for assessment of a port area that was hard struck. A large tidal displacement 
(tsunami) (and late warnings) led to the beaching of a number of ships, as well as 
some structural damage at the Talcahuano Naval Base and ASMAR shipyard 
(works on both commercial and Naval vessels). The Navy Expeditionary Combat 
Command (NECC) led  a team of approximately 12 personnel from multiple 
commands comprised of nine military and three civilians (experts in salvage, dry 
dock repair, hydrography, medical, logistics, combat camera for documentation, 
communications, and others) to make assessments and recommendations.  
 
This effort took about a week (including a brief stand-down during a sizeable 
aftershock which included a tsunami warning), wrapping up with 
recommendations to the Chilean Navy  on the amount of effort it needed to repair 
the damage. This work was then to be contracted out to local companies.  
Subsequently, there has been a request for assistance from the government of 
Chile to the United States government requesting support in the removal of 
vessels and hydrographic surveys. 
 

Different Types of Disaster Relief 
The response to the 2010 Chile earthquake stands in stark contrast to the 
response in Haiti. It highlights how widely "disaster relief" can vary, depending on 
the capabilities and competency of the governments. 
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In fact, this can be another danger when discussing disaster relief. Some efforts 
will require much greater effort than others. Operation Unified Response certainly 
fell into the category of catastrophic disaster with a large relief effort. The ability 
to recognize the scope of the disaster early and respond quickly enabled forces 
to arrive earlier and effect more lives in need. 
 

3.7 Generalities of FHA 
A 16 March, 2010 meeting of the Working Group on Civil-Military Relations in 
Non-Permissive Environments, noted that in Operation Unified Response, “the 
first 72 hours were total chaos, and it was very difficult to get a picture of what 
the NGO community was offering in terms of support and resources.”204 
 
Many other people across a wide variety of organizations have echoed these 
very comments, including the Commander of Joint Task Force Haiti. Perhaps not 
surprisingly, these comments are not unique to Operation Unified Response, but 
ring true in many, if not all, disaster relief efforts. 
 
Many “Rules of Disaster Response” and other altruistic lists cropped up during 
Operation Unified Response. In a similar vein, this section provides a short, but 
realistic, list on things to expect during disaster relief.205,206 
 

• Expect chaos. Managing chaos will waste time and reduce effectiveness. 
The environment will change rapidly anyway. 

• Expect inaccurate information but don’t wait for the full picture. It’ll 
never come. 

• Manning will never be enough. Deal with what you have.207 
• Everything is already late. Nobody will use plans, CONOPs, or read 

doctrine. 
• Process can paralyze effort. Processes can be useful, but most were not 

designed for rapid response. 
• Initiative is key. The response will have a short time-frame to create the 

perception of an effective response. 
 
For a few final parting thoughts, Gary Anderson wrote that “the best thing the 
American Military can supply is transportation and communications.”208 He noted 
that NGOs do relief for a living, but early after a disaster, their normal methods of 
transportation and communications will be down. They will have some supplies 

                                                
204 From a 19 April, 2010 summary report of this meeting. 
205 These generalities come liberally adapted from a CNA analyst, Brian Walsh. 
206 These generalities may not hold for other organizations, especially those that do disaster response for a 
living. 
207 From JP 3-29: The “goal is rapidly achieving effective unity of effort to accomplish the mission, often in 
the absence of clear unity of command.” 
208 Anderson, G. www.smallwarsjournal.com. 
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already on-hand and they will be able to get more, but they need help with the 
distribution. 

3.8 Summary of FHA 
This section touched on a wide variety of topics concerning Foreign 
Humanitarian Assistance and Disaster Relief, how some of these topics played 
out in OUR, and what they might mean for future Navy efforts. 
 
The Navy has many options going forward that depend on how FHA as a mission 
area ranks in importance. Guiding documents and discussions among senior 
leadership place it at a high level; however, it will be a challenge to reflect that 
importance in the Fleet. 
 
The Secretary of Defense is currently waging a battle to shape the military forces 
for future conflicts, such as those described in the Joint Operating Environment 
2010. This document, and other speeches, put less emphasis on high-end 
capability and more emphasis on low-end, population-engaging capability. 
 
Military forces will struggle to provide capabilities that meet this different mission 
focus while still being able to meet the current mission focus that OPLANs and 
other mandates require. Congressional constraints make this change an even 
greater challenge. Congress continues to approve spending bills toward high-end 
(and expensive) capabilities, and these capabilities are not the best tools for HCA 
and FHA/DR. 
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4. Conclusion 
At the end of the day, Operation Unified Response was a success. The efforts of 
tens of thousands of people helped to provide immediate relief from the disaster, 
and put Haiti in a position to rebuild to a better future.  
 
Many circumstances shaped the disaster relief efforts, from the complex, such as 
Haiti’s poverty and corruption, to the simple, such as the country’s proximity to 
the United States. 
 
Two general viewpoints have arisen when looking back at Operation Unified 
Response. The first group says that we didn’t follow the rules and jumped the 
gun on many fronts, and we may have done more harm than good by flooding 
the system with aid. The second group says that if we waited until we had more 
information, more people would have died, and the perception of a lack of action 
would have meant mission failure. 
  
These differing philosophies (now versus later) were replicated throughout the 
response, from the force provider and force acceptor, the inter-agency 
coordination, and even to the Joint planning and execution level. 
 

4.1 Navy Effort 
The Navy was able to get a large number of ships and personnel underway and 
on the ground in Haiti within a short amount of time, and with assets in various 
stages of the Fleet Response Training Program. On 31 January, at the peak of 
naval activity, the Navy had 23 ships in the Joint Operations Area with just over 
15,000 Sailors and Marines. These numbers include the many NECC forces 
embarked on ships and on the ground in Haiti. 
 
The Navy was able to provide air lift with helicopters, and shore delivery through 
established beaches on the Southern Claw. This support included the delivery of 
the Navy’s own supplies (and Project Handclasp and Operation Blessing, in turn 
fed through a Joint Logistics Hub at GTMO), but also the supplies of various 
organizations already present in Haiti, such as the World Food Program and 
USAID. 
 
A team of various units worked on re-opening the main harbor at Port-au-Prince, 
providing surveys, salvage, logistics (JLOTS), port operations, and pier 
reconstruction. Navy and Marine Corps units were able to provide medical 
support afloat through Vinson, Bataan, Nassau, and especially Comfort, but also 
ashore through the establishment or support of various clinics. 
 
Units provided reconnaissance information and support of remote areas. Sailors 
and Marines also assisted with general civic projects ashore, including local 
supply coordination, various construction and clean-up projects, sanitation, 
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immunization, inter-agency and government coordination, security missions, 
distribution, and many, many other areas. As critical as the logistics capability 
was in the first week or two, these civic engagements comprised the bulk of 
activity in the weeks that followed, and proved the key to transitioning capability 
back to the Government of Haiti. 
 
Sailors and Marines were also able to tell the story of what they were doing. 
Public affairs and social media helped broadcast the images and stories of the 
struggles and of the good news efforts to provide disaster relief to the people of 
Haiti. In this environment, perhaps the greatest challenge was being too 
successful: several “pro-U.S. demonstrations” underlined the frustration of the 
Haitian people with their own government. 
 
Joint coordination. Coordination within the Department of Defense proved 
challenging in a number of avenues. The Navy’s flexibility and rapid-response 
capability ran up against the much slower JOPES and RFF process. While most 
forces were able to get underway early (whether under USFF/C2F’s own 
authority, or under VOCO), some forces struggled to get transportation into Haiti, 
The Navy found it challenging to highlight to the Joint community the importance 
of getting these assets in theater, relative to all the other assets. 
 
Perhaps more subtly, coordination does not mean command. It means working 
together to find a common solution, as opposed to telling somebody what to do. 
While this statement may seem obvious, the Joint Logistics Hub fell into this area. 
The Navy pushed the idea of GTMO as a logistics hub and did so more as a 
command, vice coordinating with the Joint community on a mutual solution. If the 
Joint community does not understand the concept, it will not understand (or use) 
the implementation. 

4.2 The Navy and FHA/DR 
The Navy has a lot of experience with Humanitarian and Civic Assistance, which 
includes long-term engagements such as the Global Fleet Stations. The Navy 
also has experience, though less frequently, with Foreign Humanitarian 
Assistance and Disaster Relief.  
 
These two missions have many similarities: 

 
• The Navy is not in charge. The Navy must work through the U.S. 

Embassy’s Country Team to arrange long-term engagements, and the 
host nation and U.S. Ambassador have the final say on activities. 
Similarly, the United States Agency for International Development 
(USAID) is often assigned lead of foreign disaster relief operations. 
The Navy and other DoD organizations support USAID, the host nation 
government, and any UN efforts. These mandatory lines of authority 
often make coordination extremely challenging, especially since the 
organizations tend to work at different speeds. 
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• Relationships are key. Pre-existing relationships create the best 
foundation during both types of events. These come over time and 
through serious interaction. In a crisis, however, relationships and trust 
must form quickly, and any changes can cost dearly. The Navy had a 
few false starts that hampered operations. 

• Specialized training needed. Both missions require people with 
specialized skills (e.g., civil affairs, cultural interaction skills, language 
skills, specific medical or construction skills, training skills, etc.) 

 
HCA and FHA/DR also have critical differences that shape operations: 

 
• Chaos is normal in disaster relief. Valid information will rarely be 

available, and the needs will shift rapidly as assistance arrives. 
• Everything is late when a disaster happens.  
• Initiative is key in a disaster, even the perception of movement. 
• Something now is better than more of something later when a 

disaster happens. Planners must strike a balance between waiting for 
more stuff and sending the stuff currently available. 

• Something is often better than nothing. But not always. In disaster 
relief, specialized skills are useful, but general skills can find plenty of 
work as well. However, too much of anything can damage the host 
nation’s own capability.  

 
These similarities and difference mean that not everything that works in HCA will 
work for FHA/DR, and vice versa. Similarly, training for MCO does not cover 
aspects of HCA and FHA/DR. But the Navy already has assets designed for 
these types of missions (Civil Affairs, construction), and it has many units with 
experience in these missions (those participating in Global Fleet Stations); in the 
short term, the Navy can reap the biggest reward by using these assets as the 
main actors in FHA/DR with commanders who have intimate knowledge of their 
capabilities and limitations. 
 
Meanwhile, the HCA and FHA/DR missions continue to mature in the Navy. For 
the most part, they fall into the category of ‘additional duty,’ they may not have 
adequate training involved, and it is not clear what these missions mean for 
career advancement within communities.209 
 
The Fleet has many options to conduct disaster relief more quickly and 
effectively. But at present, FHA/DR has no established requirements or 
standards.210 This uncertainty means that the biggest contribution the Fleet can 
provide is to clarify the relative importance of HCA and FHA/DR operations 

                                                
209 For example, an aviator or surface warfare officer will probably not benefit from doing a tour at the 
Maritime Civil Affairs and Security Training Command. 
210 The Fleet has attempted to implement such things as “Fleet Irregular Warfare” training, but this was 
implemented before wider Navy guidance emerged, and thus there was some divergence of vision. This 
paper did not examine current implementation efforts to any great depth. Even if these training venues 
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The Lessons Learned process has already identified many suggestions for things 
to change or improve. However, these suggestions also usually come from 
isolated perspectives that can miss critical issues or mis-identify others. At this 
point, it would be useful for a comprehensive look at HCA and HFA/DR across 
DOTMLPF, in addition to understand what FHA/DR truly means as a core 
mission. 
 

4.3 Remaining Unknowns 
Even after all of the analysis of Operation Unified Response, a number of issues 
still have poorly defined boundaries. 
 
Costs. Section 3.5 Costs of OUR on page 122 took a look at what it cost for the 
Fleet to support Operation Unified Response. These costs represent the 
quantifiable, which amount to a long list. However, we cannot measure a number 
of costs, and thus their impact on the Fleet is unknown. For example: 
 

• How did the Haiti response diminish the Fleet’s capacity to respond 
to other events in the short term? In the long term? 

o Could the Navy have responded similarly if it had been 
necessary to the late February Chile earthquake? 

o What is the upper limit on support to disaster response? 
• How did the additional underway time and separation from families 

add to the stress on Navy personnel? 
• How will the lack of training partners (e.g. Civil Affairs) affect other 

units deploying to Afghanistan? 
• How did the disaster environment affect Navy personnel on the 

ground? 
 
Metrics. We still struggle with appropriate metrics for FHA/DR (and HCA) 
activities. We resort to operational metrics, such as the number of helicopters, 
and the number of sorties, flight hours, and pounds of food delivered. But we 
struggle to go beyond those performance metrics and understand the effects that 
they have. Part of this problem is because we have not spent the time to think 
through the issues and figure out what we need to know, but the other (larger) 
part is that many of these effects happen in the long-term. 
 
In the meantime, we will continue to waste a lot of bandwidth on requests for the 
number of helicopters we sent, but nobody will ask whether it mattered that we 
had 19 helicopters on Vinson or 10. Or 30. And even if we did ask that question, 
we would struggle to provide an answer.211 Perhaps what’s important here isn’t 
                                                                                                                                            
provide exposure to appropriate missions, most likely this training is for ships and crews about to deploy on 
such missions (such as GFS) and would not apply to any asset sent with no-notice for disaster relief efforts. 
211 We might be able to answer that “30” would have been too much, since CSG-1 stated that they had 
“excess lift” the entire time Vinson was in the JOA. 
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the precise number of helicopters, but that we sent as many as we could, and got 
them there quickly (in this case, it was a pretty impressive maneuver getting that 
many onto Vinson in such short notice). 
 
Too much of a good thing. Providing aid should never be a wrong answer, but 
it is true that some actions can have long-term negative consequences. For 
example, all of the free health-care provided by the influx of medical experts ran 
the risk of putting local Haitian hospitals out of business (indeed, at least one 
hospital’s board of directors met to discuss how to meet payroll because its 
income flow had vanished). Thus the well-meaning aid can snuff out the fragile 
system already in place, meaning that now the temporary provider must become 
a more permanent provider until the host can re-constitute its own capability. 
 
 
At the end of the day, the relief efforts were successful. This fact will cause many 
to wonder whether anything needs changing at all. While doing nothing is 
certainly an option, we might also be concerned that our efforts in Haiti worked 
so well, because Haiti needed so much.  
 
Beyond the success of Operation Unified Response and toward broader 
questions, this analysis was unable to answer a number of issues with the 
information that was available. The following questions may provide avenues for 
further analysis: 
 

• If most of the TYCOMs are complaining about being maxed out and at red 
lines, how did we supply so many ships, helicopters, and other units to 
Haiti? If we aren’t at red lines, where are we really? If we are at red lines, 
what did we just do to our sustainability? 

• Navy assets made measurable contributions, would any contribution have 
resulted in the same? Will all great disaster responses be thus? 

• Did this response set a standard for future responses? Both in magnitude 
and speed? Can the Fleet continue to meet that standard? 
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APPENDIX A – CHRONOLOGY 
 

12 January, 2010 to 7 April, 2010212 
 

General Notes 
This chronology lists events by day. Events with specific (and known) times are 
listed first; the rest of the day’s events come at the end (with a rough grouping by 
topic). Appendix B contains much of the same information, but group by topic 
instead of by day. 
 
Activities may appear out of sequence because of the high tempo of operations. 
In particular, the use of Vocal Orders (VOCO) means that activation messages 
often were sent well after actual activations. 
 
Some of the event will use different colors: 
 
Blue denotes an asset (Navy) arriving in the Joint Operating Area (JOA). 
Red-orange denotes an asset (Navy) departing the JOA. 
Purple denotes an event of interest, usually discussed in this report. 
 
Finally, this chronology lists items of interest from the information available. If a 
meeting is listed on one day and not the next, it doesn’t mean that meeting didn’t 
happen, but that no information was available on it. 
 

Sequence of Events 
 
Tuesday, 12 January, 2010 
 
0800: USS Carl Vinson (VIN) departs Norfolk, VA to conduct a transit around 
Cape Horn to her homeport in San Diego. 
 
1653: A magnitude 7.0 earthquake strikes southern Haiti, approximately 15 
miles southwest of the capital city of Port-au-Prince (PaP). The earthquake 
caused the collapse (or general damage) of many structures and resulted in a 
devastating loss of life. 
 
1729: Commander, United States Fleet Forces (USFF) directs staff to coordinate 
with NORTHCOM and Commander, Second Fleet (C2F). 
 

                                                
212 Operation Unified Response went much later; this timeframe focuses on the majority of the Navy effort. 
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1800: A Joint Planning Group convenes (to include the Department of State 
(DoS), the Office of Foreign Disaster Assistance (OFDA), Office for the 
Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs (OCHA), the U.S. Embassy in Haiti, and the 
Department of Defense (DoD)). 
 
1811: USFF directs the Ready Duty Amphibious Ready Group (RDA, ARG), 
which includes USS Bataan, USS Carter Hall, and USS Fort McHenry, to 48-hour 
readiness for departure. 
 
1832: USS Higgins, on return from a CENTCOM deployment to PACOM, 
receives orders to change operational control (CHOP) to Commander, Fourth 
Fleet (C4F) and proceed to Haiti (with arrival date no later than 14 Jan at 0700L). 
 
1905: C2F verifies RDA on 48-hour notice, along with Commander, Amphibious 
Squadron Six (CPR-6), Commander, Carrier Strike Group Two (CSG-2), Mobile 
Diving and Salvage Two (MDSU-2), Navy Mobile Construction Battalion (NMCB) 
air det, Underwater Construction Team One (UCT-1) det, and a Combat Camera 
(COMCAM) team, among others. 
 
1907: Deputy Commander, USFF, directs staff to coordinate with VIN. 
 
2049: SOUTHCOM Haiti HA/DR website becomes operational. Components 
notified. 
 
2054: C4F verifies Maritime Operational Centers (MOC) are in communication. 
SOUTHCOM has asked Navy to “lean forward.” 
 
2100: SOUTHCOM holds a planning meeting, with kick-off by DoS. (Later noted 
that Ambassador has placed a priority on American Citizen (AMCIT) evacuation; 
thus an “afloat staging base with maximum rotary lift” is called for; focus on 
AMCIT evacuation also a priority because of concerns over increasing 
lawlessness). 
 
2129: OPNAV directs C4F to use P-3s in Jacksonville (JAX), if faster. 
 
Unspecified Time / General: 
 
* President Obama pledges assistance for relief efforts. 
* USFF N3B directs stand-up of response cell. 
 
Wednesday, 13 January, 2010 
 
0009: USFF warns C4F that a lot of stuff is spinning up to head their way. 
 
0012: C2F sends Warning Order (WARNORD) for RDA (130512Z). 
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0022: USFF directs BAT ARG to be on 24-hour standby. 
 
0125: C2F working to get Subject Matter Experts (SMEs) from 2008 Haiti 
disaster relief efforts on-board VIN. Highlights assets underway for “HA/DA 
exercise.”213 
 
0200: VOCO comes from Lt Gen Paxton for USNS Comfort, and an ARG. 
WARNORD hits at 0809 (131309Z). 
 
0200: The Joint Chiefs of Staff (JCS) convene a Video Teleconference (VTC). 
 
0342: C2F WARNORD for NOR 130842Z). 
 
0430: C2F brief outlines a 3-Phase concept for operations: 

• Phase 1 (immediate): Cruiser, Destroyer (CRUDES) focus, with P-
3s, and COMCAM augment for Disaster Assistance Response 
Team (DART). 

• Phase 2: (short-term): VIN. 
• Phase 3: (long-term): BAT ARG (and USS Gunston Hall (GUN)). 

 
0500: News outlets are reporting Haitian hospitals as non-functional. 
 
0522: Military Sealift Command (MSC) estimates 5-days for Comfort to get 
underway. 
 
0700: USFF issues VOCO for USNS Big Horn (BHN) and USNS Sacagawea 
(SAC) to get underway for replenishment support of ships. 
 
0709: USCG helo evacuates four critically injured U.S. Embassy staff to NAVSTA 
GTMO hospital. 
 
0809: JFCOM WARNORD for Comfort, Ready Duty ARG (131309Z). 
 
0817: USNAVSO release of RFF #0021 (includes majority of assets). 
 
0834: USFF releases CAT 24/7 activation message. 
 
0929: USFF official message for activation of Comfort (131429Z). 
 
0930: MSC activates of Comfort (131430Z). 
 
1020: President Obama pledges “the full support of the United States” to the 
relief effort. 

                                                
213 USN has the authority to get ships underway within the NORTHCOM Area of Responsibility (AOR) for 
training purposes at any time. This authority allowed the Navy to get ships active and rolling toward Haiti 
while waiting for the “paperwork” to catch up. 
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1034: USCGC Forward arrives at PaP to serve as air control for USCG assets. 
 
1109: Joint Forces Command (JFCOM) message directing Crisis Action Team 
(CAT) standup (131609Z). 
 
1144: DCOM USFF inquires to the possibility of Littoral Combat Ship (LCS) 1 or 
2 use in Haiti (particularly, as a Guantanamo Bay – Haiti shuttle). 
 
1146: USCG reports PaP air port runway operable, but the control tower is down. 
USCG has already performed medical evacuation (MEDEVAC) for 4 people to 
GTMO. Two aircraft performing patrol and recon, with two more to focus on 
evacuation (by 1700L). 
 
1155: General Fraser mentions VIN will arrive with helos by 1100 tomorrow [this 
information is incorrect]. 
 
1302: Noted that VIN will not stop in Mayport, FL, for on-load of helicopters (will 
on-load as she passes by). 
 
1312: Initial SOUTHCOM brief on Command and Control (C2) courses of action 
(COAs) shows COA-3 as a JSOTF start with a transition to U.S. Naval Forces 
Southern Command (NAVSO). It is mentioned that this COA is likely (but this 
doesn’t happen). 
 
1335: USCG notes that port area has several oil slicks. Update notes that Haiti’s 
only container crane is at PaP sea port, but that all visible cranes are damaged 
and unusable. Assets have observed much less damage along north coast of 
Haiti. Secretary Napolitano has activated Operation Vigilant Sentry (later 
renamed to Operation Safe Return). 
 
1346: GTMO receives 4 MEDEVACs (U.S. patients) from USCG with onward 
transfer to JAX as stability allows. 
 
1600: GTMO receives 5 more U.S. MEDEVACs. 
 
1615: Seven members of the USAID/DART, the 72-member Fairfax County 
Urban Search and Rescue (USAR) team, and four support staff have arrived in 
Port-au-Prince. 
 
1657: OPNAV activates Medical Task Force (MTF) for Comfort. (132157Z). 
 
1800: NOR to depart Norfolk, VA for arrival in Mayport (ETA early 15 Jan). 
 
1838: Commander, Naval Air Forces Atlantic (CNAL) sends update on the helos 
that have been activated for transfer to VIN in less than 12 hours notice. 
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1915: USFF WARNORD (140015Z) for C2F to be prepared to deploy CSG-2, 
BAT ARG (with 22 MEU), NOR; MSC to be prepared to deploy Comfort; and 
CNAL to be prepared to deploy a number of helo assets and C-2. 
 
1930: VIN off the coast of Mayport. 
 
~2000: Commander, USSOUTHCOM arrives Miami from DC and holds meeting 
about situation in Haiti. 
 
2000: C-2 to arrive (GTMO?) with medical personnel and more supplies. MSC 
also reports ramping Comfort for Sat/Sun departure (would be 4-5 days). 
 
2100: Maritime Civil Affairs Team 203 completes fly-on to BAT. 
 
2330: US SAR teams report having pulled 9 people from the rubble. 
 
2336: JCS releases EXORD (140336Z), which directs initial planning to focus on 
rotary wing and vertical lift, heavy engineering, electricity generation, water 
generation, medical services, and mortuary affairs. 
 
Unspecified Time / General: 
 

• President of Haiti declares national state of emergency and required 
assistance from U.S. (may happen on previous day). 

• Ambassador Merten issues disaster declaration of magnitude warranting 
USG assistance as well as GoH willing to accept assistance (may happen 
previous day). 

• President Obama articulates priorities as: 
o Locate and account for all U.S. Embassy personnel and U.S. 

Citizens. 
o Rescue teams to provide assessment and assistance (LA, Fairfax 

SAR). 
o A Unified Interagency Rescue Effort (USAID in the lead). 

• Early morning: U.S. Navy P-3 begins aerial reconnaissance of affected 
areas. 

• SOUTHCOM brief identifies USNS Grasp (GRA) as “limited capability.” 
• SOUTHCOM desired end states include: 

o USG seen as partner of choice 
o Interagency, international, and non-government organizations 

(NGOs) are capable of providing Humanitarian Assistance and 
Disaster Relief (HA/DR) support and reconstruction efforts. 

• Intel briefs assess the crime situation as minimal, but rate it 
“CRITICAL.” 

• JCS directs the movement of VIN. 
• JCS also directs USS Normandy (NOR) as carrier escort for VIN. 
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• Charleston Air Force Base (AFB) designated as primary Air Port of 
Embarkation (APOE); Homestead Air Reserve Base (ARB) designated as 
secondary APOE. 

• USCG initial port assessment (PaP) is that port is unserviceable Joint 
Assessment Team (JAT) to conduct further assessment. 

• SOUTHCOM notes an “overwhelming number of NGO offers of 
support.”214 

• International assets (Venezuela, Great Britain, People’s Republic of China, 
and international NGOs) have arrived. 

• USFF sends VOCO to start P-3 Intelligence, Surveillance, and 
Reconnaissance (ISR) flights. 

• USFF sends VOCO for Forward Deployed Preventative Medicine Unit 
(FDPMU) 

• C2F provides briefs that give overview of Maritime Pre-positioning Forces 
(MPF), with a focus on Joint Logistics Over the Shore (JLOTS) equipment, 
and other equipment for HA/DR operations. Notes that MPF is better for 
longer-term HA/DR operations. 

• Reported that Red Cross is out of medical supplies. 
• Red Cross and Red Crescent preliminary assessment is that 3 million 

people are affected. 
• GoH has stated that priorities include search and rescue capability, an 

offshore vessel medical unit, electricity generation capability, and 
communications equipment to facilitate GoH coordination and response 
efforts. 

• AFSOUTH is requesting designation as the Airspace Control Authorty and 
Senior Airfield Authority. 

• MINUSTAH names General Ricardo Toro (Chile) as new commander, 
focus on securing infrastructure and assessments. 

• UN Special Representative of the Secretary General (SRSG) Hedi Annabi 
is reported dead. MINUSTAH reports at least 15 killed during quake and 
an unknown number unaccounted for. 

 
Thursday, 14 January, 2010 
 
0100: HIG on station. 
 
0600: By this time, USCGCs Forward, Mohawk, and Tahoma are at PaP, with 
Valiant en route. 
 
0800: Miami Dade County USAR team arrives (commercial air). Fairfax County 
USAR team arrived “earlier this morning” by DoD air. 
 
0820: LA USAR team arrives (DoD air). Miami City USAR team at Homestead, 
waiting (delayed due to air traffic congestion). 

                                                
214 This “problem” is typical in Disaster Response. 
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0939: A morning brief to Chief of Naval Operations (CNO) and the Secretary 
of the Navy (SECNAV) indicates that an “Army-led JTF is likely.” 
 
1000: USCG continues to assist with evacuations of American Citizens from Haiti 
to Santo Domingo, Dominican Republic (for example, 2 C-130 flights were due to 
leave around 0900 with 70 AMCIT each). 
 
1000: Valiant has arrived off of North Claw for Cap Haitien port assessment and 
standby for migration operations. USCGC Oak (buoy tender) and Hamilton en 
route. 
 
~1200: Disaster response receives official name of Operation Unified Response. 
 
1205: USS Carter Hall (CTH) underway from VA, en route to Morehead City, NC. 
 
1212: FEMA sends out a situation report that indicates “no reports of widespread 
looting, crime, or gang activity” – only isolated incidents. 

• MINUSTAH has secured air port, with a 1st SOW team augmenting 
GoH contact forces. 

 
1236: Navy Bureau of Medicine (BUMED) issues Prepared to Deploy Order 
(PTDO) for personnel for Comfort.  
 
(1300: Haiti turns over air space temporarily). 
 
1327: USFF CAT activation message Mod 1 w/ Battle Rhythm (141827Z). 
 
1400: HMCS Halifax (FFG) departs from Halifax, Canada. 
 
~1400: NOTAM released that air-flow into Haiti now requires a slot time. 
 
1421: FTM underway is delayed (1400L to 1800L) to allow for installation and 
alignment of SHF antenna.  
 
1459: Commander, Naval Surface Forces Atlantic (CNSL) submits LCS courses 
of action for HADR. In brief, USS Freedom ends CMAV () on 15 January and 
begins Sea Trials. USS Independence in process of crew move-in by 02 
February, though flight deck has not been qualified and UNREP system requires 
in-port fueling only. In the end, neither was chosen to support Haiti HADR 
operations. 
 
1527: NAVSO RFF #0025 for Comfort, MTF support (142027Z). 
 
1600: By this time, JTF-H temporary HQ established at American Embassy. 
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1600: Valiant has assessed Cap Haitien to be able to receive ships or barges. 
 
~1700: National Security Council VTC. Stated TRANSCOM has designated 
Jacksonville as the SPOD and Charleston as the APOD. TRANSCOM indicated 
they would validate the requirement for 2 LCU's located at JAX and provide them 
to SOUTHCOM. 
 
1705: USFF DEPORD for VIN, CSG-1, CDS-1, CVW-17 (142205Z). 
 
1800: USS Fort McHenry (FTM) underway from VA, en route to Lynnhaven for 
LCU (Landing Craft, Utility) on-load on morning of 15 Jan. 
 
1900: HMCS Athabaskan (DDG) departs from Halifax, Canada. 
 
1922: NOR arrives in Mayport.  
 
1930: USS Bataan (BAT) underway from VA; headed to Morehead City, NC (for 
22 MEU on-load). 
 
1958: C2F update on the BAT ARG/MEU load-plan for HADR operations. The 
“best sea basing capability at the soonest.” 
 
2000: BHN expected in JAX operational area. 
 
2025: USNAVSO OPORD (150130Z). 
 
2025: USNORTHCOM FRAGO for USFF to send REPLO and SEPLO (Regional 
and State Emergency Preparedness Liaison Officer) for use at FEMO region IV 
(150125Z). 
 
Unspecified Time / General: 
 

• More than 300 USAR personnel had arrived in country, including a 72-
person team from the Fairfax County Fire Department, a 72-person team 
from Los Angeles County Fire Department, an 80-person team from 
Miami-Dade Fire Rescue, and an 80-person team from Miami City. An 
additional 42-person team from Fairfax County is expected to arrive in 
Haiti early on January 15. 

• Fairfax County SAR focusing on homes of American citizens, Hotel 
Montana, and MINUSTAH HQ. 

• Imagery released that notes the oil slicks, adrift shipping containers, and 
collapsed piers at PaP SPOD. 

• SOUTHCOM brief shows C4F as JFMCC and CSG-1 at CTF-41. 
• USFF DEPORD for Comfort pending on JCS order. (?) 
• Intel continues to assess crime as “critical.” 
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• Report that Fairfax SAR team could not reach MINUSTAH HQ due to road 
blockages. 

• Strategic Communications recognizes potential concerns over these 
topics: 

o Where is Comfort? 
o The 82nd Airborne, a carrier – these mean an invasion. 
o U.S. will fix everything that’s broken. 

• USCG assessment of the Gonaives port, located approximately 69 miles 
north-northwest of Port-au-Prince, indicates that the port is currently 
functional. The Gonaives pier allows a 21- to 30-foot draft and has a 180-
ton functional crane. Under normal driving conditions the port is 
approximately three hours travel by land to Port-au-Prince. The U.S. 
Department of Defense (DoD) expects to release the results of a formal 
January 14 assessment of the port facility at Port-au-Prince in the coming 
hours. 

• MSRON-6 embarks FTM w/ Boat Det 611 (67 Pax), Sec Det (82 pax), and 
C2 Det (26 Pax). 

• VRC-40 arrives GTMO (4xC-2) 
• VAW-125 arrives GTMO (2xE-2) 
• OCHA reports that the U.N. established and coordinated meetings of five 

clusters—logistics, health, food, shelter and non-food items, and water, 
sanitation, and hygiene. 

• GoH is discussing use of mass graves, as cadavers are beginning to pile 
up on streets. Hospitals are overwhelmed (Argentine UN hospital 
specifically mentioned). 

• FAA Miami Center reports any aircraft destined for Port-Au-Prince must be 
able to hold for a minimum of one hour, then once landed, must be able to 
depart Port Au Prince without having received fuel.  

o CNN interprets (and reports) this information as FAA is preventing 
planes from landing. FAA sends a public affairs rep to CNN to 
explain the metering process in place. 

• SOUTHCOM Engineer Assessment team releases port assessment: 
o Conducted survey of pier and wharf located at Port-au-Prince 
o Conducted survey of pier at Haitian Cost Guard Station Killick 
o Notes that security is in control of port215 
o Notes that the last hydrographic surveys were conducted over 30 

years ago. 
o Requests SeaBee PTDO unit deploy directly to Haiti 

• 82nd Airborne elements begin to arrive. 
 

 
 

                                                
215 It should be noted that early reports from the US Coast Guard describe open containers on the pier, as 
well as Haitians in boats trying to open afloat containers, or tying ropes to them and attempting to drag 
them back to shore. These events would have happened within the first day of the earthquake. 
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Friday, 15 January, 2010 
 
0200: USS Underwood chops to C4F, enr GTMO for brief stop for provisions 
(BSP); expected at PaP on 16 Jan. 
 
0503: SOUTHCOM issues guidance that number-one priority is “supporting JTF-
Haiti’s HA and DR operations.” 
 
0510: JCS VOCO for MDSU-2 and UCT-1. 
 
0730: VIN on station. 
 
0800: NOR departs Mayport for PaP, Haiti. 
 
0900: FTM underway from Lynnhaven anchorage. 
 
0900: GUN underway from Little Creek, VA. 
 
0930: USFF VOCO to C2F for deployment of elements of MESG-2, EODGRU-2, 
and 1NCD. 
 
1100: CTH arrives Morehead City, NC to on-load 22 MEU elements. 
 
1300: GoH agrees to turn over airspace control to the US for 72 hours with 
Haitian observers (expires 1300L 18 Jan – this ends up getting extended). 
 
1330: USFF EXORD: NAS Jacksonville as Incident Staging Base (151830Z) for 
support to FEMA response and preparations to the Haiti earthquake. 
 
1512: C2F PTDO for Mass Migration Operations (in support of Department of 
Homeland Security; identifies assets to be involved). 
 
1530: BAT arrive Morehead City, NC 
 
1710: UND arrives GTMO. 
 
1845: USFF Helo waiver request ISO Operation Unified Response released 
(152345Z) 
 
1911: RFF #0027 for ISR-FMV package, BATARG, MDSU, UND, GUN, CRTS 
(160011Z). 
 
2000: JTF-Haiti achieves Initial Operational Capability. 
 
2012: USFF sends Joint Logistics Hub GTMO concept brief to CNO in 
response to CNO request. Also, plans already discussed for CSG-2 (on 
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BAT) to provide follow-on relief for CSG-1 (on VIN). Also plans and 
assessment recommends a sea-based commander and staff in charge of all 
naval capacity flowing in and out of JOA. 
 
2220: OPNAV VOCO authorizes embark of non-DoD civilian law enforcement on 
Navy aircraft. 
 
Unspecified Time / General: 
 

• USFF and C2F MOC find good coordination. 
• Comfort no longer due to stop in Mayport. 
• USNS Grasp (GRA) u/w from Belize. 
• MSRON-2 Sec Det (221) embarks in Comfort. 
• USFF VOCO to C2F to deploy Construction Battalion Mobile Unit (CMBU) 

202. 
• VP-11 doing ISR with 2xP-3 from JAX: 

o 0500-1900 (onsta 0800-1300) 
o 1000-2100 (onsta 1300-1800) 

• VRC-40 Home Guard (2xC-2 arrived GTMO) 
• Media availability for on-loading BAT at Morehead City, NC. 
• Media availability for MH-53E departure (HM-15): 
• Media query answers for Hampton Roads-based entities. 
• Strategic Communication 5x8 cards provided to all units. 
• USCGC Oak enr to SEC MIA to load med supplies FFT Haiti, ETA 1200L 

15 Jan. 
• Airport reported to be in 24/7 operations. However, the U.N. Logistics 

Cluster reported that numerous aircraft continue to await a spot on the 
landing clearance ramp at Port-au-Prince Toussaint L’Ouverture 
International Airport (MTPP), some for multiple hours. Other flights have 
been diverted to the Dominican Republic and Turks and Caicos, and no 
fuel is available at MTPP.  

• PAHO reported that the earthquake killed approximately 50,000 to 
100,000 individuals (unconfirmed). 

• USAR personnel had rescued or assisted in rescuing eleven individuals 
trapped under rubble.  

• ARSOUTH is executive agent for logistics exercised through XVIII ABN 
Corps. 

• ARSOUTH is deploying JTF-MIG OPS. 
• RFF for JLOTS is released. 
• The U.N. Food Cluster estimates approximately two-thirds of earthquake-

affected individuals, or 2 million people, currently require food assistance. 
As such, the cluster has stated that an immediate need exists for an 
estimated 14,000 metric tons (MT) of food and 160 MT of high-energy 
biscuits for an initial seven-day period, when lack of water and cooking 
facilities will continue to render food preparation difficult. 

• JTF-GTMO: 40 tents (of 100) completed on Leeward side. 
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• JTF-Bravo: preparing to deploy 22-person medical team. 
• An overview of International effort so far: 

o Venezuela: 1xC-130 w/ 49 pax, 14ton food and tools. 
o Brazil: 2xC-130 w/ food/water and 4smaller aircraft w/ relief workers, 

1xship w/ H2O purification. 
o Chile: 2x portable hospitals and med supplies 
o Argentina: 1xC130 w/ water, generators, sat phones and food. 
o Panama: rescue workers, 4x working dogs and med supp. 
o Canada: DART, CC-177 w/ med aid, 2xSAR helo, 2xnaval ships, 

infantry bridge w/ recon team (16 Jan). 
• USFF prepares arguments on using GTMO as a logistical hub. 
• Navy Warfare Development Command has established a website for 

HADR related doctrine and information, including Lessons Learned from 
the 2008 Haiti DR operations. Also information provided on CD to 
deploying units and for forwarding to those already gone. 

• CHARTS (Compact Hydrographic Airborne Rapid Total Survey) approved. 
 

Saturday, 16 January, 2010 
 
0000: JCS VOCO for NAVELSG. 
 
0630: Comfort underway from Baltimore, MD. 
 
0800: GUN arrives at MHC. 
 
0830: SOUTHCOM releases EXORD. 
 
0900: BAT underway from MHC for PaP. 
 
0940: USFF issues "Just do it." Top 4 priorities: 

• C2 and flow of supplies into GTMO. 
• Expanding Comfort capacity to limits with Navy and NGO. 
• PaP port clearance ops, getting people and gear down ASAP. 
• Water and MREs via multiple paths. 

 
1000: FTM underway from MHC for PaP. 
 
1100: CTH underway from MHC for PaP. 
 
1100: RFF #0028: UCT-1. 
 
1134: C4F provides priority areas for CHARTS. 
 
1200: GUN underway from MHC for PaP. 
 
1200: UND underway from GTMO for PaP. 
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1333: USFF DEPORD for Comfort, MESF (Boat Det 211), and 2x MH-60s 
(161833Z). 
 
1345: USFF DEPORD for BHN (161845Z). 
 
1547: USFF DEPORD for NAVELSG-1 (162047Z). 
 
1642: CNO gives thumbs-up on JLH GTMO concept. 
 
1718: USFF notes that CSG-2 launches 19 Jan, and NAVELSG to move to 
GTMO tomorrow along with salvage ADVON. Also a note that NAS due 
underway 19 Jan to load 24 MEU for its deployment. 
 
1800: BHN begins Replenishment At Sea (RAS) for assets in JOA. 
 
1816: USFF Fleet Surgeon notes coordinating with Operation Smile. 
 
1819: USFF DEPORD for UCT-1, MDSU-2, NMCB-7. 
 
1828: USFF DEPORD for Normandy (and 2xSH-60B). 
 
1857: UND arrives on-station. 
 
Unspecified Time / General: 
 

• USFF wants to highlight issue in getting transportation for MDSU and UCT. 
• CHARTS arrives in DOMREP. 
• Ambassador reconnaissance flight using VIN helo. 
• Israeli deployed medical unit opens for operation in the afternoon. 

Capability employs 40 physicians, 25 nurses, plus other individuals (236 
total). Unit can support as many as 500 patients per day (see International 
Response). 

• USFF establishes Haiti Relief Facebook page. 
• USFF and C4F work social media guidance for units. 
• SAC arrives at Carney Island for on-load of stores. 
• SS Gopher State listed on USFF sourcing options (Newport News; 5-day 

activation time, heavy-lift cranes). 
• USNS 1st LT Jack Lummus listed as undergoing HADR preps, targeted 

underway on 21 January. 
• All 3 C-17s with DJC2 (Deployable Joint Command Center) have landed 

in PaP. 
• C4F brief notes that VIN “bandwidth saturated.” 
• U.S. Secretary of State Hillary Rodham Clinton and USAID Administrator 

Rajiv Shah visited Haiti. 
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• 7 USAR teams (506 people) on the ground (2 more arrived: Virginia 
Beach and New York – others: LA, Fairfax County, Miami City, Miami 
Dade, and ?) 

• 2 of 5 U.S. Health and Human Services Disaster Medical Assistance 
Teams start field hospital operations (3rd arrived yesterday, along with a 
Mortuary Op Response Team). 

• OSOCC reports that 80-90% of the buildings were destroyed in Léogâne, 
and 50-60% in Jacmel. 

• OSOCC reports that favorable climate conditions may extend the search 
and rescue timeframe beyond standard expectations. 

• OSOCC also reports the presence of 27 international SAR teams (1500 
personnel, 115 rescue canines). As of 15 January, ~60% of most affected 
areas in and around PaP had been searched. (In the end, OCHA notes 67 
international USAR teams saving a total of 132 people). 

• The U.N. Logistics Cluster recommends the use of Santo Domingo, 
Dominican Republic, as the primary entry point for humanitarian relief 
destined for Haiti. 

• The U.N. country team in Haiti plans to mobilize clusters in agriculture, 
protection, nutrition, education, emergency telecommunications, and early 
recovery. 

• World Food Program (WFP) begins plans on “surge” of rations. 
• U.S. Military helicopters airlifted 27,000 Humanitarian Daily Rations 

(HDRs) from Guantanamo Bay to Port-au-Prince for consignment to 
WFP on January 16. The USAID/DART is receiving 600,000 DoD 
HDRs in the com days for distribution to earthquake-affected 
populations through WFP. 

• Three USAID/OFDA water treatment units arrived in Haiti on DoD C-130 
aircraft (100k liters of water per day each). Additional unit on the way.  

• All 3 C-17s with DJC2 have landed in PaP. 
• Intel reports that “most” roads are open, wireless communications still 

down. 
• ARSOUTH reports air diverted, movement undetermined; sealift delayed. 
• SOCSOUTH reports Commando Solo in Puerto Rico preparing for mission. 
• AFSOUTH has established Haiti Flight Operation Coordination Center. 
• RDML Perez on-ground in Haiti, designated JTF Port Opening (CTF 

42). 
• Commando Solo broadcast begins at the latest today (5 hours broadcast). 

 
Sunday, 17 January, 2010 
 
0730: During Navy synch meeting,  

• USFF mentions wanting to establish Joint Logistics Hub at 
GTMO, but “nothing heard so far” from SOUTHCOM. 

• CTF-41 reports helos sitting idle on beach for 4-5 hours. 
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• CTF-41 mentions Marines want to take full control of LZ; need to 
run by CJTF-H. Paraphrase ‘may have to take more control to use 
capability better.’ 

• General concern over lack of sorties, nowhere near capacity (with 
more on the way). 

 
0830: Grasp arrives GTMO. 
 
0927: USFF DEPORD (171427Z): 4xC-2, 3xE-2 GTMO, 2xC-2 enr GTMO, BAT 
ARG assets, CPR-6. 
 
1100: Salvage ADVON team (MDSU-2 and UCT-1) departs Norfolk for GTMO 
along with NAVELSG personnel. 
 
1214: USFF DEPORD (171714Z): Gunston Hall. 
 
1244: C2F sends a summary of the C4F augmentation plan (much of which is 
already in place; includes augment of 15 individuals for first three weeks, and a 
draw down from there). Focus on MOC and OLW expertise, also assessments. 
 
1337: USFF DEPORD (171837Z): Underwood. 
 
1530: USAID recommends suspending relief supply by helo operations because 
"uncoordinated air drops were creating instability and violence." 
 
1545: NECC sends a recommendation on the use of a Civil Military Operations 
Center (CMOC). 
 
1548: Note that CNO sent slides on the JLH to CJCS, who wanted to move 
forward with the concept. A subsequent call with GEN Fraser was “very 
supportive.” This was then emailed to JCS J4 (O-9, Army), by JCS OCJCS (O-6, 
Navy). 
 
1600: SOUTHCOM EXORD MOD 1 (172100Z). 
 
1625: CTF 20 DEPORD (172125Z): 24hr PTDO for support of mass migration 
operations (updates assets involved). 
  
1800: Grasp departs GTMO (having loaded salvage ADVON of 10 pax). 
 
1836: relief supply helo operations resume. 
 
1937: NAVSO FRAGO 10-001 (180037Z, adds assets to organization, adds 
tasks, sets 22 MEU TACON to JTF-H). 
 
2000: JTF-Mass Migration HQ Element activated. 
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Unspecified Time / General: 
 

• USSOUTHCOM re-organizing back to J-codes. 
• HNLMS Pelikaan arrives. 
• 82nd Airborne lifted to Landing Zone 6 (aka Golf Course) and secured it. 
• USFF Priorities: 

o 1. Establish GTMO Log Hub 
o 2. Increase Comfort MFT to 1000 
o 3. Flow port opening support 
o 4. Flow HADR food and water 

• MINUSTAH to begin curfew at 1800 today. 
• CHARTS completes 100% coverage of PaP; due to air traffic congestion, 

asked not to return; water clarity also an issue. 
• GoH reports two week fuel supply on-hand. 
• Russian and Israeli field hospitals treating 1500 per day. 
• Anticipate DJC2 fully operational in 48 hours. (this will not be true) 
• Displaced persons beginning to migrate out of Port-au-Prince. 
• Dominican Republic adds more troops to borders, but refugee flow into 

Dominican Republic is not as high as originally expected (currently ~1500). 
• Crimson Clover arrives in at PaP sea port (by early morning). Contains 

USAID Wheat and Veg Oil, waiting to clear customs (and dive team). 
• Embassy Regional Security Officer remarks that "crime numbers are lower 

now than before the earthquake." 
• "Some areas" of PaP have electrical power. 
• 9 HLZ are operational (8 for landing, 1 for air drop). 
• Popular sentiment that GoH is ineffective. 
• Haitian National Police in PaP is at 30-40% strength (~2k). 
• MINUSTAH nationwide strength unknown (~300 killed in the earthquake; 

9100 total before). 
• SS Petersburg has been activated (Alameda, CA; OPDS). 
• USFF: EMF10 and EMF150 activation order pending. 
• VIN commences 24-hour flight operations. 
• USCG assesses Port of Gonaives is available for operations 
• President Préval scheduled to go to DOM Rep 18 JAN to attend aid 

summit. 
• The GoH has identified water distribution as the most urgent need for 

affected individuals and indicated a preference for provision of water 
containers and water purification tablets.216 

• U.N. working with GoH to identify set distribution points, as until now, 
locations have been ad hoc. Four distro points established: National 
Palace, Terrains de Football, Place Delmas, Petion Ville Club (Golf 
Course -- US Distro Site). 

                                                
216 This statement feeds into the issue that forces had been focusing on water generation, but less on storage 
capacity and distribution (although forces were quickly identifying locations of storage containers and 
shipping them to the area). 
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• According to the U.N. WASH Cluster, daily water production capacity in 
Port-au-Prince currently stands at 8 million liters, far below the amount 
required to meet the drinking water needs of the affected population. 

• USAID/OFDA is also transporting 12 water bladders, each with a 12,000 
liter capacity, from USAID/OFDA stockpiles. 

• Notes of assets being sent with guidance “do what you do” and “they’ll 
know what to do when they get there.” 

• Questions arise over medical capacity of VIN, whereupon the 
understanding that the medical staff on VIN is “one person deep.” WSJ 
reports this information correctly, but AOL publishes less-favorable article. 

 
Monday, 18 January, 2010 
 
0115: CTH arrives. Begins survey of Killick area. Heads west in search of beach 
landing site for moving 22 MEU elements ashore. 
 
0459/0927: Director, Project Hope, clarifies mission capabilities, which includes 
rapid deployment.  (A decision had been made to resource Comfort solely with 
Navy medical personnel so as not to demand unfairly a fast deployment of other 
organizations). 
 
0700: Grasp arrives PaP; establish TG 42.1 (salvage) and team begins to 
conduct survey of wharf, piers, and approaches.  
 
0800: Crimson Clover offload supposed to begin. 
 
0936: USFF clarifies desire and need to have NGO participation on Comfort and 
makes it top priority. 
 
0936: CSG-1 OPORD (181436Z). 
 
0958: As an example of the “overwhelming response” that tends to happen, 
USFF receives an offer from a Missouri resident who has an inventory of 700 
generators in Louisiana. 
 
1025: USFF directs PAO to set up “one-stop shop” website with a focus on 
information for Sailors and their families (in particular, keeping families as up-to-
date as possible and providing other information on support available while their 
loved ones are away). 
 
1059: USFF DEPORD for Sacagawea with 2xMH-60 embarked (181559Z). 
 
1100: GUN arrives PaP. 
 
1116: Highlight of issues that OPNAV wants to have more visibility on efforts: 
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• More holistic medical response to feed into JTF-H response, with analysis 
of what is needed to maximize medical capabilities on all ships. 

• Develop the medical story (also to help fight the "empty bed" perception). 
• Note that JLH at GTMO approved by SOUTHCOM, so need to help shape 

its formation. 
• C2 and augment needs. 
• Mass migration plan, requirements. 
• Port opening. 
• NASSAU ARG/24 MEU has been directed to load and proceed to 

CENTCOM, but BPT deploy to Haiti. 
• Latest decision date for Mercy is 23 Jan. 
• View is that this will be an enduring effort/new AOR. 

 
1153: USFF initially identified 27 Creole linguists on Navy ships already in (or 
heading to) Haiti; if widen to French, brings total to 104. Have also identified 
additional 100 linguists (response due at 1200, with movement NLT 0700 19 
JAN). 
 
1337: Example of orphanage issue pops up (requests from within Haiti to help 
transport orphans to the U.S.). 
 
~1500: BAT arrives PaP. 
 
1800: FTM arrives PaP. 
 
1827: C4F update describes concern about a gap between what forces could 
deliver vice what they are being allowed to deliver. Also, plans to keep CSG-2 in 
GTMO for a few days to prepare the JTF-H for movement to BAT. 
 
2137: OPNAV DEPORD for CRTS, FDPMU, MTF (900 pax), Fleet Survey Team, 
NCIS Team (6 agents, 1 intel analyst). 
 
2154: OPNAV DEPORD for EMF-150. 
 
Unspecified Time / General: 
 

• Fleet Survey Team (NAVO) loads on Underwood. 
• CHARTS surveys Baie St. Marc to 200% coverage. 
• Nassau ARG (USS Nassau, USS Mesa Verde, and USS Ashland) gets 

underway from Virginia, and heads to Morehead City, NC to load 24 MEU 
in preparation for deployment to CENTCOM; decision to be made whether 
will divert to Haiti. 

• CSG-2 arrives at GTMO. 
• Water containers begin to arrive at GTMO. 
• HMCS Halifax and HMCS Athabaskan arrive. 
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• Navy unit web pages updated and ombudsman network notified about 
updates. 

• Unattributed: Current CJCS posture is for services to "push" 
capabilities to SOUTHCOM, without causing a train wreck. 

• Unattributed: Zero-risk of "premature departure." 
• CJTF-H says need to speak to UN/GoH concerning landing a Marine force, 

due to perception. 
o Initial plan to deploy Marines at Cite Soleil delayed a day due to 

lack of authority from GoH. (22 MEU and the BAT ARG will end up 
focusing on Killick, Carrefour, Léogâne, Grand Goave, and Petit 
Goave). 

• Cell phone networks functioning in PaP. 
• Minimal GoH presence in the media; Haitian radio continually criticizes 

GoH and President Préval for inaction. 
• 22 MEU Forward Command Element has begun planning with JTF-Haiti 

and linking-up with MINUSTAH. 
• Lummus on-loading USMC equipment; to depart Blound Island, FL o/a 19 

Jan. 
• JTF-Bravo deploys medical team, arrives Haiti (~21-23 personnel). 
• According to the GoH, relief supplies must continue to be distributed by 

road due to the structural instability of earthquake-damaged houses. 
• Airport Capacity: Approx 135 slots available; max on ground of 4. 
• NGOs using Cap Haitien port (but elsewhere noted that this port cannot 

support mass shipments because road conditions to PaP are unfavorable). 
• USSOUTHCOM is establishing secondary air hub at San Isidro AFB, 

DomRep. 
• May be a helo-flight curfew at 1822L. 
• The International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) has set up a field 

hospital at Hospital Universitaire d’Haiti in downtown Port-au-Prince, with 
the first surgeries scheduled for January 18. 

• Dr. Sanjay Gupta performs surgery aboard VIN. 
• C4F seeks guidance on employment and coordination with international 

maritime partners. 
• CNN reports a mass-casualty for the American citizens looking to 

evacuate. This turns out to be 1 death and 4 dehydrations at the airport. 
• The Governor of Pennsylvania evacuates 61 orphans from Haiti. 

 
Tuesday, 19 January, 2010 
 
1048: coordination progressing well for NGO medical support on Comfort. 
 
1217: C2F sends some statistical notes on recent operations (includes all 
operations, not just Haiti): 

• 30% of C2F units underway in the last 18 days 
• ~27,000 Marines and Sailors 
• Balancing global commitments with urgent needs 
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• Includes staff augmentation at C4F (OLW, other) 
 
1257: USFF DEPORD for NAVELSG-1 and BEACHGRU-2 (for offload of 
Lummus), and 1xNCHB (embark Lummus). 
 
1854: Note that bill for barge service from GTMO to Haiti will be $10M for 30 
days. 
 
1930: Crimson Clover offload completed. 
 
2025: Lummus underway from JAX. 
 
2225: Comfort (en route) receives 2 patients, emergency MEDEVAC, from VIN. 
 
Unspecified Time / General: 
 

• Fleet Survey Team surveys Comfort anchorage, identifies obstruction, 
passes info to Comfort to avoid when dropping anchor. 

• NAS ARG arrives at Morehead City, NC. 
• Sacagawea underway. 
• C2F summarizes that it has gotten 30% of its fleet underway in 18 days 

(45 ships, subs, and squadrons, and ~27,000 Sailors and marines). 
• Commander, NAVELSG arrives GTMO. 
• DISA double bandwidth allocation for GTMO. 
• Maritime assets doing water production, distribution of supplies (including 

coordinated delivery of USAID supply217) and establishing distribution 
points. 

• CSG-12 arrives as temporary deputy commander, USNAVSO. 
• COMUSNAVSO visits JOA with COMMARFORSOUTH and 

COMUSSOUTHCOM. 
• Reported that nearly half of Haitian National Police (~2000 of 4080) have 

returned to duty, but many lacking uniforms (lost in earthquake). 
• The USAID/DART reported a sufficient number of water treatment 

systems in metropolitan Port-au-Prince. 
• Ambassador (unclear which) working to get permission to overfly Cuba. 

 
 
Wednesday, 20 January, 2010 
 
0604: Major aftershock (6.0). 
 
0745: Comfort arrives at PaP, anchorage Echo. 
 
1038: USFF sending more JOPES planners to SOUTHCOM. 
                                                
217 Some initial reports mentioned challenges in military assets being allowed to deliver USAID supplies. It 
was not possible to verify this information other than through verbal statements. 
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1345: C4F has coordinated with SOUTHCOM to move CSG-2 from GTMO to 
JTF-H as "JFMCC/USNAVSO Flag Rep." JTF-H to designate CSG-1 as 
JFMCC (and CSG-2 can be in a position to take over as JFMCC if/when VIN 
leaves). 
 
1455: NAS underway from Morehead City, NC. Headed for Haiti. 
 
2125: Overview of USNAVSO visit to Haiti: 

• Security is everybody's top concern (especially at night). 
• Interagency coordination is improving, but still many challenges 

(example: perception for airport decision process; USAF can show 
numbers, but few realize it). 

• JTF-H sensitive to footprint ashore. 82nd ABN footprint growing.  
• UN official had to question who is in charge of overall security. 
• General Fraser's message: "think big," keep assets primed as JTF-H 

gets better SA. 
• General Fraser is waiting to pull trigger on migration operations due to 

ARSOUTH (JTF-Mig Ops) massive footprint in GTMO. 
• Requirements still not well understood, but still getting questions on 

what/where/howmuch. 
• JTF-H accepted xfer of CSG-2 to staff. 

 
Unspecified Time / General: 

• CSG-1 makes recommendation (to JTF-H) to be JFMCC. 
• USNS Henson at GTMO, transfer of NAVO personnel and equipment. 
• CHARTS surveys Cap Haitien to 100% coverage. 
• Comfort has 80 patients has has performed 9 surgeries by the end of the 

first full day. 
• CDS-40 arrives, embarks Comfort. 
• ASH, MVD underway from Morehead City today. 
• PAOs release message on NAS ARG/MEU divert to Haiti. 
• BHN departs PaP to re-stock. 
• 13 MDSU-2 arrive onstation (via NALO). 
• JLH received Joint Comms Support Element; UHF SATCOM, UHFLOS, 

secure voice and SATCOM for IP in place. Have also RFF'd for MAST. 
• GUN continues to operate at Killick and coordinate in general area. 
• FTM uses MSRON-6 assets to secure pier and LZ near New Mission; 

SeaBees begin to clear path for highway access; medical treats patients, 
coordinate transfers to Comfort. 

• CTH establishing "Hope Estate Clinic" on beach. 
• BAT - influx of patients begins, needs to set up triage on beach to get 

priority cases out, as well as work on return of patients. 
• 22 MEU CO meets with UN, CAN ashore at Léogâne. 
• CLB does recon for second landing site. 
• BLT phasing ashore @ LZ Mongoose. 
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• MEU 24 mission initially viewed as being focus on security, not 
helicopters/delivery (ends up being reverse). 

• SOUTHCOM doing reorganization to J-codes. 
• 2/82 ABN has completed around 61 flights for delivery of its people and 

equipment (30 C-130s, 28 C-17s, and 3 commercial). 
• SOUTHCOM staff using historical numbers to predict medical needs. 

COMSOUTHCOM directs staff to use USAID's prediction #s [if they exist]. 
CJTF-H later states that they have no good feel on the medical bed need. 

• SOUTHCOM wants to make the plan and strategy clear to international 
partners, and bring in Foreign Liaison Officers; directs removal of last 
SECRET slides from brief. 

• 2xLCU 2000 and Crowley barge sections due to arrive today. Expect 250-
TEU capacity by 21 Jan. 

• SOUTHCOM slide marks sea port throughput capacity at "250 TEU per 
day," (most likely due to the semi-functioning South Pier). 

• SOUTHCOM notes that ARSOUTH JTF-MIG OPS would result in flow of 
100 C-17s worth of people and equipment; not ready to pull that trigger yet. 

• When the aftershock hits, some of the USAR teams shift to Léogâne and 
Petit Goave to assist. Also re-survey due to additional shifting of buildings 
and debris. 

• The sanitation working group is currently defining an action plan to 
address sanitation needs. According to the USAID/OFDA WASH Advisor, 
WASH cluster partners have constructed approximately 1,000 latrines 
serving approximately 50,000 people to date, a number expected to 
double in the coming days. 

• According to the American Red Cross, a total of 18 Red Cross Emergency 
Response Units (ERUs) have been activated for the Haiti earthquake 
response, of which eleven have arrived and are operational, delivering 
medical care, clean water, logistics and telecommunications support. 

 
Thursday, 21 January, 2010 
 
~1030: CSG-2 transfers to JTF-H 
 
1039: Henson arrives Haiti. 
 
1145: 4.8 aftershock. 
 
1150: Update on Project Hope support plan for Comfort (also volunteered to 
provide medical manning for EMF-150). 
 
1154: 4.9 aftershock. 
 
1301: Update from BUMED on NGO incorporation efforts (includes sending 
LNOs to SOUTHCOM, interface with Comfort on skill sets needed, and 
coordinating accordingly). 
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1900: UCT-1 begin to arrive in PaP (via 3xC-17; other flights due to arrive 
within 5 hours). 
 
Unspecified Time / General: 

• CHARTS surveys Cap Haitien and Gonaives. 
• Remainder of MDSU personnel arrive on station (3xMDSU-2, 

5xMDSU-1). 
• 45 PAX from NAVELSG SPOD support group have arrived in GTMO 

(55 on stdby at Williamsburg). 
• CRTS arrives at GTMO (87 pax). 
• CSG-1 notes VIN will be at air capacity as long as focusing on air-delivery 

out of GTMO. 
• SS Cornhusker completes onload of JLOTS cargo in Norfolk. 
• Bunker Hill to do Ile de la Gonave survey and relief ops. 
• 22 MEU supporting HADR mission at Cotes de Fer, medical at Lifeline 

Christian Mission (IVO Grande Goave), distribution hub at New Mission 
Compound. 

• 22 MEU continue transfer or CLB ashore, assessment of second landing 
site, supply transfer ops to LZ Mongoose. 

• TF APS supporting HADR at LZ Mongoose, Carrefour, and inbetween. 
• During recon between Jacmel and Cotes-de-Fer, 22 MEU units report that 

U.S. seen as only source of relief and GoH not providing viable relief. 
• FTM Sailors opened road from New Mission to Route 200 by 1100 (lifting 

electric cables). 
• Civil Affairs establishes CMOC on BAT to coordinate for WFP supply and 

delivery to Cotes de Fer; USPHS personnel supporting Grand Goave and 
surrounding areas for public health. 

•  
• Pelikaan due to arrive GTMO tomorrow as a lift of opportunity for MDSU-2 

heavy equipment. 
• COMNAVELSG relieves CSG-2 as CTF-48. 
• CTF-48 notes no medical supplies on-hand. 
• OPNAV has directed EMF to GTMO as part of JLH (this will change). 
• USFF MOC shifts brief from SIPR to NIPR. 
• ~400 photos published to www.navy.mil; Navy Flikr page traffic increased 

600%. 
• USNAVSO asks SOUTHCOM for guidance on interacting with foreign 

navies in the area. 
• Comfort expecting to boat on 240 of 350 more staff, along with 100 

additional translators. 
• EMF-150 begins equipment onload in Yorktown, VA, estimated 

departure 27 Jan. 
• FDPMU completes loading equipment. 
• Noted that with Comfort current on-load rate, will be full in a few 

days (this statement is made frequently). 
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• "Patient encounter" metric confuses people.SOUTHCOM releases 
EXORD MOD 6. 

• JTF-H mentions has had little visibility in south and west of Haiti, so 22 
MEU operating there will be very useful. 

• SOUTHCOM slide on SPOD throughput has a projected look at capacity 
(with a ramp up to 250 TEU/day on 22 Jan, and 1300 by 15 Feb), and 
expected deliveries. APOD (PaP) capacity listed as 28 TEU/day (and 
expected to hit that capacity into foreseeable future). 

• MV Perserverance due in today to deliver fuel system repair equipment 
at Varreux. 

• USCG assets involved in a mix of supporting HA ops, surveillance, 
patrolling. 

• General info: 
o USAR winding down. 
o 30 of 40 FM radio stations up. 
o Power plants undamaged. 
o DLA has purchased 10,000 uniforms for Haiti National Police. 
o Manning levels: Haiti National Police 50%, MINUSTAH 80% 
o U.N. Food and Agricultural Organization notes the need to begin 

planning for growing season, as spring accounts for 60% of Haitian 
agriculture (and concerns over damage to infrastructure and supply 
system). 

 
Friday, 22 January, 2010 
 
~0300: UCT equipment arrives (after UCT passengers). 
 
~1000: OPORD 10-001 signed and released. 
 
1058: USNS 1st LT Jack Lummus arrives on station at PaP. 
 
1300: Lummus lighterage begins to splash (will take 2-3 days to be fully 
operational). 
 
1301: USFF: a "thanks and keep it up" message to staff. Emphasizes the 
enduring mission and will be "much longer than you all think." 
 
1600: SOUTHCOM bumps FDPMU in JOPES for mortuary affairs. 
 
2030: P4 on Social Media from NAVSO goes out (230130Z) -- 
encouragement to use social media to tell story, while being mindful to 
reflect compassion and respect, and not to exploit suffering. 
 
2130: GoH announces Phase I complete (this gets reversed very quickly). U.N. 
Disaster Assessment and Coordination team’s announces a cessation of search 
and rescue operations (some USAR teams continue efforts, however). 
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2313: NAS ARG INCHOP to C4F. 
 
Unspecified Time / General: 

• USNS Sacagawea arrives (with 1674 pallets of HA supplies). 
• CHARTS returns to Nicaragua to resume surveys there. 
• FST-4 embarks NAS. 
• CRTS embarks BAT. 
• Pelikaan on-loads MDSU gear, pax, 39 pallets food, 7 pallets water at 

GTMO. 
• Question arises (again) from JFMCC on belly-button for C2. 
• Lummus also has (from USAID/OFDA) 3,552 kitchen sets to benefit more 

than 17,000 individuals and 400 rolls of plastic sheeting to serve the 
shelter needs of 20,000 individuals, as well as water, fuel, and rubble 
removal equipment. 

• HIG to joint BKH with Ile de la Gonave support. 
• 22 MEU established beach at Grand Goave for rolling stock via LCAC. 
• Preparing GUN for AMCIT hotel service. 
• GUN help to offload Huasteco (Mexican Navy medical ship) via LCM-8. 
• CTH sent 22 MEU assets ashore to Petit Goave Beach; sent crew ashore 

to assist the Hope Estate Clinic (with CAN force) at Red Beach. 
• (Assets are doing general delivery, assistance throughout area). 
• FTM established clinic at Grande Goave, moving equipment to New 

Mission Beach and Grande Goave Beach. 
• CHINFO, USFF, C4F develop layout for social media guidance. 
• Comfort hosted Geraldo Riviera in the morning. 
• EMF-150 onload 20% complete. 
• Comfort receives 100 translators (74 Red Cross, 26 Navy). 
• Noted that Comfort’s 900+ bed capacity is really ~600, with 300 at limited 

utility (top-bunks). 
• CT scanner technician arrives on Comfort. 
• MSC/TRANSCOM developing CONOPS for JLOTS. 
• 747 makes a hard-landing at GTMO, damages engine (probably 

yesterday). Takes up space at APOD while waiting on repairs; C-5s have 
to load on taxway or use smaller craft. 

• Four barges contracted to shuttled between GTMO-PaP. 
• JLH working to remove backlog of equipment and personnel. 
• Additional personnel and MHE arrived for APOD and SPOD support at 

JLH-GTMO. 
• Ambassador briefs during SOUTHCOM morning brief on HACC. 
• Somebody (at SOUTHCOM?) comments "In transit visibility lost due 

to improper load procedures." 
• SOUTHCOM requests a Strategic Communication Line of Operation. 
• SOUTHCOM requests better picture of logistical flow; also with JTF-

H, emphasizes getting a grasp on "needs vs. wants." 
• JTF-H wants an assessment of every medical facility. 
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• ARSOUTH MIGOPS ADVON due to arrive at GTMO. 
• APOD at Baharona opens. 
• PSU ADVON arrives. 
• USCGC Oak marking harbor. 
• Seeing a general shift to JTF-H making more of the decisions. 
• General info: 

o Cellular networks at 80% (with more cell towers on the way). 
o Public markets opening, estimated at less than 50% of pre-

earthquake activity. 
o Reports of "pro-U.S." demonstrations, Haitians throwing rocks at 

U.N. 
o Concerns of U.S. (military?) charging ahead and not playing well 

with others. 
o GoH providing free bus transport of displaced persons out of PaP 

(reported that over 130,000 have already been moved through this 
method). 

 
Saturday, 23 January, 2010 
 
0054: GoH informs Ambassador that it has not ceased search and rescue. 
 
~0900: NAS ARG/MEU arrive. 
 
1821: Note that JTF-H has stood up HACC in PaP to improve coordination. 
USNAVSO sent out P4 last night to commanders on importance, but also proper 
use of social media. 
 
Unspecified Time / General: 

• MDSU-1 on station PaP (arrive from GTMO via Pelikaan). 
• Henson begins multi-beam surveys. 
• CTH departs for GTMO for supplies (in the evening). 
• (UND 800M N of Comfort for hot pumps) 
• BKH conducted aerial survey near Pointe-a-Raquettes and found 45,000 

Haitian citizens in need of supplies; provided engineering, MEDEVAC, and 
rations to over 1,000. 

• BAT RAS with SAC, receives 470 pallets of HADR supplies, and 32,000 
gallons of potable water. 

• Grasp adds Lafiteu to list of ports to survey, RAS with SAC. 
• GUN continues to support operations at Killick; transferred 34 Mexican 

doctors and nurses from Huasteco to clinic. Note a transition from acute 
phase to maintenance/reconstruction ashore. 

• FTM LCM8 helps transport CAN sailors ashore for medical work (GG); 
SAM at New Mission to clear collapsed site; temporary housing; medical 
team to GG alongside Doctors w/o Borders at New Life Christian Ministry 
(as well as CTH medical team, while CTH going to GTMO). 
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• 22 MEU forces link up with Japanese SDF at PaP APOD; have 
established 4 hubs ashore. CA working with local NGOs in AO. 

• 24 MEU IVO on St. Marc, refined plans for insertion of teams into N Haiti 
for 24 Jan; medical triaged 5 HN; ACE assist w/ MEDEVAC to GTMO. 
Due to work w/ Argentine forces on ground as well. 

• 22 MEU forces mention using social media to locate areas of need. 
• 22 MEU Weapons Co transfers ashore to GG Beach. 
• Statement made that Williams (with EMF) will depart 25 Jan and 

arrive 29 Jan; in fact departs 28 Jan, arrives 31 Jan). 
• Three different sources report PaP's sea port capacity as 100, 200, and 

250 TEUs per day. Also widely reported as "at 30% capacity." 
• JLH APOD capacity stated as 800 pallets per 24 hours, and SPOD at 900 

pallets (or 4800 tons, 240 FEUs) per 24 hours. 
• C4F emphasizes to staff that need to start thinking about 

redeployment of forces. 
• C4F estimates that second hospital ship or EMF would only give JTF-H 

another week or two at most; best solution would be to improve Haiti 
hospitals. 

• JTF-H expresses desire for JLOTS, but not ELCAS. Later mentioned that 
ELCAS could be used at GTMO, but SOUTHCOM nixes. 

• JTF-H makes a statement that EMF will be arriving in 2 days [which is 
nowhere near the case], but still won't be enough. Re-iterates 
Comfort will be full in 4 days. Re-states that have no feel for medical 
requirement. 

• JTF-H states that distribution pipe is in place, just no feel for the 
requirement; need visibility on international community capability 
and capacity. 

• Discussions begin in earnest on WFP surge. 
• JTF FRAGO sets VIN as air control authority for helos in area. 
• JTF-H had to delay deployment of 24 MEU because GoH not 

comfortable with yet. 
• SOUTHCOM presses for visibility into decision making process on slot 

availability at PaP APOD. 
• SOUTHCOM approaching decision on whether to cancel Petersburg 

OPDS (31 Jan?). JTF-H looking to cancel it. 
• FRAGO 002 on social media released. 
• Initial discussions on whether to shift to Phase II (this will not 

officially happen, despite much confusion, until 05 February). 
• NCAGS to move forward to coordinate white shipping. 
• Inspection of Thor terminal complete. Owner has a non-government repair 

contract in place. 
• WFP has distributed nearly 1.2 million rations to earthquake-affected 

populations. 
• 2/82 ABN all arrived. But then identified another 400 pers needed. 
• Cash (for banks) due to arrive ~0300L; bank openings delayed until today. 
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• Reports of children missing from hospitals, increases concern over human 
trafficking. 

• AFSOUTH looking to get PaP air port back to Haitian control by 25 Jan. 
• PSU 407 arriving. 
• USCGC Legare providing waterborne security for JLOTS until PSU stood 

up. 
• Pan-American Health Organization (PAHO) reported the presence of a 

total of 150 operating health facilities, including 46 facilities with surgical 
capacity. An additional two floating hospitals with helicopter transport 
capacities—the USNS Comfort and a Mexican hospital ship—and 
approximately 11 mobile clinics are currently operational in Port-au-Prince, 
according to the USAID/DART. 

 
Sunday, 24 January, 2010 
 
0800: CTH arrives GTMO. 
 
1530: BHN underway from JAX. 
 
1654: ~5.0 magnitude aftershock. 
 
2115: 4.7 magnitude aftershock. 
 
Unspecified Time / General: 

• BAT brings up issue about its bandwidth allocation not being optimal for 
NIPR focus (this gets fixed w/in a day or two). 

• UND has sent "20 sailors daily" as working party ashore at Killick -- but 
only mentions it this day. 

• CTH arrived at GTMO, loading w/ tents (338) and cots (5000), and pallets 
of supplies (525). 

• BAT ARG/MEU assets continue to help transfer material from ship to 
shore (including Hausteco), delivery food to villages, support clinics, 
coordinate with local organizations. 

• On expectation of Project Handclasp and Operation Blessing materials 
(probably from CTH at GTMO), FTM sends team ashore to identify 
potential distribution sites. 

• (Note the four hubs at New Missions compound, UN compound in Legone, 
GG, and PG). 

• 24 MEU in vicinity of Anse-a-Galets for planning; did assessments on four 
cities (Mirebalais, Hinche, Belladere, Saint Marc); medical supplies for 
local hospital only identified requirement in Saint Marc. 

• EMF-150 on-load reported at 58% complete. 
• Comfort begins to out-process patients (with help of USAID). 
• Engine change on 747 complete at GTMO. 
• FST (survey team) finished survey of Killick pier and approach. 
• MSOC (comms van) ashore and being set up for CTF-42 comms. 
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• Esperanza offloading (Greenpeace; bedding), Siroco (via LCU), Pelikaan 
(via onboard crane), and Cartagena de India (small boat xfer to Red Cross 
trucks); all break-bulk, highlights need for containerized shipping. 

• Grasp adds Killick Coast Guard Station to list of surveys. 
• JFMCC wants to get HIG out soon. C4F points out it's up to CJTF-H 

to decide when to redeploy, so CJFMCC offers to speak w/ CJTF-H. 
• Navy sends "a number of officers" to JTF-H to represent Navy capabilities. 
• JLH to promulgate CONOPS for GTMO<-->Haiti barge-lift scheme 
• JLH notes that APOD only at 40% of capacity, but still getting more 

handling equipment in. 
• JTF-H notes that they need to start shifting from crisis to sustainment 

operations. 
• WFP surge ("Flood") CONOPS presented at SOUTHCOM brief. 
• 24 MEU to be tasked with recon in northern area, coordinating with 

MINUSTAH, USAID, NGOs; establish QRF (platoon sized) to respond 
throughout JOA. 

• Push the Petersburg OPDS decision (to at least 31 Jan, but appears to 
actually happen ~25 Jan). 

• Heavy emphasis on avoiding large footprint. 
• SOUTHCOM identifies 2 units needed (may be first example of a 

direct 'pull' other than just staff) -- quartermaster supply company 
and maintenance company. 

• SOUTHCOM tasks ARSOUTH for assessment of migration operations 
(triggers, response). 

• San Isidro air field now open for military aircraft. 
• "A majority of Haitians view U.S. as in charge of the country" (unclear 

origin of this assessment). 
• Reports of no backlogs of AMCITs to evacuate at Embassy (over 12,000 

evacuated at this point; evacuations will continue). 
• Intel assesses current fuel supplies as sufficient until port capacity 

restored. (NGOs report that fuel supplies no longer a concern, as WFP 
can provide fuel to organizations upon request). 

• Seeing a movement from bottles of water to bulk; also a re-establishment 
of the normal water distribution system. 

 
Monday, 25 January, 2010 
 
0257: Last arrival of PSU assets. Expect operational 26 Jan. 
 
0604: SOUTHCOM update to CJCS: still no clear medical requirement, but 
concerned capacity exceeds requirements (especially post-op recovery). 
 
0620: DEPORD for CBMU (251120Z). 
 
0624: DEPORD for NASARG and 24 MEU (251124Z). 
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0626: CJCS asks if Mercy needed 
 
~0730: CTH departs GTMO for PaP, VERTREP w/ SAC, arrives PaP late in day. 
 
0817: SOUTHCOM sense is Mercy not needed. Biggest need is capacity on 
ground (facility, people, supplies) for short and long-term recovery. 
 
1030: Higgins departs. 
 
1232: C4F notes that the JTF-Medical idea will develop, evolve; currently medical 
C2 a bit ambiguous. 
 
2000: Half of FDPMU departs Norfolk (air). 
 
2108: USFF gets word on no need for Mercy. 
 
Unspecified Time / General: 

• 22 MEU forces continue phasing ashore, supporting flow of material, 
establishing logistic hubs. Inserted Recon into Dano for assessment 
based on open source reporting. 

• 24 MEU continues assessments in northern Haiti (Fort Liberte (UN 
presence, minimal earthquake issues), Grand Saline (1 patient that 
exceeded capabilities, did MEDEVAC)); commenced HA and medical 
assistance on Anse-a-Galets. 

• BAT (begins?) sailor ashore missions at Grand Goave with 2 local 
missions. LCAC doing beach survey at PG 

• Grasp adds Gonaive main terminal and Saint Marc main terminal to 
survey list. 

• GUN is providing shuttle for Huasteco doctors and nurses at Killick (and 
continues to help bring supplies off of the ship - food, water, beds, and 
blankets). 

• FTM providing transport for CAN medical team to and from Vimy beach 
• 24 MEU notes that it has significant capabilities and is prepared for more 

extensive tasking (reported for next 3 days). 
• DRT clears Highway 200 from New Mission to Grand Goave. 
• EMF-150 on-load complete (Williams). 
• Note that EMF arrival time has slide to 30 January. 
• Shifted to Killick as primary patient pickup (no patients waiting at TV). 
• Requirement for NAVELSG equipment at JLH validated; awaiting TPFDD 

assignment for lift. 
• At JLH, visibility on inbound NGO humanitarian relief supplies 

continues to be a challenge. 
• Last MAST pallet (4 of 4) arrives today. 
• Pelikaan arrives and loads most of remaining HADR material on-hand 

(approx 292 pallets, "191 water, 121 food"). Departs that night. 
• Lummus offload ~80% complete; all Navy lighterage afloat and operational. 
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• Making preparations for South Pier repair. 
• USCGC Oak managing port traffic. 
• JFMCC mentions that HS-11 assets are due at Fallon for training in 3 

weeks. First offers suggestion of offloading helo assets (GTMO). 
• NAVSO notes that physical EMF stuff is ready to go, but not the personnel. 

Unclear who is in charge of this process, suggests may indicate need for 
medical flag officer. 

• C4F/NAVSO does first manpower OPT and identifies 18 personnel for 
early release. 

• DJC2 up and running today, with units beginning move in later in day. 
• A synchronization issue (or how the situation changed): JTF-H mentions 

that water purification assets no longer needed, in same brief that 
SOUTHCOM mentions that water purification units have (finally) arrived. 

• JTF-H notes cancellation of Petersburg; "24 MEU decision" is 
awaiting SECDEF decision. 

• SOUTHCOM indicates not in favor of using/needing EMF. 
• Discussions on how to resource a 5000-bed hospital. 
• Discussions on defining the end state and where operations will be in 30 

days. 
• LCUs 2001, 2004, 2005 (Army) have all arrived PaP. 

o LCU 2004, 2005 due in w/ MHE for 7th Sustainment Brigade. 
• WFP moving all food via trucks. 
• GoH National Directorate of Potable and Sanitation states additional water 

purification capacity not desired. 
• A number of Haitian migrants are found landing in the Bahamas. They had 

been island-hopping since before the earthquake. 
• 2 more US USAR teams depart, leaving 2 US USAR teams in country. 
• "2 BCT ABN treated 815 victims" (in last 24 hours). 

 
 
 
Tuesday, 26 January, 2010 
 
1114: Noble Shirley cancelled (NAS ARG/MEU exercise in Med). 
 
1130: Other half of FDPMU departs Norfolk (air). 
 
1315: SS Cape May underway from Norfolk. 
 
1844: OPNAV DEPORD (262344Z) for: 

• Intel planning team (8 pax, to SOUTHCOM) 
• Knowledge Management Team (33 pax) 
• 1 x real estate team 
• Joint Program Integration Office (30 joint pax) 
• Debris SMEs (3 pax) 
• FENST-M (15 pax) 
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• Medical augment for VIN (6 pax) 
 
1855: South Pier closed due to additional cracks found (weren't found in level 1 
inspection due to marine growth); [will be open again by 29 Jan after further 
assessment]. 
 
~1900: BHN back near PaP. 
 
Unspecified Time / General: 

• Underwood and Fleet Survey Team conduct survey operations (LaFiteau). 
• Henson begins HSL surveys of channel and anchorages. 
• NOR: survey team via RHIB to Grande Vida (pop ~1000; this may be 

Boden) on W end of Gonave Island. Met w/ town leaders, coord helo and 
RHIB delivery of food, water, med. HSL 46.3 xported media, soldiers, food, 
water, supplies throughout JOA and 2 MEDEVAC to Comfort. 

• 22 MEU forces continuing site assessments, unit tasking with HACC 
priorities, transfer of HADR supplies at hubs, planning for WFP surge 
support. 

• 24 MEU conducts assessment of Corail, Aquin, Beaumont (W of PG), 
medical resupply of Hinche, hospital assessment and medical assistance 
in Baraderes, Anse-a-Veau, and  Miragoane (S. Claw), medical assistance 
in Anse-a-Galet. 

• BAT continues sailor ashore missions, working with local nationals to clear 
debris, evaluate infrastructure and conduct repairs. 

• Salvage teams are expanding the areas for safe navigation in the PaP 
harbor; tanker offloading 9,300 bbl LPG (or maybe 3,000; of 25k total) at 
Thor; Varreaux diesel line repair testing was satisfactory (tanker Iver 
Progress due to transfer 200k bbl petroleum in a few days). 

• CTH resumes efforts (MREs to LZs Panther, Mongoose; COMREL and 
medical ashore to Hope Estate Clinic). 

• 22 MEU assets coordinating delivery of Operation Blessing supplies, 
assessing potential distribution sites, engaging local leaders and NGOs. 

• BHK at La Gonave and Gros Mangle 
• NMCB 7 began receiving fill at proposed JLOTS site at PaP main terminal 

facility. 
• MDSU removes two vehicles near LCU ramp (Red Beach ONE), PaP 

main terminal, and reposition another submerged vessel in same area (i.e. 
a wreck, to get it out of the way w/o pulling it up). 

• CSG-1 begins to shift responsibilities (to NOR, BAT) in preparation 
for departure. 

• Starting to hear more discussions about VIN departure; also hearing that 
24 MEU release date may be ~09 Feb; also a possibility that 1-star USMC 
may be put in place for MEUs 

• USMC forces have 3 slides in morning update brief. Navy forces have  0. 
• Comfort -- new process started ashore for regulation and flight 

coordination; results in slower day for medical on ship. 
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• Project Hope to augment Comfort with 29 Critical Care Nurses. 
• According to the Pan American Health Organization (PAHO), the GoH 

Ministry of Health (MoH) is shifting response focus from emergency 
surgical care to primary health care and hygiene promotion. 

• USAID/OFDA slide says "Comfort seen >14,300 patients by Jan 26." 
[value is way off]. 

• At port, initial throughput of 250 was reduced to 100 containers per day. 
• JLH has seen light inbound traffic but heavy outbound sealift (means little 

on-hand). 
• JLH notes a 1,000-bed berthing barge due in ~10 Feb (gets turned off). 
• CTF-48 beginning planning for backfill. 
• Discussions on comprehensive plan for rubble removal. 
• SOUTHCOM holds offline discussion on MIGOPS. 
• WFP surge (15M rations) to start o/a 28 Jan. 
• General note in the need for surgery tapering off (though later, Ministry of 

Health will estimate ~4-6k, though others estimate more ~1k). 
• Noted that ~200 NGOs centered around PaP, all vying for their spot to 

help. 
• General info: 

o Cities that were not largely affected by the quake are starting to feel 
stress from sudden increases by IDPs. 

o Rumors of UN and HNP members selling relief supplies on the 
black market. 

o Estimated ~5,000 prisoners escaped prison because of the 
earthquake. 

o Many various reports from all across on the stabilization of the 
water situation. 

o Rumors that gangs in PaP are afraid of the Marines. 
o Haiti Ambassador requests end to air drops. 
o GoH desires work-food program. 
o USAID notes that "dry rations are now acceptable to the 

population." 
 
Wednesday, 27 January, 2010 
 
1122: SS Cornhusker State underway from Norfolk. 
 
1626: M/V Huakai underway from Ft. Eustis. 
 
Unspecified Time / General: 

• NMCB 7 arrives PaP (equipment due to arrive first week of Feb; but 
the equipment never makes it). 

• Lummus offload completed. 
• Arrival of Williams now delayed to 31 Jan. 
• Underwood continues survey ops; flight operations (food, pax, MEDEVAC). 
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• Normandy survey team via RHIB to Point a Pierrot (SW end of Gonave 
Island); met w/ local populace and coord delivery of food, water and 
limited medical (no doc present). HSL 46.3 did 15 MEDEVACs and xfer 
military, med pers and media throughout JOA. 

• Pallets for Operation Blessing accidentally transferred from SAC to BAT 
(along with engineer and press), due for delivery to PaP APOD and 
specific person. Becomes very hard for BAT to properly discharge cargo 
while keeping all parties informed. 

• GUN can provide 200 berthing for Comfort folks (but somebody notes that 
GUN is next in queue to go). 

• BAT does stern-gate marriage w/ LCU 2000; drops MREs to LZs 
Mongoose and Firebird (IVO PG and GG); transfer supplies to New 
Mission, Hope Estate Clinic. 

• 22 MEU holds commander's meeting to develop a framework to enable 
success of UN and NGOs during and after transition of primary efforts. 

• Civil Affairs attends "significant" NGO meeting in Léogâne. 
• 24 MEU continues aerial assessments (S. claw, SE of PaP near DOMREP 

border). 
• Henson complete with surveys (? 42 slide says still doing surveys); 

discussion of releasing ~31 Jan. 
• Expect kickoff of WFP surge on 31 Jan. 
• USFF Surgeon arrives Mayport, FL for further movement into Haiti. 
• Local JAX media covers the 29 Project Hope doctors and nurses 

embarking on C-2. 
• C4F looks for ways to compress timelines (such as for EMF). 
• JFMCC plans to put 4x53 to BAT, 2x53 to GTMO, and 4x60 to BAT. 
• JFMCC units have assessed that majority of Grand Goave is "completely 

destroyed." 
• 50% on level 2 inspection of South Pier piles. 
• FST embarks UND to survey area of Lafiteau with focus on approaches 

and pier depths of Les Moulins D'Haiti and Cimentierie Nationale. 
• Comfort got 13 of 38 critical care nurses on before sunset; the rest are at 

APOD and will arrive in morning. 
• Comfort reports a shift in patients (more to "Phase II"). 
• JTF-Port Opening  is currently using 2 x Red Beach to receive LCUs.  In 

addition, Military Sealift Command is sending a crane ship to assist with 
Lift-On-Liftoff operations ISO JLOTS.  ETA 2-3 days. 

• JLH working with Army to use HSVs and empty barges to support ground 
ops; looking to link with JTF-H J4 for better picture on how can support. 

• JLH working to get cots to Comfort. 
• JLH receives more cargo handlers for SPOD ops (44 pers). 
• (Overnight, 26/27) Reported that 1000 Haitians are near the port. JTF-H 

contacted MINUSTAH and JFMCC, VIN sent 2 helos to overfly but saw no 
crowd. Probable hoax (example of another hoax is a kidnapping claim). 

• GoH, MoH estimating 10k surgical cases, but other organizations say 3-6k. 
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• JTF-H discusses time-length of EMF (10-14 days) and broaches 
need/idea of 5k hospital. 

• JTF-H notes weakness of distribution system because not consistent 
locations and such. 

• JTF-H notes that units are seeing a push for rubble removal; doing so 
only for mobility purposes [though eventually 2/82nd does as full mission]. 

• ~194 Haitians intercepted near TCI. 
• General notes: 

o "Overwhelming atmospherics from Haitians in several locations 
indicates the GoH has very little credibility remaining." 

o 1300 Brazilian troops en route (MINUSTAH total will then be 12,651, 
which includes 1850 law enforcement). 

o Morning SOUTHCOM brief shifts 1 hour later; afternoon 
USNAVSO brief shifts 1 hour earlier. 

 
Thursday, 28 January, 2010 
 
0614: USNS PFC Dewayne T. Williams underway from Norfolk. 
 
Unspecified Time / General: 

• SAC departs for turnover with LNC. 
• Normandy: air surveillance and ready deck for refueling helos; this week, 

did 4 survey and re-supply missions (Petit Trou de Nippes; Anse a Veau; 
boden; Point a Pierrot), delivering 700 gal water, 1800 rations rice, 900 
portions dehydr soup, 260 MREs and large qty medical. HSL 46.3 flown 
50 sorties (100+ hrs), distro'd 700 cases water, 1000 cases food, 8000 
pounds parts, 217 mil pers, 10 UN workers, 40 media, and >50 
MEDEVACs 

• Normandy: "The Canadian, French, Mexican, Italian, Columbian, and 
Dutch navies all have assets in the area, but have had little interaction 
with them with the exception of sharing the Link 11 picture with the 
Canadians" 

• LCU 2004 arrives GTMO for fueling and provisions (will onload pallets of 
food and water as a lift of opportunity for xfer to BAT; will leave 29 Jan). 

• 24 MEU providing JLC LSA Security near PaP; secured HLZ near 
Mome Merlin; picked up rations from PaP APOD and delivered to WFP 
personnel. 

• VIN and BAT cross deck aircraft (4x60s and 2x53s; 4 more 53s will go to 
GTMO); BAT continues with sailor ashore missions. 

• Example of misc activities: GUN doing Killick linen laundry; hosting USA 
surgical team overnight and xport to/from beach; helping with Columbian 
surgical facility. 

• CTH does stern-gate marriage w/ LCU 2005 (to offload tents, cots for 7SB 
at PaP); sent last MREs ashore to New Mission. 

• 22 MEU FCE returns to BAT; re-engage at Dano (recon team). 
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• 24 MEU being used more as reserve or ancillary because of approaching 
end date (~8 Feb). 

• 22 MEU notes that forces are seeing activities very close to "Phase III." 
• MDSU completed clearing underwater obstructions IVO Red Beach 1. 
• Divers (UCT, MDSU, Army) completed level 2 inspection of South Piers 

(report on 30 Jan). 
• Discussion of GUN being around 2 weeks, and "AFRICOM stuff" being 

written off. 
• MEX LST ship did not need help with offload (but Huasteco-class did, and 

2 more expected). 
• Comfort working on critical supply issues (3 x-ray machines, and 

orthopedic supplies). 
• USFF Surgeon arrives on Comfort. 
• Comfort "still treating critically ill, but an increase in treatment of non 

life-threatening injuries." 
• Continue to refine and improve triage (aside from Terminal Verreux, also 

University Hospital and University of Miami Hospital). 
• C4F looks to provide JTF-H with information to help decision points, and 

that clearly articulate trade-offs. 
• Mention of BKH leaving with VIN. 
• JTF-H notes that Henson is done with surveys, thus recommends release. 
• JTF-H staff at 62% based on JMD (247 of 397). 
• Statement made that "lines of commercial transportation are open, and 

CVN helos are no longer efficient means of transporting aid." 
• Statements made at SOUTHCOM that not expect to use EMF-150, but 

looking at tent city instead. 
• SOUTHCOM notes that they need deeper understanding of what's going 

on, that no agency is pulling everything together. 
• Decision point tomorrow on EMF [this won't happen until it arrives]. 
• SOUTHCOM asks for APOD/SPOD trends in order to know whether to 

keep them open or not. 
• Israeli deployed medical unit departs Haiti and returns to Israel, met by 

Prime Minister Netanyahu (see International Response). 
• General info: 

o GoH postpones February elections. 
o Haitian man with knife attacks female Marine, she fends him off. 
o MINUSTAH reports 81 members dead, 27 injured, and 50 

unaccounted. 
o USAID cancelling MRE requests because beneficiaries want (and 

are prepared for) dry rations. 
o Crowley M/V Marcajama has arrived with nearly 700,000 MRE. 

 
Friday, 29 January, 2010 
 
0930: Iver Progress moors at Thor and begins offload of bulk petroleum. 
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1330: LCU 2004 departs GTMO for PaP after onloading supplies. 
 
1425: Discussion on release of VIN, BKH -- recommendation from SOUTHCOM 
to CJCS. Want to xfer 6 53s and 4 60s to BAT and keep 2 E2s. Already xfered 
air control authority and will xfer other responsibilities. Just need strat comm to 
focus on its ability for 'immediate response'... 
 
Unspecified Time / General: 

• SS Cape May arrives PaP. 
• Henson released, but will not depart until 31 January. 
• Normandy: air surveillance in OPAREA Buick; plan to return to Boden. 

HSL 46.3 conducting FCF of CUTLASS 473 after Phase B maintenance. 
• MSRON (FTM) boat PMC with transmission issues; troubleshooting. 
• 24 MEU (BLT B Co doing LSA security in PaP, C Co doing HLZ security in 

Mome Merline with food distro; ACE is providing LSA security support, 
and CLB is supporting planning for Carrefour). 

• PAOs coordinate proposed press release for VIN and BKH departure. 
• USFF Surgeon on board w/ JTF-H and working long-term medical 

solution. 
• Comfort no longer reports medical statistics in SITREPs. This change 

comes on the tail of a (second) SITREP that somehow shows a 
consecutive decline in the total number of surgeries performed. 

• Comfort working on system to ensure that it gets earthquake-related 
victims (seeing a general shift toward 'normal' medical needs). 

• From JFMCC: "JTF-H thinks Navy is best suited to take on improvement 
of medical capability ashore long-term." 

• PaP sea port widely reported at "30% capacity" and able to do 200 TEU 
per day. 

• NMCB 7 did site prep for camp expansion of LSA (for both NMCB7 and 
7SB). 

• JTF-PO working w/ CTF-48 to see if ships w/ break bulk can be 
containerized at GTMO and then shipped to PaP via barges (in order to 
avoid clogging the PaP offload points). 

• Slow offload of Caribbean Pride break bulk at Varreux "causing increased 
tension;" 

• LCU 2004 onloads HADR supplies (at GTMO) for transfer to BAT (44 
pallets water, 63 pallets food, 10 pallets body bags). 

• Sustainment barge arrived at GTMO and offloading - exploring use of. 
Note that barge capacity might be in excess. 

• JTF-H estimates a week away from Phase II (requirements: all 15 WFP 
DPs up and running, and a certain level of JTF-H on ground). 

• SOUTHCOM J8 makes first attempt at assessment framework.  
• SOUTHCOM notes waffling on MIGOPS, wants daily update on progress 

for awhile. 
• SOUTHCOM notes a lagging on medical and food distro: the need is 

greater than what we're doing. 
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• 4 soldiers attacked by looters. 
• 2/82nd and Canadian forces get their own slides on the SOUTHCOM 

morning update brief. 
• 10 missionaries arrested at DOMREP border trying to get 33 Haitian 

orphans across. 
• General Info: 

o GoH efforts to clear rubble are underway. 
o AFSOUTH expects return of commercial air to PaP 19 Feb. 
o WFP surge to start 31 January (accurate). 

 
Saturday, 30 January, 2010 
 
0740: Huakai arrives PaP (Varreux) and offloads military cargo (450 tons), 
166 pax, and 5,000 MREs; heads to GTMO. 
 
Unspecified Time / General: 

• (Caribe Pioneer and Elsbeth II should arrive at GTMO, empty). 
• Normandy: air surveillance of OPAREA Buick; sent survey team via RHIB 

to Boden (W end of Gonave Island); coord delivery of 15k portions of rice 
and beans via VERTREP. HSL 46.3 continued with FCF (on CTL 473) and 
delivered food with CTL 475 

• GUN does offload of Columbian Cartegena de Indie (170 tons HA cargo). 
• 24 MEU conducts recon of Carrefour in preparation for insert for HADR 

ops. 
• NCIS agents (9 pers) transfer to FTM. 
• FTM medical team preparing new site (Mayte Village). 
• CTH sends remaining HADR supplies ashore to PG; onloads w/ LCU 

2001. 
• 24 MEU CLB prepares for construction of Interim Aftercare Facility (will 

be near Carrefour). 
• Plans for 22 MEU to backfill 24 MEU at Carrefour upon their departure. 
• TF-APS related near Carrefour, establishing CMOC. 
• Salvage and hydrographic survey tasks complete. 
• Reassessment of South Pier shows not as bad as originally thought, re-

opened. 
• JTF-PO meets with PaP port authority and local managers to discuss 

establishing a cooperative to maximize operations. 
• At Varreaux, Caribbean Pride offloaded 166 pallets today, ~50% complete. 
• MDSU does underway ship husbandry dives to straighten bent screws on 

LCU 2005. 
• JLH preparing to send air cargo team and equipment to PaP APOD; two 

barges (Elsb II and Caribe) awaiting tasking. Allie B set to arrive 31 Jan. 
• Comfort experiences sudden and unexpected death of a 13 month-old 

Haitian child, a story that the media picks up on. 
• French assets to help with patient transfer from Comfort (did DLQ to 

certify). 
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• PAHO and USAID working to do hospital surveillance and assessments at 
12 hospitals in PaP. 

• USNAVSO notes recommendation was not to employ EMF-150. 
• USNAVSO notes that starting to see pushback or cancellation of assets. 
• Late discussions about GUN departing around 14 Feb. 
• 24 MEU release decision by 7 Feb (SOUTHCOM wants done by 3 Feb). 
• JTF-H mentions turn-off of berthing barge. 
• Still note "pending decision" of EMF-150 (Williams due in tomorrow). 
• General Info: 

o 24 AEG working on construction of 1500 man tent city (LSA). 
o 24 AEG, 3 ESC, and French forces get update slides in 

SOUTHCOM morning update brief. 
 
Sunday, 31 January, 2010 
 
1030: Allie B/Memphis Bridge arrives GTMO. 
 
1540: Williams arrives at PaP (EMF, CBMU 202 on board). 
 
1900: USS Henson departs JOA. 
 
2131: Begin recompression treatment of Haitian diver on Grasp (done by 2 Feb). 
 
 
Unspecified Time / General: 

• UND notes xfer of FST team (to Henson). 
• Huakai shifts to GTMO, has to CASREP #3 main engine. 
• NAVFAC Forward Engineering Support Team (FEST-M) arrives. 
• Normandy: air surveillance in OPAREA Buick; sent survey team via RHIB 

to Pointe Latanier (W end of Gonave Island, ~4000 pop), which has been 
cut off from supplies; delivered 6k portions rice via RHIB. HSL 46.3 
continued with FCF on CTL 473 (rotor track and balance issues since 
started FCF on 29 FEB; expect done 02 FEB) 

• Normandy: CSG-2 asked when NOR would need to depart JOA in 
order to complete all pre-deployment reqts prior to sailing with HST CSG 
later in Spring; provided info (o/a 17 FEB should be okay) 

• 24 MEU preparing to run distro point #16 at Carrefour; also assessment 
of Les Cayes (S. Side of S. Claw). 

• The ~14 Feb redeployment date for GUN is stated to be a "no-later-than 
marker," as opposed to an actual SOUTHCOM decision. 

• 22 MEU Recon conducts assessment near Trouin (mountainous area 
south of GG). 

• GUN notes "developing phased approach for transferring operations to 
local control." 

• GUN completed well pump operation. 
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• TF-APS commences RIP with 24 MEU at Carrefour (note ~300 
organizations have registered at CMOC); assess that locals have little 
respect for mayor. 

• Reference: BLT3/2 at GG Beach, K Co at NMB, Weapons Co at GG 
Beach, CBL22 and PG, at GG Beach, TFAPS (CE) at NMB, TFAPS 
(GCQ) at Carrefour. 

• Unit in area assess that activity back to pre-quake levels in PG, GG, 
and Léogâne, aside from infrastructure damage and lack of shelter. 

• Gold Beach open, "north of the destroyed container terminal." 
• Vessel traffic control transferred to Cornhusker State (USCGLANT 

MTSRU on board). 
• USA 689th Rapid Port Opening Element arrived; will assume APN yard 

shoreside vehicle traffic operations. 
• NMCB 7 work at LSA (PaP is ~75% complete). 
• GoH Port authorities and private port owners agreed "in principle" to work 

together to leverage capabilities to handle both relief cargo and 
commercial cargo. 

• Williams arrives in PaP with no sail orders (and pending EMF decision), 
but has pax and parts bound for GTMO. 

• LCU 2004 departed GTMO. Expect LCU 2011(?) tomorrow (to take air det 
over to PaP by 3 Feb?). 

• Expeditionary NMCI arrives GTMO, FOC tomorrow. 
• Comfort focusing on patient offload. 
• A stigma is developing that US will take off limbs of the injured 

(unclear the source of this info). 
• FTM notes that no patients came by at New Life Ministry mission 

(mission doctors say no 'emergent need' to keep all clinics in GG open). 
• Construction on IAF begins. 
• General Info: 

o WFP surge starts today at 9 of 16 sites. 
o DIGICEL reports 100% connectivity in PaP area. 
o GoH agrees to limit planned settlements to no more than 10,000 

residents each. 
o USAID states a camp established on DOMREP border to repatriate 

14,000 Haitians who left for medical care. 
o Gangs starting to re-assert territory (Cite Soleil). 

 
Monday, 01 February, 2010 
 
1034: transfer/release of VIN (and BKH) begins 
 
1145: SOUTHCOM FRAGO 19 release of CSG-1, VIN, BKH (011745Z). 
 
1230: C4F reports VIN and BKH released by JTF-H and TACON to C4F. 
 
1600: VIN MOVEREP estimated time of departure from PaP (012100Z FEB 10) 
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Unspecified Time / General: 

• VIN departs. 
• BKH departs. 
• San Diego (PACFLT) CODs return to San Diego today, will have 2 left 

in JAX and 2 in GTMO. 
• CSG-2 relieves CSG-1 as JFMCC/CTF41. 
• 24 MEU stands-up quick response force. 
• CTH offload to New Mission Beach, HADR support on land with LCU 2004, 

COMREL ashore. 
• 24 MEU B Co at LSA. Continuing ops at Carrefour (A Co and Wps Co 

manning WFP Distro Point #1 w/ Sri Lankan; making preps for #16, which 
will open tomorrow). CLB supported BLTS and constructed 25 of 50 tents 
(for IAF); aerial recce of camps in Carrefour. 

• 24 MEU takes over from 22 MEU, TF-APS in Carrefour. 
• GUN clearing a trench to drain an LZ (soccer field), plus continuing HA, 

transport of pax, CMOC assistance, etc. 
• FTM team starts new clinic at Mayte Village. Of 164 patients, only one had 

earthquake-related issues (and no MEDEVAC needed). 
• Cape May offload ~75% complete (Navy INLS and lighterage; should be 

done tomorrow). 
• Note that staging area (PaP) can hold ~2000 TEUs. 
• Mention MDSU not needed anymore, time to consider redeploying. 
• Daily port meeting up to 50 attendees. 
• American Trader (first commercial cargo) moored along north face to 

begin offloading 366 TEUs, will also upload 500 empties. (**Goes back to 
going into the MOC to figure out if the ship was American Trader or 
something else; was not on display, had no idea). 

• UCT-1 began setup of dive station and repair equipment (for pier repair). 
• NMCB 7 done at LSA PaP. Now on "site improvements" (20% complete, 

estimated completion 5 Feb). Supporting site expansion of LSA 
(unimproved roads, LZ, bed-down sites). 

• Caribe Pioneer and Elsbeth II depart GTMO for PaP (2 all-terrain 
forktrucks for 'seabasing efforts IVO PaP'). 

• CUSFF begins visit in GTMO, JOA. 
• JTF-H has decided not to keep EMF, but will keep some of the 

personnel. 
• JTF-H mentions starting to look at Phase III, needing to think about 

transition and avoiding unnecessary stuff (esp. if costly to undo); later, 
mentions that have not been looking too much at police, just aware for 
perspective -- but, this begs the question of how can one avoid costly 
decisions without clarity of actually looking at something like the police? 

• SOUTHCOM begins focus on ESC. 
• SOUTHCOM emphasizes getting away from VOCO and back to normal 

process (in particular reference to 3D ESC). 
• General info: 
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o ~300 LN breach security at Varreux in an attempt to loot the USAID 
barge. 

o 20 armed men attack UN aid convoy (warning shots fired, no 
casualties). 

 
Tuesday, 02 February, 2010 
 
1400: Huakai fixed engine. En route JAX. 
 
2100: ASH should head back to PaP (from GTMO supply onload). 
 
Unspecified Time / General: 

• MDSU 2 detach. 
• BHN departs for JAX. 
• Normandy: assumed duties as BF; air surveil Buick; re-visited town of 

Boden; delivering 30k HADR rations via VERTREP (CTL 473 still out) 
• 22 MEU BLT does town hall meeting in GG, supporting USPHS 

immunization in GG. 
• 24 MEU at WFP distro points 1 and 16 (both partnered with Sri Lankan 

soldiers). 
• BAT continues with SAM at Life Line Christian Ministries (distro 324k 

meals to 11k families); (also may be done xferring Op Blessing pallets to 
PaP). 

• 24 MEU does Les Cayes APOD assessment, insert medical team with 
supplies into St. Nicholas hospital. 

• IAF at 39 of 50 tents; CLB awaiting delivery of remaining 10 tents. 
• FTM assist with ATH and HAL offload at Vimy Beach. 
• GUN backloaded APS SPMAGTF from NMB. 
• 22 MEU CLB coordinate with Spanish Marines Advance Team in PG. 
• CSG-2 has split staff ashore and float. 
• Lummus offload completed, commenced "selected backload" (1 causeway 

ferry: powered section, intermediate section, and beach end section, plus 
1 LCM). 

• Looking at Cornhusker State to do containerization of break-bulk. 
• Williams offloading to Gold Beach (and transloading NAVELSG equipment 

FFT GTMO). 
• Crowley barge due in around 6 Feb; discussed required steps to transition 

to commercial solution. 
• AllieB departed for PaP to onload NAVELSG eq on DWW. 
• LCU 2011 loaded rolling stock and riders for air cargo det at PaP APOD. 
• ASH onloaded remaining HADR supplies from both APOD and SPOD 

stores for xfer to BAT; very little remaining on-hand now. 
• Comfort receives additional x-ray machines. 
• JTF looking at long-term CA capacity, "probably not enough." 
• SOUTHCOM J8 shows first assessment slides; JTF-H disagrees with 

the assessments. 
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• SOUTHCOM notes that the EMF decision is made (not needed); DWW 
due to depart (though that doesn't happen until the end of Feb). 

 
Wednesday, 03 February, 2010 
 
1045: Belgian hospital threatened with violence. 
 
1700: Lummus departs (for Blount). 
 
Unspecified Time / General: 

• LNC arrives. 
• Allie B and Victoria Hunt arrive PaP. 
• McAllister Boys/Atlantic Trader at JAX (waiting for RHIB for CTH; ETD 4 

Feb, ETA PaP 9 Feb). 
• Williams transloads NAVELSG MHE to Allie B (for GTMO), remainder of 

discharge at ~50% (CBMU 202; MSOC van…) 
• Normandy: surveil Buick; made plans for relief ops ashore tomorrow (Au 

Para; if conditions suitable for RHIB ops); expect CTL 473 FCF done at 
end of day; tomorrow will also do small boat xfer w/ LNC to pick up 8 NOR 
sailors aboard 

• BAT has LCAC maintenance day; cont to support USPHS immunization 
clinic at GG (along with 22 MEU BLT). 

• CTH xfers HADR to NM, GG, and PG Beaches. 
• 24 MEU does delivery to LZ Conebill, LZ assessment on Ile de la Gonave, 

deliver medical supplies to IAF, (WFP DP 1, 16). 
• ASH arrives at PaP from GTMO, offloads 368 pallets of HADR supplies. 
• 24 MEU notes that DPs going well and can move out when needed. 
• JFMCC mentions looking at NOR and UND redeploy. 
• USNAVSO notes lack of traction with SOUTHCOM on transition plans (not 

taking suggestions). 
• Initiation projected completion date for pier repair is 2 May (will actually be 

done by 26 March). 
• Air cargo det arrives PaP APOD to help cargo xfer there (NALO). 
• ACB bacteria reported on Comfort. Moving to contain. 
• Comfort drawing down on patient load; see about a 3 week orthopedic 

backlog; to receive 25 Project Hope doctors (orthopedics) to help clear 
backlog. 

• CJTF-H notes he is taking sailors, marines, airmen, and soldiers to 
fill out 3rd ESC and help get containers out of the sea port. 

• USAID has no plan after WFP surge ends. Don't know true HA support 
requirement for Phase II. 

• MINUSTAH does not see a need for U.S. security forces. 
• Somebody at SOUTHCOM makes a statement about needing an 

amphib/large deck for 6 months. 
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• SOUTHCOM has 2 new RFFs, one for mortuary affairs, another for an 
additional 94 pers at SOUTHCOM (to which JTF-H highlights their staff is 
still at 67% manning). 

• SOUTHCOM wants sea port slides to include all shipping, not just DoD. 
• General Info: 

o 500 person peaceful anti-GoH demonstration in Petionville, where 
mayor was accused of charging for WFP food coupons. 

 
Thursday, 04 February, 2010 
 
0000: 4.6 aftershock. 
 
Unspecified Time / General: 

• LNC arrives sometime today. 
• 24 MEU decision brief to happen today. 
• LCU 2001 loaded 44 USAID pallets (cots and tents) FFT BAT; 0 supplies 

on-hand now (LCU won't leave due to mechanical issues). 
• Now an air-bridge for CONUS-GTMO-PaP (NALO) for high pri CASREP 

parts (and Navy assets) -- 3 flights per week from JAX, 2 flights per week 
from Norfolk (with 60 pax per flight). 

• Last of SPOD equipment for JLH arrives tomorrow. 
• JLH offers to send some teams and eq to assist in port choke-point. 
• Somebody notes port is at "700 TEU/day capacity" (JTF-PO corrects as 

~450TEU/day) but the choke-point is 3rd ESC getting containers out of the 
SPOD (150 TEU/day). 

• Somebody notes that Army is "mad about not having a JMD" and things 
being a pick-up game (this will be a recurring theme for the Army, but 
offers good evidence why changing the game-plan, or trying things on the 
fly will need a lot of work to be successful if the Army is involved). 

• Notes that BAT admissions are no longer earthquake-related and Comfort 
admissions have slowed to about 20/day. 

• Mentions the IAF due to open (on 5 or 6 Feb) in order to increase Comfort 
operating room capacity. EMF need negated by the fact that patient 
discharges now exceeding admissions. 

• C4F introduces framework for analyzing and communicating redeployment 
of forces (CNA). 

• SOUTHCOM discussion on approaching rainy season (peaks May, then 
broader peak in late summer, early fall). 

• SOUTHCOM notes again need for greater insight for all vessels 
heading into PaP (JTF-PO presents more information on all expected 
shipping); also wanted better visibility on JLOTS and Crowley. 

• 24 MEU departure expected to be announced 6 Feb. 
 
Friday, 05 February, 2010 
 
0800: Phase II officially happens. 
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1000: (051500Z) FRAGO 023, release of NOR and UND. 
 
1200: SNOWMAGGEDON hits DC area. 
 
Unspecified Time / General: 

• McAllister Boys en route PaP (ETA 8 Feb). 
• Wright deactivated (never used; was potential berthing 
• "Overview of JLOTS Reception Points: 

o Crowley - 800' barge pier on W side of N pier (S of Red Beach 
landings); a 400' due in around 9 Feb, ~288 TEU/day, with an 
additional 400' due in. 

o Gold Beach: INLS Causeway Ferry landings only, b/c can breach 
bad soil near waterline, 168 TEU/day 

o Red Beach 1/2/3: landing sites for LSV, LCU and causeway ferries 
(150-200 TEU/day) with site 1 limited currently b/c of gantry crane 
removal ops" 

• NCAGS training Haitian port authority on Port Control and Vessel Traffic 
Management. 

• Established an additional beach at Varreux for military ops and landing 
craft support (White Beach). 

• JLH has further NMCI upgrades in progress as well as voice comms 
between GTMO-PaP. 

• JLH personnel getting training on RFID tags and Intransit Visibility (ITV) 
systems. 

• 24 MEU received 30 tents for IAF completion; delivered generator and 
equipment to Ile de la Gonave (MITAM), assessments in Kenscoff, and 
WFP distro points 1, 16. 

• (M/V Crimson Ace and T/B Maria Brusco supposed to leave JAX ~6 Feb 
with NMCB-7 equipment, with arrival PaP 11 Feb; this will get cancelled). 

• IAF achieved IOC with 100 beds (BAT and NAS providing personnel). 
• Comfort members perform assessment of Killick and Terminal Verreaux to 

assess their value as transport hubs between Comfort and the IAF; go 
with Killick as primary (due to get floating causeway tomorrow morning). 

• JTF-Haiti says that we'll "never get back to pre-earthquake status, it will be 
different." Adds, "it's easier to get in than out." 

• (FRAGO 26 on establishing supply hub at GTMO for 5-day supply of 
Class I, II, IV, and AAFES items; ARSOUTH has lead, JLH may 
coordinate). 

• General Info: 
o Reports of violent criminals wearing U.S. uniforms informing local 

population that U.S. military has placed them in control. 
o Cellular capacity at "better than pre-quake" levels. 

 
Saturday, 06 February, 2010 
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Unspecified Time / General: 
• Huakai arrives PaP, expected pierside tomorrow. 
• EMF rescinded (REDEPORD 050644Z FEB 10), but CBMU 202 to stay 

30-60 for IAF. 
• UND detaches today; xsit to Mayport. 
• Spanish marines are offloading IVO PG (SPS Castilla), with 22 MEU CLB 

coordinating. 
• 24 MEU inserted movement control team to PaP pier; backloaded 

equipment in preparation for 8 Feb RIP; continue with IAF, WFP DPs. 
• GUN transitioning HADR operations leadership to Haitian Coast Guard 

in Killick. 
• Williams offload 85% complete. 
• South Pier construction materials arrive. 
• APN taking the lead in scheduling vessel arrivals, departures and are 

controlling both waterways and shore facilities. 
• Crowley intends to drive pier pilings on 6-8 February and will moor the first 

barge in the vicinity of RED BEACH 3 on 12 February. (The next phase 
places the second barge at the northeast section of the North Terminal on 
or about the first week in March. The first barge will then be tied up end to 
end for an 800 foot “pier”). 

• New metric for port operations in the APN facility: no ship will wait more 
than 24 hours to be assigned a berth and move into port.   

• CTF-48 visited PaP today to meet with APOD air cargo team and SPOD 
JLOTS teams; met with MGen Visot (CO 377th TSC) on way ahead for 
GTMO support by establishing an ISB under JLH along with short term 
integration of CTF-48 cargo xfer team to support 3rd ESC's efforts to 
move cargo inland, as well as discuss FRAGO 26 (supply hub at GTMO). 

• General Info: 
o UN Shelter cluster has compiled a list of settlements which so far 

contains 315 sites occupied by 468,075 people (91,112 families). 
o Expect commercial flights between Haiti and U.S. to resume 19 Feb. 
o Bahamanaian Coast Guard intercepts 62 Haitian migrants. 

 
Sunday, 07 February, 2010 
 
1230: Huakai at PaP pier. 
 
Unspecified Time / General: 

• BHN en route PaP. 
• 22 MEU commenced RIP with 24 MEU in Carrefour, WFP DPs, ISB, and 

IAF (India Co to IAF, Lima Co to LZ 2, Plt, Co I to ISB). 
• 24 MEU extracting personnel, turnover with 22 MEU. 
• FTM VBSS team provided convoy security for HADR movements in PaP. 
• GUN continues to transition with Haitian Coast Guard, UN, and NGOs. 
• India Co (-) at IAF. 
• Williams offload 90% complete. 
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• Repairs on South Pier commence (25Jan-7Feb, order materials, receive, 
and prepare piles; pre-fab; then 8 Feb… Pier Repairs). 

• JLH working with DLA to establish a DODAAC "so can marshal fleet 
support material at the APOD." 

• Of the 4 tugs, Elb II (in PaP doing download of commercial vessel cargo); 
Caribe (PaP, containerizing break-bulk from foreign ships); McAll (enr PaP, 
have put in a request to MSC to divert to GTMO to offload CTH RHIB 
along with 29 HADR and 21 empty TEU for JLH); AllieB (PaP, to d/l 14 
pcs NAVELSG CESE for JLH). 

• LCU 2001 (still at GTMO due to technical issues) will onload Columbian 
HADR (ETD 1200 on 8 Feb). 

• CJCS sends NASARG/24 MEU release order. 
• Comfort working patient transfers by boat and helo to ashore "stabilization 

clinics." 
• UN Health Cluster has identified 91 functioning hospitals in Port au Prince, 

56 with surgical capacity. 
• MoH relays that number one health concern is improving sanitation at 

IDP camps. 
• Meeting tomorrow with JTF and USAID to review way ahead for the IAF. 
• JTF-H trying assessment for food, water, and shelter similar to 

presentation of medical (window-pane-style), but they've over-complicated 
it. 

• General info: 
o Story arises of an NGO group arriving at Homestead for Space 

Available transport, but did not coordinate with USAID. Called the 
NYT and complained. 

o Flights arriving in PaP reduced to 80-90 per day. 
o Water, electricity supplies said to be at pre-quake levels. 

 
Monday, 08 February, 2010 
 
1901:  NAS ARG (NAS, MVD, ASH) and 24 MEU released. 
 
Unspecified Time / General: 

• BHN arr PaP. 
• Huakai en route to JAX. 
• LNC departs PaP (turnover with SAC, currently at Norfolk). 
• 22 MEU and 24 MEU wrap up transition; 22 MEU now doing WFP DPs 1 

and 16, security mission ISB (IAF security turned over to 209th MP Co). 
• GUN transitioned operations at Killick to Haitian Coast Guard. 
• Williams offload complete. 
• Received South Pier repair material, drilling underway. 
• JTF-PO notes that the Crowley 2-barge solution will need an owner 

beyond end of contract (TRANSCOM; ends 9 April); USAID has 
expressed interest (ends up getting picked up by OPR?). 

• JLH completing ITV/GTN training. 
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• LCU 2001 onloaded cots, tents, poles, Columbian HADR for xfer to BAT. 
• General Info: 

o Concern begins to rise over a possible outbreak of tuberculosis. 
o Medical assessment that wait time at top 10 PaP hospitals is 

minimal; surgical capacity increasing. 
o Man pulled from rubble (27 days after quake). 

 
Tuesday, 09 February, 2010 
 
1744: 4.0 aftershock. 
 
Unspecified Time / General: 

• McAllister Boys arrived GTMO and offloaded RHIB for CTH as well as 
6 empty TEU (to be used for break-bulk). 

• Allie B enr GTMO w/ NAVELSG eq (from Williams). 
• Alakai deactivated (never used). 
• 22 MEU doing overwatch of MINUSTAH at DP1; partnering with 

MINUSTAH at DP16. 
• 22 MEU reassessed need in Léogâne; medical needs being met by NGOs. 
• 22 MEU notes that population increasingly voicing their needs to local 

government, and less frequently to the NGOs and other forces. 
• German NGO has provided water tank in PG; CLB22 helping to establish 

site for installation. 
• CTH heads to GTMO late in day (to exchange 11m RHIB). 
• 22 MEU reports no medical shortfalls in GG. 
• FTM to stern-gate marriage w/ LCU 2001 to receive 65 pallets of HA 

supplies rom GTMO. 
• JLH has identified site for storage of sustainment items. 
• JLH working with 22 MEU and NRSE to develop agricultural inspection 

and wash-rack capability. 
• JLH preparing 21 pax CTT (cargo transfer team) to support 3rd ESC at 

PaP. 
• Estimates of 3-5 weeks to process all patients aboard Comfort to shore. 
• Note at SOUTHCOM that no NGO has stepped up to use the IAF (they 

had a "different vision"). Also noted that EMF is still in crate; USAID 
unsure if they will use. 

• JTF-Surgeon relays story that Board of Directors at Haitian Community 
Hospital was trying to figure out how to make payroll, because all of the 
free medical care flowing into Haiti had removed their source of income -- 
a good example of how too much of "helping out" can cause problems. 

• Haiti Minister of Health agrees to redeploy JTF-B FST. 
• 35 patients on Comfort that require treatment beyond that offered in Haiti 

(ventilated patients or quadriplegics); they do not quality for MEDEVAC to 
US, because their condition won't improve for eventual return. Resolving 
this will require higher-level policy guidance. 

• Expect surgical backlog to be cleared by tomorrow. 
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• Comfort can close neo-natal ward; NGO hospital in Cange capable. 
• "JTF-H decision brief has decided to release GUN between 11-14 Feb." 
• Baharona APOD closes. 
• General Info: 

o Somebody (?) acknowledged the undersourcing of USAID -- 
example, 2 people running MITAMs (the process for sourcing 
requests from 500+ NGOs). 

o Story surfaces of kidnapped AMCIT aid worker (this will later turn 
out to be false). 

o OCHA reports trauma injury consultations are now ~10% of total 
medical cases. 

 
Wednesday, 10 February, 2010 
 
1300: SOUTHCOM FRAGO 031, release of GUN (101800Z). 
 
Unspecified Time / General: 

• CTH arr GTMO to receive RHIB and supplies. 
• McAllister enr PaP w/ 29 HADR and 14 empty TEU (ETA today). 
• Allie B at GTMO w/ NAVELSG eq from Williams (2x50k Kalmars and 

Cargo Hatch Box). 
• NGOs around New Mission have arranged other means for receiving 

and distributing supplies. 
• USPHS doing vaccinations, also veterinary. 
• USPHS along with SeaBees have constructed 10 sanitation trenches in 

the IDP camps in GG (with Léogâne, Carrefour and PG next). 
• BAT no-fly day (safety stand-down). 
• Owners of GOTWALD crane (sunk) are delaying salvage for investigation. 

Could impact Crowley barge placement. 
• Grasp has RHIB issues, gets loaner from Comfort. 
• JLH testing DODAAC for support of Navy forces ashore. 
• CTT ADVON arrive PaP; eq in country. 
• Last 2 IAF patients discharged today. 
• German NGO assumed all operations at Notre Dame Hospital in PG and 

have no further support requirements. Similar story in Léogâne (that 
NGOs and partner nations have created greater capacity than pre-quake). 

• (JLC "stuck" around 55% manning -- 1116 of 2136). 
• (Statements at SOUTHCOM that DoD wants "everyone out by 15 

Apr.") 
• General Info: 

o Préval 's special "state of emergency" powers expire 16 Feb (this 
date will come and go w/ no change). 

 
Thursday, 11 February, 2010 
 
0900: CTH depart GTMO for PaP, onloaded 126 pallets and testing new RHIB. 
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1100: SAC departs Norfolk. 
 
1900: Huakai IPT JAX. 
 
Unspecified Time / General: 

• Allie B offload (at GTMO) complete; SPOD is FOC. Barge to remain for 
transfer of stuff to PaP. 

• Others have taken lead at DP 16 (DP 1 already been transferred at this 
point). 

• MCAT 207 continues to assist the local government of Carrefour (for 
management of aid distro and reconstruction efforts). 

• BAT ARG says medical personnel are seeing only non-quake issues 
and that local hospitals and clinics in their area are self-sustaining. 

• Tarps expected in GG that will provide shelter for 200,000. 
• FTM assisting NGOs with HADR distro in Birely and Neply. 
• Seeming first mention of backload of Williams (NLT 5 Mar). 
• JLH says that BAT has signaled no more receipt of HADR supplies; future 

will come via LCU or barge. 
• C-17 with more NAVELSG CESE arrived at JLH. 
• CJCS agrees with JTF-H method of picking a specific end date, but 

stresses need for condition-based (not arbitrary calendar date). 
• SOUTHCOM OPSLOG now fully operational: Air, JOPES, GFM, DDOC 

co-located for "one-stop logistics shop." 
• "A significant portion of the NORTHCOM contingency is scheduled to 

depart SOUTHCOM tomorrow." (noted that "too expensive to man every 
COCOM w/ the appropriate staff to address every event," and that 
increased capacity is a "best practice") [this statement ignored the 
problems caused by the sudden influx...] 

• DHL and other carriers experiencing a backlog because of customs and 
excessive fees. 

• General Info: 
o USCGC Dependable repatriates 78 to Cap Haitien. 
o One month from earthquake, Haiti begins (3-day) period of 

mourning. 
o Turkey has offered police contingent for MINUSTAH. 
o Parliament not acting, so Préval  likely to continue to exercise 

emergency powers after 16 Feb. 
o MINUSTAH has authorized 3500 additional troops (1500 police and 

2000 military). 
o WASH Cluster has set latrine requirement at 1 per 100 people 

(according to some standards, requirement should be 1 per 25). 
 
Friday, 12 February, 2010 
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0000: GUN released; departs PaP for RAS with BHN and then heads to Rota, 
Spain. 
 
1054: LGN u/w from GTMO (for meeting w/ BHN, then on to PaP). 
 
1927: Word circulates that OMB calling for reduced military footprint 
(because it's costly) in Haiti. Expect Comfort gone by mid-March and 
MEU/ARG gone by mid-April, last intra-Haiti helo support gone by mid-
March. 
 
Unspecified Time / General: 

• Huakai at JAX loading cargo for PaP, due to get u/w today. 
• FTM to GTMO to onload supplies and MSRON security boats. 
• 22 MEU assess Léogâne, PG, and GG as all self-sustaining except for 

shelter (further, markets active in those areas). 
• JTF-B okayed for redeployment (will be gone by 15 Feb). 
• Port owners have agreed to contract for Gottwald crane removal. 
• FDPMU confirmed high bacteria content in water; taking diver precautions. 
• JLH notes no supplies (HADR) on-hand. 
• JLH has notified MSC of release of Allie B (Elsb and Caribe still doing 

break-bulk; McAllisterr at PaP waiting tasking). 
• Comfort extubated last patient on a ventilator today. 
• Comfort closed minimum care escort ward and isolation ward. 
• General Info: 

o "Most foreign military field medical hospitals phasing out over next 
few weeks." 

 
Saturday, 13 February, 2010 
 
0745: FTM arrive GTMO for onloading of supplies and MSRON security boats. 
 
Unspecified Time / General: 

• 22 MEU BLT takes over security of ISB from 209th MP Company. 
• Diving resumes, with precautions. 
• Crowley barge (APN Red) close to being finished. 
• CTTZ arrives PaP for 3rd ESC support at APOD. 
• JLH starting JOPES process for MDSU-2 MAST redeployment. 
• JLH starting force flow transition planning. 
• Comfort transfers last baby, closes neo-natal unit. 
• C4F notes JTF-H is slowing or stopping some force flow. Decision dates 

on redeployments are shifting left. 
• C4F notes that a difference exists between assessments of JTF-H and 

those of USAID and NGOs (U.S. Military viewed as being overly 
optimistic). 

• General Info: 
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o Last day of WFP surge. Going to contiue with an extension (for ~5 
days, "Phase 1B") at selected DPs. 

o Canadian Armed Forces confirm that 60-day deployment will 
end 13 March. 

o Shelter Cluster estimates 31% of affected Haitians haved received 
shelter assistance (total estimate is 260,000 households need 
shelter assistance). Other estimates say that 50% of IDPs have 
received shelter. 

o (3rd ESC just gets SIPR and VTC capability). 
o Reports of a freighter 45 nm north of Haiti with 100+ immigrants 

that left 7 days prior. Eventually USCGC Hamilton intercepts, finds 
88 immigrants aboard, transfers these to Tahoma, who then 
repatriates them to Cap Haitien by 16 Feb. 

 
Sunday, 14 February, 2010 
 
Unspecified Time / General: 

• FTM returns IVO New Mission. 
• 22 MEU coordinating with Swiss and NGOs for shelter distro plans. 
• (15 Marines from 24 MEU remained behind to augment Ship 

Deployment Distribution Command at PaP SPOD). 
• ADRA (lead NGO in Carrefour). 
• Town Hall meeting at Carrefour with mayor, community leaders, and NGO 

leads; working with plan to divide Carrefour into sectors for easier 
management. 

• Affirmation that U.S. military is purely observing in Léogâne and GG at 
this point. 

• McAllister loading empty TEUs and 2xforklift for transport to GTMO. 
• On issues with shelter, some discussion on whether GoH can appropriate 

land or not. 
• Comfort notes it has 80 patients and 60 escorts to transfer ashore. Also 

has tugs and barge on call for transfer of excess supply ashore. 
• SOUTHCOM begins to review historical flooding information. 
• General Info: 

o GoH priorities at this point are shelter, job creation, and hurricane 
preparedness. 

o 900 Brazilian reinforcements (MINUSTAH) due to arrive over next 
few days. 

o GoH has resumed control of airport during daylight hours. 
 
Monday, 15 February, 2010 
 
Unspecified Time / General: 

• McAllister arrives GTMO with empty TEUs at forklifts; offloads tomorrow. 
• MCAT 207 transitioning to observer role at HA distro meetings in 

Carrefour. 
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• FTM offloading 22 pallets of lumber at New Mission Beach for local 
ministries. 

• FTM starts roof project w/ local leaders on Gonave Island. 
• RHIB from Comfort loaned to divers goes OOC (failed starting; 

troubleshooting). 
• JLH sends MAST redeployment message. 
• JFMCC initiated force-flow working group on redeployment of 4 of 16 

MH/CH-53s (6 in GTMO, 10 on BAT), as use of the 6 in GTMO has 
dropped greatly. 

• Transition schematic for transition of JTF-H to 377. 
• JTF-B redeploys. 
• OCHA has assumed responsibility for daily HA coordination meetings in 

PG. Due to progress to date in PG, NGOs declared Sunday a non-working 
day. 

• General Info: 
o Orgs plan to provide 250k tarps to displaced families by 1 May. 
o Mudslide hits school in Cap Haitien (north coast); response comes 

from JFSOCC, Nepalese police, and Chilean soldiers (as well as 
community, GoH). 

o Estimates that shelter assistance has reached 60% of IDPs, but 
concern mounts over lack of hardened shelter plans (w/ 
approaching hurricane season); the distro is not uniform, as 
JFMCC relays that Carrefour has <50% (largest population outside 
of PaP), while Léogâne, PG, and GG have a larger percentage of 
shelter (70-95%), but smaller populations. 

 
Tuesday, 16 February, 2010 
 
Unspecified Time / General: 

• Initial rumors of 22 MEU to be gone by 30 Mar; also rumors of Wasp to 
turnover with Bataan on 30 Mar (Wasp will not come in). 

• Comfort to loan another RHIB to divers. 
• JLOTS coordination meeting with Williams at 22 MEU for instream 

backload. 
• Pier work experiencing difficulties with drills; new drills inbound (18 Feb). 
• JLH notes again that has few HADR supplies on-hand. 
• JLH: MAST being re-packed. 
• CTT moved 90 containers from LSA to SPOD break-bulk area. 
• McAllister offload complete at GTMO (will now onload DRMO wood 

planks?). 
• Comfort surgical backload complete. 
• Comfort has "9 difficult to place patients" remaining. 
• Comfort staff rotation occurs around here (60 out, 50-60 in). 
• General Info: 

o South Korea officially launches peacekeeping force to Haiti (16 Feb 
to end of year). 
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Wednesday, 17 February, 2010 
 
Unspecified Time / General: 

• CTH backloads LAVs and some pax. 
• JTF-PO releases NCAGS element; vessel coordination functions 

transferred to APN. 
• Divers receive second Comfort loaner RHIB. 
• Insurance company has agreed to settle claim on Gottwald crane. 
• "Definitive turnover requirements" for port ops were communicated to 

APN officials. 
• CTF 48 releases Caribe. 
• McAllister loaded with wood and 3 TEUs of water. 
• IAF closed. 
• Estimates claim 96% of Haitian hospital beds are filled. 
• SOUTHCOM MUB begins showing mudslide threat slides. 
• Some units begin to show "transition status bars" on their MUB update 

slides. 
• General Info: 

o Haitian parliament will not extend state of emergency that expired 
16 Feb, but unclear whether this really means anything. 

o A different estimate claims only 24% of families in need of shelter 
have received so. 

o France pledges $369 M (USD) for Haiti. 
o 5,133 of 8,535 Haitian prisoners escaped, with HNP recapturing 

100 or so (eventually international community will call for amnesty, 
given that a large portion of these prisoners hadn't gone to trial yet 
or even been officially charged). 

o WASH cluster now going with a ratio of 50 to 1 (persons per latrine). 
o (8 of the 10 missionairies are freed by Haitian judge in alleged 

kidnapping case). 
o WFP convey completely looted -- sent without security. There were 

indicators it would be looted; suggestions of inside job to "make up 
for lost business." 

 
Thursday, 18 February, 2010 
 
Unspecified Time / General: 

• SAC arrives in JOA. 
• LGN arrives in JOA. 
• FTM continues with roof project (estimated completion 23 Feb). 
• Sailors Ashore Missions doing rubble removal. 
• BATARG assesses that in Carrefour and Martissant, people continue to 

live outside despite <15% of homes being damaged; HA distro occurring 
in these areas with little-to-no U.S. military involvement. 

• Expect shelter requirements to be fulfilled at Carrefour within one week. 
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• Grasp receives RHIB from SAC. 
• Removal of Gantry crane completed. 
• JLH personnel sent to PaP APOD redeploy today (with equipment to be 

processed via TPFDD). 
• WARNORD MOD places assets for MIGOPS from 48 hr PTDO to 96 RFS 

status. 
• C4F expects redeploy approval of 4x53 GTMO and 2x53 (BAT) within 72 

hours; redeploy of CTH and its 22 MEU elements within 2 weeks; 
Comfort's redeployment dates moving left, as early as 15 March. 

• "Currently 3 COAs for BAT ARG/MEU decision brief for SOUTHCOM: 
o 1. Redeploy o/a 30 Mar w/o relief (but SPMAGTF and amphib on 

96hr PTDO) 
o 2. Wasp and SPMAGTF remain afloat after 30 March until mission 

complete 
o 3. BAT ARG/MEU replaced by another ARG/MEU 

• NAVSO/JTF-H/SOUTHCOM staff recommending COA 1. Decision not 
expected before 24 Feb." 

• JTF-H directs all JOA commanders to focus on transition reporting 
vice operational metrics (to help support force flow decisions). 

• Joint Staff has concerns still about security (UN as well) -- that presence 
has calming effect, so what happens when removed? 

• General Info: 
o WASH Cluster now plans to provide 1 latrine for every 20 persons. 

Organizations plan to provide ~13,000 latrines by April, and 21,000 
more within six months. 

o President Préval  states, "I should point out that the 
government isn't the direct manager of most of this 
humanitarian assistance," in an interview with AP. 

 
Friday, 19 February, 2010 
 
1900: McAllister arr PaP. 
 
Unspecified Time / General: 

• Gopher State deactivated (never used). 
• Bataan holds Change of Command today. 
• Summary (so far) of Navy "Organic Air Lift" (C-40, C-9, C-130) -- 100+ 

flights, 800+ flight hours, 1870 pax, 2.3 M lbs moved (NAVELSG, MDSU, 
Comfort support, HADR supplies, NAVFAC, CASREPs, CTF41, CTF48, 
MAST…) 

• Divers have (2?) RHIBs go OOC from collision during rough seas. 
• CTT continues to transfer containers (155 containers over 5 days). 
• JTF-H grappling with defining limits on rubble removal. 
• All units reporting transition metrics on MUB slides. 
• Mentions of Phase III planning. 
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• SOUTHCOM assesses GoH as subjugated to international 
community's approach, and has not presented a defined GoH strategy. 

• SOUTHCOM working to strengthen relationship with Brazil during these 
efforts. 

• SOUTHCOM FRAGO 041 directs 377 TSC to relieve 3 ESC as JLC. 
• General Info: 

o Small-scale protests followed light rain on 11 Feb, but recent rain 
has resulted in no protests, suggesting needs are being met. 

o Commercial air returns to PaP airport. 
 
Saturday, 20 February, 2010 
 
Unspecified Time / General: 

• SAC departs (for Mayport). 
• CTF 42.1 (Salvage) departs, no more CTF 42.1. CDR of UCT takes over 

coordination (effort is for JLOTS and construction at this point). 
• 22 MEU elements complete transportation assistance for Swiss shelter 

distro. 
• Carrefour CMOC has stopped active operations and only refers to local 

government and community leaders. 
• Shippers showing strong bias toward using South Pier and Crowley 

barge. Only military supplies flowing over JLOTS at this point. Expect 
when 2nd Crowley barge placed (~25 Feb), there will be no demand on 
JLOTS, so expect to redeploy first week of Mar. 

• Completed 22 MEU backload planning. 
• LCU 2006 (Bristoe) at GTMO for on-load of material for ACB-2 (in PaP). 
• 25 NCHB-1 and 13 NCHB pax have redeployed. 
• Comfort has a main circulation pump OOC. 
• Estimates of ~2600 latrines having been constructed for IDPs (12% of 

need). 
• Somebody makes the statement that people have stopped using MITAM. 
• Estimating no need for JLOTS after 25 Feb. 
• JTF-H presented Port Ops plans to AMB Merten -- setting 10 Mar as 

transfer date of all port ops to APN (with only military presence being 
divers doing repairs to South Pier). 

• Airfield security on track to transition 1 Mar. 
• (2/82nd have cleared 25 city blocks of rubble to date). 
• General Info: 

o Shelter cluster expects "universal coverage" of one plastic sheet 
per household before 1 Apr. 

o GoH announced that it will take land from private property owners 
to make room for displaced persons. 

o Final day of WFP Phase 1B distro; next phase will be 'structured' 
and start o/a 1 Mar (plan to distro 1-month mixed rations). 

o Haitian television asks population to kill or capture the top 20 
fugitives. 
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o AMCIT evacuations will be required to use commercial air starting 
24 Feb. 

 
Sunday, 21 February, 2010 
 
1530: Comfort underway to meet for re-fueling (in the morning of 22 Feb, with a 
return just after sunset). 
 
Unspecified Time / General: 

• FRAGO 044 on release of Surgical Augmentation Package. 
• FRAGO 045 on release of Carter Hall (o/a 1 Mar). 
• 22 MEU elements commencing backload of MPF equipment to Williams. 
• Construction has ordered second concrete pump because first requires 

periodic maintenance. 
• Port operations are under control of Haitian authorities; will make official 

transfer upon confirmation from APN that port security is up. 
• JLH anticipating wash-down operations to start 2 March. 
• JLH expects CTT to be released 28 Feb. 
• LCU 2006 (Bristoe) still in-port, expect departure 22 Feb. 
• JLH reports McAllister Boys released. 

 
Monday, 22 February, 2010 
 
0436: 4.7 aftershock. 
 
0600: Comfort refuels, returns to anchorage just after sunset. 
 
Unspecified Time / General: 

• CTH backloading (CLB 22). 
• Some 53s released (4xGTMO, 2xBAT). 
• Backload of 22 MEU equipment to Williams complete. 
• APN Security set to meet with MINUSTAH security on 26 Feb. 
• Ships electing to offload on APN Red vice in-stream offload with lighterage 

(i.e. JLOTS). 
• CTT has moved 256 containers in 8 days. 
• More JLH-related personnel redeploy. 
• Expected pallets from Project Handclasp and Project Blessing continue to 

fluctuate (from 150, to 600+… is finally ~142, only PH, and date slides 
from 23 Feb to 4 Mar). 

• Casualty receiving surgical augmentation team is being redeployed 
(and SOUTHCOM has released FRAGO on redeployment of excess 
Comfort surgical capacity). 

• 2 of the initial 27 complex patients remain on Comfort. 
• 55 patients on Comfort, expect transfer within week. 
• Last patient discharged from BAT today. 
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• JTF-H Surgeon describes 5 documented cases of malaria in U.S. service 
members (4 from the same unit). 

• JFSOCC forces to depart o/a 10 Mar. 
• General Info: 

o USAID #1 priorities are drainage and rubble. 
o Cuban government extended U.S.-Haiti humanitarian and 

MEDEVAC over-flight approval through 1 April. 
o Red Cross planning to build 20,000 transition shelters with plan to 

have "many completed before the rainy season." 
 
Tuesday, 23 February, 2010 
 
0130: 4.7 aftershock. 
 
1735: SOUTHCOM FRAGO 50 on release of 4xMH-53 (GTMO) and 2xCH-53 
(BAT) 232235Z. 
 
Unspecified Time / General: 

• Cornhusker enr GTMO for replenishment (arr 24 Feb; due to return to PaP 
26 Feb). 

• LGN departs for Vacapes. 
• Noted that BAT must complete backload and depart JOA NLT 30 MAR (no 

reason/source given). 
• CTH reducing DRT footprint ashore. 
• Looking at 9 Mar to redeploy JTF-PO. 
• Navy Lighterage backload on Williams complete (with 1 utility boat left; 25 

Feb). 
• CTTZ to depart NLT 1 Mar and transfer CESE to NCHB-1 (currently doing 

agricultural inspection training for NCHB wash-down). 
• Looking at 16 Mar to release Comfort (10 Mar also floated). 
• Comfort continues coordination for 2 difficult-to-place patients. 
• General Info: 

o "Study incidates that structures surviving earthquake will likely have 
to be replaced using earthquake-resistant designs" (which begs the 
question of whether it's actually safe to move back in to still-
standing structures). 

o GoH plans to grant amnesty to 4500 escaped criminals at request 
of international human rights groups (this is the group of people 
who hadn't yet been charged); will continue to pursue 496 
convicted criminals. 

o Haitian Directorate for Civil Protection puts estimate of 222,000 
people dying after earthquake. 

o OCHA estimates nearly 600,000 people departed from earthquake-
affected areas. 

 
Wednesday, 24 February, 2010 
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0723: Cornhusker State arrives GTMO. 
 
Unspecified Time / General: 

• Elsbeth II enr GTMO (ETA 25 Feb). 
• Huakai tapped to deliver heavy equipment wash-racks. 
• 24 MEU logistics support detachment (15 pax) departed JOA for Norfolk 

today. 
• (MCAT may relocate to ADRA as a liaison when 22 MEU fully backloads 

BAT?) 
• Received redeployment order for MAST and related pers and eq. To go 

to Norfolk today via C-17. 
• 22 MEU reps on site at GTMO for wash-down inspection. 
• Transfer of Class IV material for ACB-2 from Bristoe Station to Cornhusker 

State is complete. 
• A "large contingent" of military and civilian personnel leaves 

Comfort today. 
• One critical care patient remains on Comfort (along with approx 20 non-

critical care patients). 
• A third of the Comfort surgical augment team redeploys today and 

tomorrow. 
• JTF-H receives formal letter from APN on assumption of security duties at 

port. 
• Planning for SLOT reservations at APOD will cease 8 March, with 

management of SLOTs continuing until 15 March. 
• General Info: 

o Offload of international HA cargo at PaP airport will be turned over 
to commercial entities on 1 Mar. 

o President Préval  announces that they have purchased 50,000 
tents from China at $100 per unit (money came from $163M fund 
that Venezuela provided). 

o (Steady drumbeat of concern over lack of latrines and sanitation 
may cause outbreaks of deadly diseases). 

o 12 Clusters (Camp Coord & Camp Management, Education, 
Emergency Shelter & Non-Food Items, Food, Logistics, Nutrition, 
Protection, WASH, Agriculture, Early Recovery, Emergency 
Telecommunications, Health). As of 23 Feb, reporting "Percentage 
of the Minimum Emergency Requirement" has Water at 119%, 
Food at 100%, Shelter at 33%, Sanitation at 12% and Debris 
Management at <10%. 

 
Thursday, 25 February, 2010 
 
Unspecified Time / General: 

• Cornhusker State departs GTMO for PaP (onloaded pallets of wood, light 
bulbs, batteries, and office supplies for ACB-2). 
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• CTH completed backload of CLB; will do beach party tomorrow. 
• FTM completed roof project on Gonave Island. 
• CBMU turned over duties at Hotel Montana to NMCB 7 air det. 
•  Pier construction running out of cement, more on order. 
• Williams backload complete. 
• Huakai departs JAX with heavy wash-racks. 
• JLH releases Elsbeth II (last of barges); can request Army LCUs if 

needed. 
• Comfort discharges pallets of excess material. 
• USFF shifts LOO 1 to "GTMO Redeployment." 
• Crimson ships still shuttling in 3D ESC and 82d ABN equipment. 
• (Gray Falcons, 2/82nd medical group, redeploying). 
• PSU returns home. 
• General Info: 

o GoH implements tax rules on all goods including relief items due to 
"end of emergency situation." 

 
Friday, 26 February, 2010 
 
Unspecified Time / General: 

• Williams departs (enr BIC, released). 
• Huakai arrives GTMO (wash-down material). 
• CTH finishes backloading of BLT, making preps for washdown at GTMO. 
• CTF 41 notes that "locals growing increasingly aware of impending 

departure of U.S. forces; no indications of negative sentiment." 
• C4F sees redeployment timeline as CTH on 28 Feb, FTM on 7 Mar, 

JLOTS and Comfort on 10 Mar, and BAT on 30 Mar. 
• Spence barge arrives GTMO (from JAX) with 134 pallets of Project 

Handclasp (in FEUs, to transfer to TEUs for forwarding to PaP). 
• CTTZ has moved 325 pieces over 12 days. 
• Comfort's last "hard-to-place" patient transfers today. 
• Comfort offloads last medical supply pallet. 
• USFF brief LOO 3 shifts to "Port Transition." 
• SOUTHCOM MUB shows first crack at long-term drawdown picture 

(into mid-April) for all major units. 
• General Info: 

o DART estimating basic shelter coverage at 70%. 
 
Saturday, 27 February, 2010 
 
0134: 8.8 magnitude earthquake strikes 200 miles SW of Santiago, Chile. 
 
1400: Comfort discharges final Haitian patient. 
 
 
Unspecified Time / General: 
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• Huakai arrives PaP. 
• MCAT 207 disestablished CMOC at Carrefour and moved personnel to 

ADRA compound. 
• Pier construction received cement and rebar from Hollywood/Chem Caribe. 

Still awaiting cement pump (first is OOC). 
• Huakai delivered washracks to Varreux. 
• APN Blue ramps in place (2nd Crowley barge). 
• 19 pax at CTF-48 redeploy. 
• General Info: 

o Logistics cluster expects GoH will resume management of airports 
and sea ports by 1 March. 

o New OCHA guesstimate for IDPs is now 604,000. 
 
Sunday, 28 February, 2010 
 
1859: CTH departs for GTMO. 
 
Unspecified Time / General: 

• JLOTS redeployment decision approaching; currently no further tasking 
and no demand from shipping .APN Blue has serviced two vessels since 
installation; operations smooth. 

• After delay from eq and cement supply, full production expected 1 Mar. 
• General Info: 

o No demonstrations despite the anniversary of Aristide's departure 
(and despite all the intel suggesting there would be). 

o Deaths reported in flooding from rains (~10 deaths); deaths 
occurred in historical flooding areas (and areas little-touched by 
earthquake damage). 

 
Monday, 01 March, 2010 
 
0746: CTH arrive GTMO. 
 
Unspecified Time / General: 

• Huakai departs for Fort Eustis (to be released). 
• SECDEF approved 3 E2 extension (GTMO) to 1 Apr. 
• SECDEF approved 1 P-3C extension to 2 Mar. 
• Preparing JLOTS equipment for backload. 
• CTF-48 command turnover (O7 to O6), departure of ~50 pax. 
• CBCA (Customs Border Clearing Agent) inspected 4x53s at GTMO and 2 

left (arrived safely West Palm Beach, FL), with other 2 to depart NLT 3 
Mar. 

• CTH wash-down commenced today, with support from LCU 2031 (New 
Orleans). 

• JLH in process of shifting material from Project Handclasp. 
• CTTZ returned to GTMO. 
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• Comfort receives circulation pump. 
• O6 takes over as JTF-H Surgeon. 
• SOUTHCOM MUB presents first look at "Post-OUR Phase 0" -- a look at 

USAID goals for future, TSC authorities and activities, MLO structure. 
• General Info: 

o Commercial cargo handlers assumed responsibilities for non-DoD 
aircraft. 

o AAFES trailers reach PaP (for troops). 
 

Tuesday, 02 March, 2010 
 
Unspecified Time / General: 

• (In general, ships doing flight operations in support of 22 MEU as well as 
LCAC/LCU/LCM ops, CA is doing general observation/assessment, and 
MEU doing liaison and minor tasks (security)). 

• CTH wash-down and inspections are complete. 
• JLH finished inventory of 142 pallets of Project Handclasp material. 
• CTF-48 displays transition plan for GTMO (was 164 at FOC, drawdown to 

76 (less APOD, SPOD support, add customs), CTTZ mission completed 
~28 Feb (55 remain), then "redeployment steady-state o/a 5 Mar" (52 pax) 
giving APOD with 1 air cargo team (16 pallets per day, no night ops), 
SPOD with 1 hatch team (54 containers or 108 break bulk per day), and 
C2 (18 pax) for battle watch, fleet support, and JTF-H support. 

• Offload error (overload on one side) on APN Blue puts 7 degree list on 
barge resulting in minor damage. APN to review SOPs and enforcement. 

• SOUTHCOM FRAGO 60 approves Comfort redeployment. 
• SOUTHCOM MUB has slide showing decision matrix for upcoming 

redeployments (with yellow/green on decisions from 
GoH/UN/USAID/COM). 

• SOUTHCOM augmentation support ~156. Will draw down to ~99 by 1 Apr, 
~73 by 15 April (most of augments in J2, J4, ASA). 

• General Info: 
o WFP preparing for second food surge to start 6 Mar. 

 
Wednesday, 03 March, 2010 
 
Unspecified Time / General: 

• Currently backloading Cornhusker State. 
• JFT-PO bans Agent Agemar from using APN Red or APN Blue due to lack 

of supervision in earlier incident (and also second such incident). 
• XVIII ABN RIP to begin. 
• General Info: 

o Last 2 AMCIT remains located at Hotel Montana. 
o PM has approved some sites for resettling of displaced persons; 

negotiations with landowners pending. 
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Thursday, 04 March, 2010 
 
Unspecified Time / General: 

• CTH departs GTMO for MHC. 
• Ammo cross-deck from FTM to BAT. 
• MSRON reconstituting aboard FTM. 
• NMCB 7 continues to work on Hotel Montana. 
• JLH has transferred 142 Project Handclasp material to 14 TEU for xfer to 

PaP via LCU.  
• Xfer parts, mail to BAT via 53. 
• SOUTHCOM MUB has sizeable Chile update (802 reported killed at this 

point). 
 
Friday, 05 March, 2010 
 
Unspecified Time / General: 

• Pier construction crew receives second cement pump (and first pump 
fails). 

• Wash-down and prep of JLOTS equipment at 50%. 
• 21 CTF-48 personnel redeployed. 
• General Info: 

o Chilean government has asked for specific relief items: temporary 
bridges, field hospitals, satellite phones, electric generators, 
damage assessment teams, water purification systems, field 
kitchens, and dialysis centers. 

 
Saturday, 06 March, 2010 
 
Unspecified Time / General: 

• FTM departs PaP late tonight or early tomorrow morning. 
• FTM backload of MSRON completed. 
• (22 MEU, misc tasking). 
• A note that Grasp has a scheduled repair period for 15 Apr, with a re-sked 

deadline NLT 5 Apr. 
• (Chile Port Assessment Augment Team assembled, scheduled to arrive 

Chile 0800 8 Mar on commercial air). 
• JLH has more deliveries via 53 to PaP (medical) and BAT. 
• CBCA inspectors arrive GTMO for FTM wash-down operations. 
• General Info: 

o WFP "Structured Relief" begins (due to go to 31 Mar). 
o 300-500 Haitians place a barricade of rocks on Route 200 in protest 

of salary 2-weeks overdue from UN Development Program. 
 
Sunday, 07 March, 2010 
 
1810: FTM arrives GTMO. 
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Unspecified Time / General: 

• JLOTS redeploy at 62%. 
• JLH received FRAGO (178) for xport of Project Handclasp material (USA 

LSV en route). 
• JTF-H Commander's Conference hosted aboard BAT. 
• Comfort notes that its departure date approaches, managing last minute 

requests for transfer of parts, tours, etc. 
 
Monday, 08 March, 2010 
 
Unspecified Time / General: 

• LNC arrives PaP. 
• Wash-down and preparation of JLOTS equipment at 71% 
• FTM completed washdown inspection. 
• JLH loaded Phand material plus other TEUs (7) on USAV LSV-1. 
• General Info: 

o (Canadian forces set to redeploy from Léogâne and Jacmel 16 
Mar). 

o (Assessment team for Chile arrives and begins conducting 
assessments). 

 
Tuesday, 09 March, 2010 
 
1830: FTM leaves GTMO for Morehead City, NC. 
 
1848: Comfort departs JOA (for GTMO). 
 
Unspecified Time / General: 

• JLOTS preps at 77%. 
• Looking at Cornhusker State to sail 12 Mar and Cape May to sail on 13 

Mar. 
• Final JTF-Port Opening report.  JTF-Construction/Diver stands up on 10 

March, TACON to JLC.  JTF-C/D will also oversee Seabee engineering 
effort at Hotel Montana, LSA Hope, and IDP Camp site prep as assigned.   

• LSV departs GTMO for PaP. 
• Grasp returns Comfort RHIBs before Comfort departure. 
• Comfort completes helo and deck agriculture inspection. Has loaded 15 

USAF pallets (via Army) to save 3 C-130 charters. [finally, here's the 
jointness at the end when all is quiet(er)]. 

• General Info: 
o (Chile earthquake death-toll overestimated, revised to 497). 
o Health Cluster estimate 16,000 surgeries performed (with 30% 

requiring follow-up surgery). 
o Vaccinations estimated at 20% of target population. 
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Wednesday, 10 March, 2010 
 
Unspecified Time / General: 

• JLOTS backload at 82%. 
• JLH begins planning BAT wash-down operations with stakeholders. 
• General Info: 

o Préval  visits U.S. White House. 
o UN confident that Haiti will not need replacement security once 

US and other foreign troops withdraw. 
 
Thursday, 11 March, 2010 
 
Unspecified Time / General: 

• JLH expecting an LCU on 14 MAR to shift 5 pallets sked to arrive 12 MAR 
(but both of these dates get delayed). 

 
Friday, 12 March, 2010 
 
Unspecified Time / General: 

• Cornhusker State departs. 
• GTMO APOD operations have transitioned back to civilian operators. 
• ARG/MEU units support delivery of donated toys and clothes to local NGO 

in GG. 
• General Info: 

o (12 confirmed Malaria cases in JTF). 
o Red Cross reports emergency shelter materials have reached 50% 

mark (650k people) -- meanwhile other estimates have said 70% 
for over a week or two… 

o A building collapse (unspecified) triggers engineer team 
reassessments around PaP. 

 
Saturday, 13 March, 2010 
 
Unspecified Time / General: 

• (General recon, support in Carrefour, etc). 
• General Info: 

o Official reopening of schools set for 1 April (though many have 
been reopening before now). 

o First official resettlement site opens near Crois-des-Bousquets 
(provides housing for ~14,000). 

 
Sunday, 14 March, 2010 
 
Unspecified Time / General: 

• Cape May departs. 
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• NMCB 7 work on Hotel Montana estimated to be complete ~16 Mar; 
received FRAGO for site preparation of IDP Les Oranges (though J7 may 
rescind). 

• (USFF brief shows JLOTS backload 82% despite both ships remaining 
being done and gone; this will continue till the end of March). 

• General Info: 
o WFP using colored coupons to denote approximate time for pick-up 

in order to prevent lines from growing too long. 
 
Monday, 15 March, 2010 
 
Unspecified Time / General: 

• (FRAGO on IDP Les Orange for NMCB was rescinded). 
• (MCAT has been doing assessment of IDP camps at Carrefour). 
• LCU delayed, will now arrive 17 Mar (5 pallets of Project Handclasp plus 

others ready to go). 
• Preparing shipping documentation for CTF-48 equipment redeployment on 

Spence Barge (ETD 26 Mar). 
 
Tuesday, 16 March, 2010 
 
Unspecified Time / General: 

• 2 E2Cs depart GTMO and land NORFOLK (FRAGO 50). 
• NMCB 7 completed work at Hotel Montana. 
• NMCB 7 met with JTF-J7 to do site visit at APOD for possible VTOL pad 

construction. 
• JLH completed documentation preparation for redeployment of equipment. 
• USFF brief shows CTF-48 stand-down timeline (13 pax left 13 Mar, then 3 

on 21 Mar, 6 on 23 Mar, 4 on 27 Mar, and 10 on 30 Mar; HM14/15 2x53 
inspection ~19 Mar; BAT/22 MEU wash-down ~25 Mar, NAVELSG ag 
inspection ~25 MAR, load on Spence 26 MAR; CTF-48 ends GTMO 
SPOD ops 24 Mar, last VTC 25 MAR). 

• General Info 
o President of Haiti condemns USG over US report on GoH 

corruption. 
o GoH reconstruction plans to cost ~11.5B 

 
 
 
 
Wednesday, 17 March, 2010 
 
Unspecified Time / General: 

• Reconstituted BLT on BAT. 
• Reconstituted CA liaison teams on BAT. 
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• 22 MEU sent SME dets to JTF-H (8 pax). 
 
Thursday, 18 March, 2010 
 
Unspecified Time / General: 

• CTF-41 commenced turnover with JTF-B air ADVON. 
• MCAT consolidating contact list of local leaders and NGOs in Carrefour for 

turnover to JTF-H HACC. 
• JTF-C/D submitted quad charts for release of all units after 28 Mar (JLC to 

brief JTF-H on 18 Mar). 
• General Info: 

o HNP received their February pay on 15 Mar (funded by Japan 
payroll). 

o Continue to notice migration trends below monthly average. 
o Crowley reports that salvage workers have completed salvage 

operations (broken concrete, vehicles, and 300-ton cargo crane). 
 
Friday, 19 March, 2010 
 
Unspecified Time / General: 

• New Orleans arrives PaP w/ PH and OSARSO 7 pieces (from GTMO). 
 
Saturday, 20 March, 2010 
 
Unspecified Time / General: 

• LNC arrive PaP. 
• FRAG 084: Release of BAT o/a 30 MAR. 
• Repairs to south pier at 94% on need of cement (due to arrive on Chem 

Caribe 24 Mar). 
• JLH doing washdown of CTF-48 equipment; 1 pax departs GTMO. 

 
Sunday, 21 March, 2010 
 
Unspecified Time / General: 

• 5.6 Aftershock. 
• SME Det support to IDP camp assessments. 
• JLH wash-down of CTF-48 equipment complete. 
• General Info: 

o "Aftershocks collapse buildings" (no reports on whether these were 
"red" marked buildings or not…). Other reports say one building 
collapsed with two deaths and three injuries. 

 
Monday, 22 March, 2010 
 
Unspecified Time / General: 

• BAT started ammo offload (to LNC). 
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Tuesday, 23 March, 2010 
 
Unspecified Time / General: 

• CTF 41 completed turnover with JTF-B air. 
• BAT continued ammo offload. 
• SME Det did turnover of documentation on IDP camp assessments for 

JT-H and prepare to reconstitute aboard BAT. 
• Grasp and 544th Dive Team head to Jeremie for port survey. Estimated 

completion is 24 Mar (construction team remains at S. Pier). 
• CTF-48 equipment staged and ready to load on Spence Barge. 
• 7 pax from CTF-48 departed. 
• General Info: 

o On flooding/landslides, 36 IDP camps identified "at-risk," 18 camps 
are "must-move" (based on size). This constitutes approximately 
400k people. CCCM will be in charge of moves. 

 
Wednesday, 24 March, 2010 
 
Unspecified Time / General: 

• BAT departs (late 24 or early 25). 
• LNC departs (late 24 or early 25). 
• BAT completed ammo transfer to LNC. 
• FRAGO 086 extends NMCB 7 deployment till 1 Jun. 
• Grasp return to PaP. 

 
Thursday, 25 March, 2010 
 
Unspecified Time / General: 

• BAT/22 MEU washdown commenced at GTMO. 50% a/c inspections 
completed, 20% of vehicle. 

• Spence Barge arrived GTMO and started offload. 
 
Friday, 26 March, 2010 
 
Unspecified Time / General: 

• Offloaded cement for finishing South Pier. 
• Completed South Pier Project on 26 Mar. 
• NMCB 7 reviewing 3 road repair projects for possible tasking. 
• At GTMO, 100% of vehicle inspections completed and staged for backload. 

3 x LCAC started wash-down process. 
• All 8 CTF-48 containers and cradled vehicles loaded onto Spence Barge. 
• Inspections complete for GTMO-based 53s. 
• CTF-48 makes final report. 9 personnel due to redeploy on 27 Mar. 

Turnover of workspace on 26 Mar. CTF-48 to disestablish on 28 Mar. 
• General Info: 
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o GoH asserts imminent domain for land in relocation process. 
 
 
Saturday, 27 March, 2010 
 
NSTR 
 
Sunday, 28 March, 2010 
 
Unspecified Time / General: 

• Units demobilized from South Pier. 
• NMCB 7 met with J7 engineers to discuss possible tasking at North Site 

IDP Camp, Hwy 102 road repair, and APOD runway repair. 
• NMCB 7 providing construction management advice to local workers at 

Petionville Golf Course IDP camp. 
• USFF LOO #1 Marked "MISSION COMPLETE" (all CTF-48 pack and 

equipment departed, BAT wash-down/inspection and backload completed, 
and NAVSTA GTMO returned to baseline operations). 

• (SOUTHCOM brief has look at different IDP camps and cost to move, etc). 
 
Monday, 29 March, 2010 
 
Unspecified Time / General: 

• Grasp and 544th released, sails to GTMO. 
• NMCB 7 awaiting FRAGO for Caril Cesselesse IDP Camp, Hwy 102 road 

repair, and APOD runway repair. 
• Closeout meeting with CJTF expected today on South Pier construction. 
• "At risk" IDP camp initiatives being executed. 

 
Tuesday, 30 March, 2010 
 
Unspecified Time / General: 

• NMCB 7 received FRAGO for IDP camp entrance road improvements (on 
hold due to request for GoH; on others, awaiting APOD and Highway 102 
FRAGOs) 

 
Wednesday, 31 March, 2010 
 
Unspecified Time / General: 

• UCT-1 departed. 
• NMCB 7 started on Corail Cesselesse IDP Camp entry road construction. 
• General Info: 

o Last day of WFP Structured Phase. 
o CJTF-H to Change of Command on 18 April. 
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Thursday, 01 April, 2010 to Wednesday 07 April, 2010 
 
Unspecified Time / General: 

• NMCB 7 estimated completion date on IDP camp entry road is 2 Apr. 
• Later, work on other parts of this IDP camp. 
• 5 Apr, NMCB 7 gets MITAM to remove silt from under a bridge in Léogâne. 
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APPENDIX B – TOPICAL CHRONOLOGY 
This appendix contains shorter chronological descriptions of events from the 
perspective of major areas of operation. 
 
Port-Opening 
 
17 January:  JTF-PO arrives in Haiti. 
18 January:  MTSRU, CTG 42.1 (Salvage), MDSU, Grasp, arrive Haiti. 
19 January:  USCGC Oak arrives Haiti. 
20 January:  2 x Army LCUs arrive Haiti. 
21 January:  Fleet Survey Team, Henson arrive Haiti. 
22 January:  Lummus, UCT-1 arrive Haiti. 
23 January:  MDSU-2 pax arrive Haiti. 
24 January:  NCAGS moves forward to Haiti. 
25 January:  1 x Army LCU, USCG Port Security Unit arrive Haiti. 
27 January:  NMCB 7 arrives Haiti. 
29 January:  Cape May arrives Haiti. 
30 January:  Cornhusker State arrives Haiti. Port “cooperative” begins. Salvage 

and Survey operations complete. 
31 January:  Williams arrives Haiti. 
1 February:  Henson, Fleet Survey Team depart Haiti. 
2 February:  MDSU departs Haiti. 
3 February:  Lummus departs Haiti. 
6 February:  Port construction materials arrive Haiti. 
11 February:  CBMU 202 shifts to help with pier repair. 
14 February: First Crowley barge (APN Red) up. 
17 February: APN takes full control of port operations; NCAGS departs. 
21 February: CTG 42.1 departs. 
25 February: PSU departs. 
26 February: Second Crowley barge (APN Blue) up. 
27 February: Williams departs. 
3 March: Official JLOTS release message. 
9 March: JTF-PO stands-down. 
13 March: Cornhusker State departs. 
15 March: Cape May departs. 
26 March: Pier construction complete. 
29 March: Grasp departs. 
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Joint Logistics Hub 
15 January: USFF sends JLH concept brief to CNO.  
16 January: CNO okays the JLH concept. 
17 January: Email sent to JCS J4 to begin JLH coordination. 

  NAVELSG AVDON arrives GTMO. 
18 January:  SOUTHCOM approves JLH. 
  CSG-2 arrives GTMO as CTF-48 for JLH. 
20 January: GTMO receives Joint Communications Support Element. 
  COMNAVELSG arrives GTMO. 
21 January: COMNAVELSG relieves CSG-2 as CTF-48. 
22 January: Four barges contracted to project GTMO-Haiti shuttle. 
25 January: “Visibility on incoming NGO humanitarian relief supplies continues 

to be a challenge.” 
 NAVELSG material (and people) continue to flow in. 
27 January:  More cargo handlers for SPOD arrive. 
(30 January: Contracted barges begin to arrive; Army LCUs visiting as well). 
03 February: Air cargo detachment shifts to Haiti APOD to assist Navy air offload. 
04 February: Air-bridge (JAX-GTMO, Norfolk-GTMO) established. 
05 February: Last of SPOD equipment arrives. 
 Training on RFID tags and Intransit Visibility (ITV). 
07 February: Establishing DODACC for support of Navy forces ashore. 
08 February: JLH begins collaboration for sustainment-class items. 
 ITV training complete. 
09 February: Begin coordinating setup for wash-down area. 
11 February: More CESE arrives GTMO. 
12 February: First barge released (Allie B). 
13 February: Cargo Transfer Team shifts to Haiti to assist with transfer of cargo 

from SPOD (assist to 3RD ESC). 
17 February: Caribe barge released. 
18 February: Personnel sent to PaP APOD redeploy, with equipment. 
20 February: Nearly 40 personnel redeploy. 
21 February: McAllister Boys released. 
22 February: More JLH personnel redeploy. 
24 February: Logistics conference on Bataan. Where JLC gets picture of what 

Navy forces could have done. 
25 February: Last barge, Elsbeth II, released. 
27 February: More personnel redeploy. 
01 March: CTF-48 command turnover (O7 to O6). 
 CTH wash-down commences (done 2 March). 
 Cargo Transfer Team returns to GTMO. 
08 March: FTM completes wash-down inspection. 
12 March: GTMO APOD operations transition back to civilian. 
20 March: Wash-down of CTF-48 equipment (done 21 March). 
25 March: Bataan wash-down and inspection commences (done 26 March). 
26 March: Turnover of workspace. 
28 March: CTF-48 dis-established. 
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Medical 
13 January: JCS VOCO for Comfort, USFF orders activation of Comfort. MSC 

activates Comfort.  
14 January: BUMED issues PTDO for personnel for Comfort. 
15 January: Carl Vinson arrives Haiti, begins to receive patients. 

MSRON Security Detachment embarks Comfort. 
16 January: Comfort underway from Baltimore, MD. 
18 January: OPNAV DEPORD for EMF-150. 

Bataan ARG/MEU arrives Haiti; begins to receive patients. 
19 January: Gunston Hall works at clinic at Coast Guard station at Killick. 
20 January: Comfort arrives Haiti; begins to receive patients 
  CTH establishing “Hope Estate Clinic” ashore. 
21 January: EMF-150 begins on-load. 
25 January: EMF on-load completed. 
27 January: Comfort, Gunston Hall independently report a shift in patient issues 

(more toward general problems, instead of earthquake-related). 
30 January: FTM prepares new medical treatment site at Mayte Village. 
31 January: EMF arrives. 
  IAF construction starts. 
1 February: EMF turned-off. 
  Carl Vinson departs. 
4 February: USFF Surgeon becomes JTF-Haiti Surgeon. 
5 February: EMF order rescinded. 
  IAF reaches IOC at 100 beds. 
6 February:  Project Hope surgical team arrives Comfort. 
09 February: An estimate of 3-5 weeks to discharge all Comfort patients. 
10 February: IAF discharges last 2 patients. 
11 February: Gunston Hall departs. 
12 February: Comfort closes minimum care and isolation wards. 
13 February: Comfort closes neo-natal unit. 
16 February: Comfort surgical backlog complete. 
17 February: IAF closes. 
22 February: Bataan discharges last patient. 
  Casualty Receiving Surgical Team redeploys. 
24 February: More personnel leave Comfort. 
27 February: Comfort discharges last patient. 
28 February: CTH departs. 
1 March: O6 takes over as JTF-Haiti Surgeon. 
7 March: FTM departs. 
9 March: Comfort departs. 
(24 March: Bataan departs.) 
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APPENDIX C – Other Costs 
This appendix provides a detailed listing of the impacts that OUR had on the 
assets involved (as described in section 3.5 Costs of OUR on page 122). 
 
Surface Forces: 
BAT had an availability rescheduled from February to April. 
CTH and NOR had CMAV deferred. 
FTM did not complete CMAV. 
Also, NOR had an impact on ADC training. 
NAS, ASH, MVD had a 3-week delay in reporting to CENTCOM. 
BHR extended 7 days in CENTCOM to cover the above NAS ARG delay. 
BKH extended deployment 1 week. 
HIG returned 1 week late from deployment. 
UWD deployment certification was downgraded. 
(USS Gonzalez lost scheduled time at AUTEC; ~$35k). 
 
Naval Surface Forces did not anticipate long-term impacts for surface forces. 
 
Air Forces: 
Helicopters – 

Loss of training flights.  
Costs with supplying PUK to COM and BAT. 
Drop in training readiness for surge helos. 

P-3 – 
Use of flight time on frames with little left. 
Dec 2010 deployers in tactical stand-down to support Jun 2010 deployers. 
All 2010 HONA (Health of Naval Aviation) expended. 

VIN – 
Missed 2 weeks of ULT training on CVN for SFARP. 
VFA-81 missed/delayed CQs. 

MH-53 – 
Drop in MIW readiness.  
Loss of training flights. 
Impact on OPLAN response. 
Unable to support DSCA while doing Foreign DR. 

E-2 – 
Missed 2 CQ periods.  
Delay of ULT. 

C-2 – 
Lost FRS events. 

UH-1 – 
 Missed Enhanced Mojave Viper pre-deployment training. 
 
NECC Forces: 
MESF: reschedule FEP. 
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NAVELSG: loss of comms support for FEP/ULTRA. 
MCASTC 203: delay of APS (along with GUN). 
NCHB-1: no contingency NCHB left. 
NCHB-13: missed onload support that had to be covered by other DoD unit. 
NMCB-7: delayed deployment to EUCOM. 
NMCB-25: delayed work on SOUTHCOM projects. 
MSRON-9: activated early for CENTCOM b/c of other MSRON assets in Haiti. 
 
NECC assessed the delay for NMCBs to be “acceptable.” 
 
Other: 
MSC: Mercy availability period was stopped then resumed. 
CSG-2: Deployed to Haiti vice Fleet Week. 
Sea Vision: USMC exercise cancelled (this is a JLOTS exercise) 
Ready Duty ARG: temporary loss of NORTHCOM DSCA support. 
NBG-2: LCU maintenance and personnel shortfalls in short-term 
Nobel Shirley: EUCOM exercise cancelled. 
JLOTS 10: Exercise cancelled. 
 
Further Mention: 
The Gunston Hall had a one-month delay for her APS deployment, and cancelled 
3 of 6 of her military-military engagements (with Gabon, Cameroon, and Nigeria). 
 
The Nassau ARG/MEU delay resulted in cancellation of exercise Noble Shirley in 
EUCOM. The loss of the Nassau ARG/MEU also resulted in the cancellation of a 
number of TSC events (with Turkey, Green, Israel, and Romania), as well as loss 
of presence in the Black Sea. The exercise Caya Green had less of an impact 
due to the use of USS San Jacinto in the place of Nassau. 
 
The JLOTS 10 exercise was cancelled. This exercise (in PACOM) was set to 
answer some specific questions with regard to JLOTS operation. 
 
A deployment certification exercise for a MARSOC Special Ops Task Force did 
not have civil affairs available (both USMC and USA CA were in Haiti), which 
limited the training and prevented them from operating and impacting the 
information environment effectively. In short, exercises for kinetic operations are 
relatively easy, but exercises for civil-military relations prove much harder and 
more important due to the difficulty. A recent unit returning from Afghanistan 
operations recommending dropping a number of kinetic training courses in favor 
of more CMO.218 
 
The UH-1s missed Enhanced Mojave Viper for pre-deployment training. Thus all 
units participating in that EMV session missed the opportunity to train with Hueys. 

                                                
218 Of course, the corollary to “we should have more CMO training vice kinetic training” eventually 
becomes “I should have paid more attention during CMO training.” 
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APPENDIX D – MISC GRAPHICS 
 
This section contains various pictures and maps for reference. 
 
 
Figure 57 provides a reference for major cities within Haiti.219 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                
219 This map comes from Wikipedia, available under open-source rules (GNU General Public License); 
author added the village of Lafiteau. 

Figure 57. Reference map for Haiti. 
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Figure 58 groups the cities in Haiti by the amount of damage they received, and it 
also lists the approximate population of those cities.220 

 

 
Figure 58. Populations of Haitian cities, categorized by damage received. 

 

                                                
220 References vary on population counts, most likely depending on how much of the sub-urban areas are 
included. For example, one estimate put the population of Port-au-Prince at 1.7 million. 


